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PUBLISHERS OR DESIGNERS 

Games, games and more games . . . every- 
where we look we see more games being made 
available to the wargame fanatic . . . profes- 
sional games, amateur games and all the shades 
from chocolate to vanilla in between. The up-to- 
date collector could easily list several hundred 
with hardly a second thought. The days of the 
annual Avalon Hill release being all the eager 
wargamer could look forward to are gone . . . 
perhaps forever. A veritable flood of new games 
is released every year from a seemingly ever 
increasing host of publishers. Even we have 
added to the deluge with our mail order line and 
increased product output made possible by a 
growing R & D staff. And although the era of the 
games explosion has dealt many a "dog" to the 
avid collector it has also brought forth some 
excellent efforts which might never have seen 
the light of day with a majorproducerwere it not 
for the exposure gained through a "third world" 
publisher. It was this exposure which brought us 
WOODEN S H P S  & IRON MEN and CAESAR'S 
LEGIONS this fall and will be bringing you even 
bigger surprises this spring. 

One ingredient that goes into every Avalon 
Hill game in abundance is development time. 
The old adage of at least 'a year per game'still 
holds true at Harford Rd. Even with a rapidly 
expanding R & D staff, we have been hard- 
pressed to maintain our standards of quality and 
an increased publishing schedule. This. in part, 
explains our increasing reliance on outside 
designers to supply you with the games you 
crave. The natural by-product of the games 
explosion has been a corresponding increase in 
the number of good, experienced game design- 
ers. In working with these designers through a 
royalty arrangement we can continue to guar- 
antee that each Avalon Hill game is the product 
of years of research and playtesting by a 
quali f id expert. Witness Harold Hock, creator of 
TOBRUK, a man who makes his living by 
analyzing armament systems for the U.S. 
government. It is hard to fault those credentials. 
Indeed those games published previously in 
amateur (for lack of a better word) format 
(advance apologies to designers everywhere 
with a negative connotation of 'amateur') have 
the added bonus of an extremely widespread 
consumer testing period. Such was the case 
with our fall releases. We took over the 
development chores for these games at an 
extremely advanced stage with the benefit of 
considerable consumer feedback even before 
we started. Six months of polishing, expanding 
and playtesting topped off by quality compo- 
nents has enabled us to make super games out 
of products deemed winners before we started! 

All of which is not to say AH no longer 
designs its own games. Far from it1 Randall C. 
Reed is, in our opinion, one of, if notrhe, premier 
wargame designers alive today. However, the 
same qualities which make him great-an 
almost infinite patience and attention to detail, 
preclude him from producing morethan one title 
per year. His designs will continue to be the 
"cadillac" of the AH line, and other AH 
personnel will continue to work on long term 
projects. But more tried and tested free lance 
desinners will have the fruits of their labor 

collection of the best games available under the 
AH banner. We are not so vain that we feel we 
know all there is to know aboutgame design. We 
do feel we recognize a good game when we see 
it however. There exists today a relatively great 
number of free lance designers with fresh ideas 
and viewpoints; new outlooks that we hope to 
bring you after screening and adding refine- 
ments. Do not misconstrue this as a solicitation 
for game designs. We already receive dozens of 
offers every week. Most go unanswered-there 
simply aren't enough hours in the day to 
investigate even a fraction of them. Our stable of 
free lance designers is both near capacity and 
exclusive. To gain admittance, one must have 
pretty impressive credentials. Hopefully, one 
begins to get the message that AvalonHill is not 
just another designer of adult games-but a 
publisher. Simon & Schuster doesn't write their 
own books--they publish the works of leading 
authors. The analogy holds true in the game 
business. 

NEW GAMES FOR 1976 I 

screened and adopted by the AH development 
team. The result, we feel, will be a great PHILOSOPHY Conrinued on Pwe I5 I 

The preceding is by way of introduction to 
,Andrew McNeil and our spring release: KING- 
MAKER. Originally the product of Philmar, Ltd 
(an English version of Avalon Hill) KINGMAKER 
took Great Britain by storm and became an 
overnight sensation. Its reception in the U.S. has 
been just as enthusiastic if not as widespread. 
Due to the expense and difficulty inherent in 
importing, the game sold for $1 2.00 through 
U.S. distributors. By licensing (selling game 
rights in exchange for royalties) the game to 
Avalon Hill, Philmar stands to benefit far more 
from our retail distribution than would be the 
case if they continued to sell direct to American 
imponers. U.S. and Canadian game enthusiasts 
will benefit by increased availability and less- 
ened cost of the product. Avalon Hill, for its part, 
gets to add another quality game to its line and 
build on its reputation of fine games--a very 
important factor in this day of high competition 
in the game industry. 

KINGMAKER is a multi-player diplomacy 
I 

game of the English Civil War. Andrew McNeil 
parlayed his vast knowledge of the War of the 
Roses into an entirely new game system only i 
remotely resembling the combat factorhexag- 
on pattern of standard wargames. The result 

, 

was a delightful game of cut-throat diplomacy 
capturing the glamour of the period and with the 
potential to enamor thousands not normally 
attracted to the conventional 
Uhl, the developer of WS & IM and the original . 

KINGMAKER enthusiast among our staff, is 
handling the development. Besides 'American- 
izing' the mapboard by labelling geographic 
regions readily assumed by English players, the 
AH version will feature a cjw 
point location and greatly cleaned-up rules. We 
know that KINGMAKER will be an instant 
success-it already is. All we Rave to do is 
improve on a fine product. S & T, a gaming ' 

magazine of some considerable repute has 
favored it with the most gratifying review in that 
journal's history. The AH version will be even 
better. Look for it this spring. 
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The Battle of the Hydsnspes 

The Army of Alexander The Great 
By Tom Hazlett 

Alexander must unquestionably rank at, or 
close to, the top on anybody's list of all time great 

' military leaders, but we should not forget that in 
L. achiehng his victories he had a little help from the 
'finest army, with the possible exception of the 

' , Rornan legion, in the history of the ancient world. 
This army was organized, trained, and led toibfirst 

: victories not by Alexander, but by his father, Philip. 
It was Philip who established Maoedonian suprem- 

: acy over Greece in the battle of Chaemnea, and had 
he not been assassinated it would have been Philip 
and not Alexander who would have led the invasion 

,of Persia. It is interesting to speculate just how much 
that assassin's blade affected history. Most histori- 
ansare of the opinion that Philip'sambitions would 

. not have driven him as far as Alexander went, and 

. ihat he would have accepted the offer Alexander 
refused after the battle of Isus,  one of 10,000 talents 
and all land west of the Euphrates River. This of 
course ia mere speculation, for who knows what 
ambitions a man has? Certainly no one looking a t  
Alexander just prior to the invasion would have 
anticipated the extent of his wnquest6. 

The country ruled by Philip differed greatly 
from the Greek city-states to  the south. It was 
organized along feudal lines, and its army, prior to 
Philip had a distinctly feudal characteristic. The 
army was divided into three forces. The Compan- 
ions were mounted nobles armed with a short 
thrusting apear which they used to great effect and a 
sword as secondary armament. The foot guards 
(agtma) were a professional infantry force of 
approximately 1000. Finally there were the un- 
trained, and virtually worthless, peasant levies 
armed with sword or spear and a wicker shield. 
From these elements Philip forged a new profes- 
sional force. 

He reorganized the Companions into 8 squa- 
drons and expanded their strength to about 8,000. 
One of these, called the Royal Squadron, (300men) 
acted as the king's bodyguard and is often called the 
agemn of the Companions. (Alexander subsequent- 

ly reorganized the Companions several times. At the 
battle of the Hydaspea the Royal Squadron 
remained separate while the other seven were 
brigaded with Iranian cavalry of approximately 
1000 men each.) 

The peasants were organized into at least I4 
taxis of 1MO men each. They were armed with a 
sarissa, or pike, several feet longer than the spear 
used by the Greek hopliters. Estimates of its length 
vary from 13 to 18 feet, compared with the 9 foot 
Greek model. The increased length gave them a 
tremendous advantage in combat. The sarissas of 
the front five ranks projected in front of the first 
man, while those of the rear ranks pointed upward 
providing protection against enemy missiles. The 
increased length also made maneuver more difficult; 
untrained levies would have found it prohibitive. 
Philip solved this problem by making them a 
permanent standing force and calling them "Foot 
Companions" to reflect this status. Fighting in a 16 
man deep formation instead of the traditional Greek 
8 deep, they were practically invulnerable to frontal 
attack, and their high degree of training made them 
more maneuverable than the typical Greek phalanx. 
As the sarissa took two hands their small wicker 
shieId was strapped to their left arm. Secondary 
armament consisted of a short sword. Additional 
protection was provided by helmet, greaves, and a 
breastplate. 

The foot guards, or hypaspists, were expanded 
into 3 batialions of 1OOOmeneach. We are uncertain 
as to how they were armed. As they were used to 
protect the flanks of the phalanx they were probably 
not armed with thesariesa, but perhaps the standard 
9 foot spear. They were used in the lint, but also 
performed many functions of light troop6. Their 
multiple uses indicate their superb training and their 
status as the elite infantry. 

These three forces formed the core of the army of 
Philip and Alexander. Despite the improvement of 
the infantry the emphasis remainad on the cavalry, 

and the Companionrs were still the principal strike 
force. The phalanx was stationed in the center to 
threaten the enemy while the Companions delivered 
the decisive charge from their position on the right 
flank. The hypaspists were stationed between the 
two and covered the gap in the line created by the 
advance of the mvalry. The Macedonian army was, 
in short, a balanced, highly trained national force, 
vastly superior t o  the mercenary and citizen hoplite 
armies that had dominated Greek warfare for 
several hundred years. 

These forces actually comprised less than half of 
the army with which Alexander conquered Persia. 
The invasion was officially conducted under the 
aegis of the League of Corinth, an organization of 
all the Greek states except Sparta, broughttogether 
at sword point after Athens and Thebes were 
crushed at Chaeronea. None of the members had 
any l w e  for the M a d o n i a n s  and had revolted after 
Philip's assassination. Alexander, then only I8 
years of age, moved quickly, and aU thoughts of 
resistence ended when Thebes was destroyadandits 
few survivors sold into slavery. Persia, of course, 
was the hereditary enemy of the Greeks. They were 
more than willing to  assist in an  invasion of that 
country, no doubt secretly hoping that their two 
enemies would destroy each other. The League 
supplied 9,000 troops, mostly, hoplites with some 
mvaIry. One suspects that they were taken along 
more as hostages to ensure the loyalty of their cities 
than for their fighting value. Alexander obviously 
did not trust them. He made little use of them in 
combat and sent them homeafter Gaugamela, when 
his position was secure. Additionally, he left a 
substantial Macedonian force in Greece, including 
6-8 battalions of phalanx. 

His distrust of the Greekrs did not extend to 
Thasaly. This area was a member of the Jxague but 
also friendIy to Mwdon .  It furnished a body of 
2000 cavalry, a m e d  like the Companions, which 
was of high fighting quality and played an 
important role throughout the campaign. 
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To fill his needs for light troops Alexander relied 

extensively on mercenaries, although he did have a 
body of about 900 native light cavalry variously 
referred to as Lanoers or Scouts, and about 1000 
native archers. The vast majority of the mercenaries 
came from the Balkan countries surrounding 
Macedon. Thraoe supplied 700 light cavalry armed 
with the snrksa and about 5000 peltasts (medium 
infantry) armed with a murderous curved sword 
(rhomphaia) in addition to javelins. Also worthy of 
particular note were [OW Agrianian javelin-men. 
These outstanding light infantry served well in all 
situations, particularly in the guerilla warfare of 
eastern Persia. 

Alexander also hired 1000 Cretan archers, the 
most highly regarded bowmen of the day, and 
several thousand Gre.ek peltasts and hoplites. 

While this was the army with which Alexander 
launched his invasion its composition changed 
during the course of his I I year campaign. After 
Gaugamela he felt he no longer needed Greek 
hostages, and he sent his "allies" home, replacing 
them on occasion with troops from the Persian 
Empire, making particular use of excellent Iranian 
cavalry. He also received reinforcements from 
Macedon on several occasions. 

One of the most interesting units never got into 
battle. Sometime after Gaugamela Alexander 
ordered that 30,000 sons of Persian nobles be 
organized and trained in the Macedonian fashion. 
By the time Alexander returned from lndia the 
training of these Epigoni (successors) had been 
completed, although they were never organized into 
combat units. Their presence may have had 
something to do with the collapse of the Macedoni- 
an army's brief mutiny in 324 B.C. It certainly had 
something to do with the start of the mutiny. The 
Epigoni were a manifestation of Alexander's policy 
of treating Persians as equal to Macedonians and 
adopting many of their customs in an attempt to 
fuse the two cultures. There was a constantly 
growing fear among the Macedonian troops, 
especially the senior officers who had served with 
Philip, that Alexander would establisha permanent 
capital in Asia, abandoning his Macedonian 
heritage and reducing his homeland to provincial 
status. (300 years later Rome had a similar fear 

concerning Mark Antony and Egypt). Over 2000 
yean it isdifficult to separate fact from fiction, but it 
would seem that several senior officers, including 
Parmenio, were fearful enough to plot against 
Alexander, and were executed as a result. 

Unfortunately space does not permit a detailed 
discussion of Alexander's political maneuverings 
which in their way are as intricateand fascinating as 
his military ones. Likewise, we could not begin to 
adequately describe all the major battles, small 
battles, and sieges in less than a book. As Ahlon  
Hill is not in competition with Ballantine, we will 
content ourselves with a brief look at Alexander's 
last, and many historians feel hiigreatest, battle; the 
Hydaspes. 

THE FINAL BA TTLE 
ALEXANDER'S INVASION 

OF INDIA AND 
THE BATTLE OF THE 
HYDASPES RIVER 

By Gary Cygax with Tom Bazlett 

With the defeat of Darius at the Battle of 
Gaugarnela, Alexander secured the whole of the 
western part of the Persian Empire. The eastern half 
of the realm, however did not passiveIy submit to 
the new ruler, and a long campaign in the Far East 
was necessary before Alexander was able to subdue 
the whole of the lands formerly in subjection to the 
Persian Great King. The years between 331 B.C. 
(Gaugamela) and 327 B.C. were spent marching 
over a great stretch of land, from Arbela to 
Bokhara, from the Aral Sea to the lndian Ocean, an 
area over 1,500 miles long and 1,000 broad. But 
eventually the rebellious and treacherous satraps 
were finally dealt with, and Alexander's Empire was 
secure, but it wasn't as large as the Persia of Cyrus, 
and this Alexander knew. 

While the young conqueror knew very little of 
the world beyond the borders or his own domain, he 
was aware that the Persians had (supposedly) ruled 
the whole of India. Alexander likely believed India 
to be little more than a moderate-sized peninsula 
beyond the Indus River, and he thought to include 
this territory in his Empire as well, thus restoring it 
to a glory greater than even that of Cyrus' reign. So 
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in the early summer of 327 B.C. he took hisrecently 
reformed army and proceeded from Bactria 
southeastward. Passing into the Hindu Kush 
Alexander received the submission of the most 
powerful local ruler, Omphis (more properly 
Ambhi), officially known as Taxiles after the name 
of his royal city, Taxilia. Taxiles swore fealty to 
Alexander and furnished a large body of infantry 
and pack elephants for Alexander's use. Thereafter 
Alexander began a series of marches, and after a 
number of small battles and skirmishes managed to 
subdue the tribes of the northern sector of the 
Punjab. There existed, however, several kingdoms 
to the south and east which were not subdued. 

The region which is modern Kashmir was ruled 
by one Abisares. The southern part of the Punjab 
was under the sway of Porn.  Both of these princes 
were aligned against the one-time King Ambhi, now 
a Satrap of Alexander's Empire and a very willing 
one at that. In order to bring Indiaunder this sway it 
would be necessary to defeat these two rulers. 
Alexander then decided to make Taxilia his 
advanced base and begin operations as soon as 
possible. Before a major campaign could be begun, 
however, he decided it would be necessary to further 
reorganize his army in order to fully integrate the 
Asian horse troops into his cavalry arm. 

The reorganization of the cavalry consisted of a 
brigading of the Asian horsemen except horse 
archers with the ,Campanion cavalry. The Royal 
Squadron of 300 (Agema) remained separate, the 
others formed five mixed hipparehies each 1,000 
strong, all but the fifth having approximately 300 
Macedonians and 700 Asian troopers. The fifth 
hipparchy consisted of only a handful of Macedoni- 
ans, the whole being nearly all Asian horsemen. 
Prior to this Alexander had expanded the phalanx 
by adding another taxis of 1,500 men. The 
breakdown of strength by unit was now: 

Cavalry: 
Agema 300 
1st through 5th Hipparchies 5,000 
Mercenaries 1,000 
Horse Archers 2,000 

Infantry: 
Phalanx of 7 rams 10,500 
Hypaspists 3,000 
Mercenaries 5,000 
Taxiles' Indians %OM] 

Missile Infantry 4,000 

With this force Alexander set forth to conquer 
the independent princes already mentioned, but 
when he arrived a t  the northern bank of the 
Hydaspes River he was confronted by King Porus 
and the whole of his army. Porus chose to defend 
this river line as it was swollen by heavy rains at the 
time and thus passable only by boat or raft. 
Furthermore, Porus expected to be reinforced by 
his ally Abisares before the flood subsided. The 
Indian believed that by a strong guarding of the 
water barrier he could prevent any crossing until 
such time as such an invasion of his territory would 
spell certain defeat for Alexander. He reckoned 
without Alexander's ability and energy. 

Nightly the army of Aiexander made sortiesand 
raised alarms in the Indian camp with their feints. 
The Indians eventually were lulled into a belief that 
Alexander waa going to play into their hands and 
await lower water when the fords could be used. 
Alexander did his best to encourage this belief by 
ordering the collection of large quantities of 
provisions at his camp, as though he were preparing 
for a long wait. 

~ v e n t u a l l ~  Porus stopped reacting to the 
Macedonian maneuvering and Alexander divided 
his forces in preparation for a crossing. His 
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lieutenant Craterus was loft at the camp with orders 
to create an impression of theentire army remaining 
in camp. He had the following foms: 2 taxis, 1 
hipparchy, 5000 Indians and some mercenary 
cavalry, totaling about 8000 infantry and 3000 
cavalry. 
Once battle had been joined, Craterus was to 

cross the river and join in, unless Porus opposed the 
crossing with elephants, in which case he was to 
remain in camp. Alexander knew that his cavalry 
would not cross in the face of elephants, leaving the 
Indian cavalry free to cut down any infantry 
attempting to cross. 

Leaving about 5000 infantry and 500 cavalry 
scattered along the river bankwith orders tojoin the 
main force as it marched down the opposite bank, 
Alexander marched his remaining troops several 
m i b  upatream and began to cross under cover of 
drrkness (see diagram). The island shielded the 
crossing from Porus until Alexander landed in good 
order on what he thought was the opposite shore, 
only to discover that it was another small island. 
There was no time to bring the boats around, and 
Alexander had a bad few minutes until he found a 
spot in the narrow channd that was barely fordable. 

Poius, learning of the crossing, had a difficult 
decision as to division of his army. Gambling that 
the crossing was o diversion he sent a force of 2000 
cavalry and 100 chariots under hisson Prince Porus 
to drive the invaders into the river: By the time this 
force arrived the Macedonians had already com- 
pleted their crossing, and when Alexander realized 
that the Indian force was not the advance guard of 
the entire Indian army he charged with his cavalry. 
The lndian chariots became mired in the mud along 
the river bank. Prince Ponrs was killed and the fom 
routed with heavy losses. 

Upon hearing of this disaster Porus left several 
thousand troops and some elephants to oppose 
Craterus and advanced with his main force to meet 
Alexander. We do not know the exact size of this 
force. The accuracy of ancient historians is often 
questionable, and their counting ability is particu- 
larly suspect, considering that most of the accounts 
of a battle came from the victor's side and the more 
numerous the enemy the more glorious the triumph. 
The following figures, those of J.F.C. Fuller, seem 
more reasonable than most: 30,000 infantry, 3600 
cavalry, 180 chariots, and 200 elephants. 

The Indians had no heavy infantry comparable 
to the Greek hoplite. Their best foot troops were 
archen, while the bulk of the infantry was ill-trained 
peasant spearmen. The Indians did not give their 
cavalry any special status; its training and arma- 
ment was no better than theinfantry. A great dealof 
reliance was placed on their heavy chariots and their 
elephant corps. 

Porus made no attempt to disrupt the crossing of 
the reserves scattered along the river bank. Instead 
he waited for Alexander's advance, having chosena 
strong defensive position with the river on his left 
and a low ridge on his right. 

The lndians presented a unique set of problems 
to Alexander. In his previous battles thecavalry had 
always delivered the decisive blow. That tactic 
would not work here, as the horses would not 
approach the elephants. The task of winning the 
battle thus fell upon the phalanx, but in order to 
protect its flanks the Indian cavalry would have to 
be neutralized. Aocordingly Alexander sent forward 
two hipparchies, a force he hoped would be 
suficiehy inferior to the total strength of the 
Indian cavalry to tempt Porus into combining his 
cavalry wings and attacking. When Porus reacted as 
hoped, two more hipparchies, which had been 
conceaIed by rolling ground, charged the Indian 
cavalry in the flank. After a short fight the Indians 
retreated behind an elephant screen. As the 
elephants moved toward the Macedonian cavalry 
they were met by the advancing phalanx and a 
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general melee began. The Indian cav'alry rallied and 
made an attempt to engage the phalanx but were 
once again met by the Macedonian cavalry and 
forced to retreat behind the elephants. Those huge 
beasts had meanwhile managed to do considerable 
damage to the phalanx. The light infantry, which 
had pre~eded the phalanx into battle, countered by 
killing many of the mahouts and the elephants 
kgan  to rush about wildly in an effort to escape the 
constant harassment of these troops. The Macedo- 
nians were able to avoid their mad charges, but the 
lndians had been compressed into a narrow area 
during the fighting and were less fortunate; the 
remainingcavalry was slaughtered. As the elephants 
left the field the phalanx advanced on the remaining 
lndian troops, while the cavalry attacked both 
flanks. The lndian army disintegrated as Craterug 
crossed the river and joined the pursuit, and Porus 
was persuaded to surrender. Casualty figures from 
ancient historians mean little, but it is safe to say 
that casualties were heavy on the Macedonian- 
Persian side while the Indian army practically 
ceased to exist. Alexander was so impressed by 
Porus' courage that he not only made him an ally 
but added to his territory. 

The above can serve as no more than an 
introduction to the campaigns of this mast 
significant individual. For those interested in 
further reading, J.F.C. Fuller's The Generalship of 
Alexander the Great is highly reccomended. There 
also exists a great number of excellent biographies, 
almost all of them with the obvious title of 
Alexander rhe Great. Those by Tarn and Wilcken 
are particularly recommended. 

HOW TO PLAY 
THE BATTLE OF THE HYDASPES 

All Alexander rhe Great rules apply unless 
otherwise stated. 

Mapboard 
Ignore historical placement designations and the 
baggage camps. The Macedonian-Persian player 
sits on the side of the mapboard next to row A 
which is now the east side. The lndian player 
sits on the other side! 

level ground: green hexes 
muddy ground: brown hexes next to the river 
bank (2 hexes wide) river bank: The slope line 
(the spotted line running the length of the board 
by the Macedonian baggage camp) 
ridge: the hexes in ro&O to T, 22 to 28 inclusive, 
which contain hill contour lines with pinkish 
crests. 

Start of Play 
1. 'The Indian player sets up his army on or be- 
hind row 0. 
2. The M-P player sets up on or behind row E. 
3. The M-P player moves f rst. 

How to Win 
1. The M-P player wins by reducing the Indian 
morale to 0. 
2. The Indian player wins by killing Alexander 
or reducing M-P morale to 0. 

Conrinued on Page 26. Column J 
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Starting Stalinead in 194 
A Variant of the Middle 
Game of STALINGRAD 

Since its release, STALINGRAD has been one 
of the simulationgames most frequently analyzed in 
print. This analysis has generally centered around 
the opening moves by both sides. 

But the opening set-up has always been the 
factor that kept opponents from reacting as did the 
Historical German General Staff or the Russian 
Stavka. In the game, the Russians are prepared for 
OPERATION BARBAROSSA. They fight a 
retreating defensive battle using the vast lands of 
Russia and the several Europeanmajorriverlines as 
their strategic defensive plan. The Nemunas, 
Divina, and Dnestr rivers obtain far more import- 
ance than in actual fact. It is a rare German player 
who sees the spirea of the Kremlin in the winter 41- 
42 nor holds the west bank of the Volgaat any time. 
Indeed, the battle of Stalingrad is infrequently 
fought, for the Germans don't often get that far into 
Russia. 

This variant is developed starting with the front 
as of May 1942. I t  was during the following seven 
months that the German Army reached its farthest 
advance in the East. It was these same months that 
saw the Russian Army pass its cirsis and emerge as 
the dominant force on the Eastern Front. Both these 
actions wereaccompanied by miscalculations on the 
part of the combatants, but the consequences fell 
most heavily on the Germans, who lost World War 
I1 as a direct result. 

HISTORICAL SETTING 

By the time the campaign against Russia was 
considered in late summer '40, Hitler and his 
Generals had three brilliant victories behind them- 
Poland, Norway, and France-and even to skeptics, 
Hitler had begun to look like a military genius. 

The problems associated with operations in 
Russia appeared to be primarily geographic for the 
Russian Army had recently shown poorly against 
the Finns. Although the climate was recognized, the 
main difficulty was how to accomplish a military 
victory in the vastness of Russia. Aside from some 
of the larger European rivers and the Pripyat 
Marshes, the terrain did not offer notable difficulty 
to movement of modern military forces. But 
maintaining concentration of force and supplying 
the armies as they penetrated into the Soviet Union 
presented staggering if not crippling obstacles. 
There were less than 51,000 miles of railroads in the 
country. Of the some 850,000 miles of so-zalled 
roads, only 40,000 miles were hard surfaced. 

Both Hitler had hi Generals agreed that the 
solution was in part to trap and destroy the main 
Soviet forces on or near the frontier. But the 
Generals disagreed with Hitler on the next stage- 
the final defeat of the Soviet Union. Hadler and 
Brauchiisch proposed to concentrate on the 
advance toward Moscow, believing the Soviets 
could then be forced to commit the bdkof  their last 
strength to defend the capital. Hitler, however, had 
his way and OPERATION BARBAROSSA 
provided for simultaneous advances toward Le- 
ningrad, Moscow, and Kiw. Even so, Staff studies 
predicted the Soviet Union would be finished in 
eight to ten weeks. 

OKH assigned I49 divisions, including 19 
panzer divisions, to the operation. Their nominal 
strength was 3,050,000 men. To this were added 
500,000 Finns and 150,000 Rumanians. 

In June'41 the Russian western frontier defense 
was assigned to some 60 armies. While it is difficult 
to accept that these armies were in as austere a 
condition as the post-war Russian assessment 
would have them appear, they were certainly not 
prepared for the test to which they were about to be 
subjeted. They were established along a line that, 
for the most part, had been deep in Poland less than 
two years kfore. Communications and defensive 
points were in the construction stages. 

Bemuse of the Russian reluctance to release 
hard statistics, nearly all Soviet troop strengths 
remain estimates. The best available figures give 
about 70 percent of the Soviet forces as actually on 
the front lines-3,000,000 men. 

Under the initial shock of BARBAROSSA, 
surprise soon turned to confusion and then panic in 
the Russian ranks. By the second week, it appeared 
the first objective, destruction of the Soviet Army 
close to the frontier, had been accomplished. By 
mid-July, Army Groups North and Center had 
crossed the Divina and Dnepr rivers while Army 
Group South was making an easternly sweep 
through the Ukraine. 

As the collapse on the frontier occurred, and 
during the retreat into the interior, the Russian 
Army underwent a reorganization from the top 
down. incompetence in leadership, due primarily to 
the purges of the 30'5, was removed and field 
commands were scaled down to the capabilities of 
the Officer Corps. An Army was reduced to five or 
six divisions, and the Corps-sized unit was abol- 
ished. Divisions were trimmed from the pre-war 
12,000 men to a more manageable 600-9000. 

Still, by mid-July when Army Group Center 
forced the encirclement around Smolensk, the 
Soviet Command was doing exactly what the 
Germans had hoped; standing and fighting instead 
of voluntarily retreating into the country. It had, 
moreover, made the decision that Badler and 
Brailchisch had predicted, namely, to put its main 
effort in the center in front of Moscow. 

On July 19 Hitler confirmed hisconvictions that 
Moscow was not the primary strategic objective. 
Army Group Center was shorn of its armor, and 
told to push on toward Moscow with only Infantry. 

By September, this was revised and the armor 
was returned for a final try at Moscow. The fronts 
before Moscow now held 40 percent of the Russian 
Army manpower, but the Soviet strategy was the 
same; meet the enemy head-on, wear him down, 
stop him, and then counterattack. Again these 
tacric~ failed, for within the first week of October, 
A m y  Group Center broke the Russian lines and 
victory appeared so near that OKW cancelled plans 
for an expedition out of Finland to  cut the 
Murmansk-Moscow railroad. 

But as the offensive continued, slowed first by 
the mud and then the cold of November, it became 
apparent that Army Group Center was worn down. 
Five months of fighting had taken 750,000 Germar. 
casualties with only about half replaced. Despite the 
Russian losses, the Germans claimed 3,000,000 
prisoners alone; the Soviets were still able to raise 
and deploy nine new armies in November. 

At the beginning of December, Army Group 
Center put its last man and gun into the attack. The 
German hope was that the Russians had done the 
same. 

That they hadn't was suddenly apparent. In the 
morning fog, at 4 degrees, the Russians attacked 
Army Group Center just as its patrols were able to 
see the spires of Moscow. The 3% year string of 
German victories came to an end. 

2 By Dr. Joseph Connolly 

Although this Russian winter offensive 41-42 
failed to accomplish a clearxut military victory 
before grinding to a halt in Feb., it dealt the 
Germans a damaging blow. Most important, it 
destroyed the myth of German invincibility and 
raised Soviet nrestine at home and abroad. 

With the h'alt oflthe Russian winter offensive in 
February, the front stabilized. 

The Russians did not know what sacrifices the 
coming campaign would entail. To their certainly 
6,000,000, and possibly 8,000,000 military losses in 
killed or captured could be added millions of 
civilians. The Soviet Union had lost 47% of its 
inhabited area, a territory in which 80,000,000 
people had lived. Moreover, the territory had 
produced 71% of the pig-iron, 58% of the steel, and 
63% of Russian coal. 

But the price was not more than the Stavka was 
willing to pay. As the Soviet Command now 
belatedly recognized, territory and lives were the 
Russian Strategic Assets. 

The Germans had also suffered casualties, over 
1,000,000 men thus far. But their problem had 
become logistics-it was 850 miles through hostile 
territory to Berlin, but only 150 miles to Moscow. 

The STAVKA's mistake in reading German intentions. 

Both the Germans and the Russians made plans 
for summer offensives. The German campaign, 
OPERATlON BLAU, provided for a full-scale 
offensive only in the south to be directed down the 
Don toward Stalingrad and the Caucasus oil fields. 
The decision to limit the campaign was not a free 
one. After the strains and drains of the 1941 
campaign, austerity was present. Of the 67 divisions 
allocated for BLAU, two-thirds had to be rebuilt at 
the front. Only one-third came from reserves. 

In the BLAU directive, Hitler's main objective 
was south-east Russia. His plan was to possess 
himself of the Don basin and, above all, the 
Caucasian oilfields. He would thus deprive Russia 
of her vital fuel supplies and, on the way to the 
Caucasus, would destroy Russia's remaining re- 
serves of military manpower. To accomplishall this, 
Army Group SouthAivided- now into Army 
Groups A and B-would first conquer the Crimea 
and eliminate those Russian forces still in posses- 
sion of quite a large area west of the Donets river 
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and just south bf Kharkov. After that there was to 
be a three-pronged attack on Voronezh by the two 
forces of assaulting troops moving east from near 
Kursk. Having occupied the Crimea, the Germans 
were to advance eastward, cross the Straits of 
Kerch, which connects the Black Sea with the Sea of 
Amv,  and invade the northwest Caucasus. Having 
captured Voronezh, the German Armies were to 
converge from there on the river Volga at Staling- 
rad. By this time, Bitler calculated, the way would 
be open to the Caucasus. Once established in the 
Caucasus Hitler would have the Russian oil for 
himself. And beyond the Caucasus lay the Middle 
East and more oil still, and an overland route to the 

, Suez canal as well. To Hitler, peering south- 
eastward in the spring of '42, the horizon seemed 

- boundless and every prize obtainable. 

As the Germans planned BLAU, the Stavka 
build up the center sector expecting the Germans to 

[ concentrate on a continuation toward Moscow. 
, While a German attack in the south was considered 
' a likely possibility, it was expected the Germans 

would bear north toward Moscow rather thansouth 
: as the Germans were actually planning. By this false 
' 

estimate of German intentions, the Stavka placed 
itself in only slightly less dangerous a strategic 
position than that of the previous year. 

The chain of events did not conform, however, 
, to Hitler's plans. The Russians upset the timetable 

in two ways. Their first intervention, the abortive 
attempt to capture Khrrkov, worked his 
advantage. The other Russian surprise was more 
serious. It took the Germans eight monthsinsteadof 
six to capture Sebastopol in the Crimea. 

In I942 as in 1941, the Germans were late in 
~tarting, and lived to regret their tardiness. The 
Russians opened the spring with an attempt to take 
Kharkov on 12 May. Unfortunately for General 
Timoshenko, the Germans were even then prepar- 
ing to eliminate the Russian bridgehead over the 
Donets in accord with Hitler's first phase of BLAU. 
The forces prepared to do this had already takenup 
positions when Timoshenko atruck out from the 
bridgehead. As a consequence, the Russians lost 
250,000 prisoners, and weakened the Southern 
Front just at the time the Germans were preparing 
to strike. 

The German offensive, BLAU, began a month 
) later on 28 June. The Germans took Voronezh on 6 

July, and then moved south-east dong the bank of 
the Don. Rostov fell on 23 July, but few Russian 
prisoners were taken. The Russians were learning 
the vital strategic lesson that land was worth l e s  
than men when you have a large semiempty 
country. 

At this time, nevertheless, the Russian position 
could scarcely have been worn. The Caucasus, and 
with it Russia's oil. a~neared to be at the mercv of 
A m y  Group A. G r i p  A, reinforced by the' IV 
Panzer Army, occupied Rostov. The Caucasus 
Mountains lay ahead of them and separated them 
from the oilfields, and were formidable indeed. But 
their chances of capturing Baku and Tiflis by 
autumn still seemed good. 

But July 1942 turned out to be another of those 
baffling moments in the war when Bitler made the 
wrong de~ision by not being decisive. In '42 he 
possibly changed the course of history by deciding, 
in effect, to postpone the attack on the Caucasus by 
weakening the f o m s  which were due to  mount it. 

After Army Group A captured Rostov, Hitler 
ordered IWPanzer Army to prmeed north-east to 
help the VI Army capture Stalingrad, nearly 300 
miles away. Simultaneously, he ordered Army 
Group A to send a substantial part of jts'artillery as 
well as other units to Leningrad to reinforce Army 

In the light of Hitkr's ownplan for the summer 
offensive, these were extraordinary decisions. Their 
effect was to disperse the overwhelming strength 
which the Germans then possessd in Rostov, and 
which, probably would Rave enabled them to 
achieve Hitler's prime objective for 1942-the 
Caucasus and its oilfidds. In the end the German 
thrust toward the oilfields was, comparatively, no 
more than a feeble shove. Army Group A captured 
the nearest oilfield at Maikop to find it destroyed. 
An armored thrust toward Grozny stopped beforeit 
got there for lack of fuel and ammunition. 

So the German summer offensive and the 
Russian summer defensive were based on different 
projections. While the Russians expected the 
Gerrnan attack on Moscow, the Germans consid- 
ered the oilfields more important. The esrsential 
aspect of the whole summer campaign was that, 
while both sides now fought with different objec- 
tives, the permanently damaging cbnsequences fell 
on the Germans. 

Moscow remained in Russian hands, and the 
mishandling of the Caucasus offensive left the 
oilfields in Russian hands as well. Germany got 
nothing but casualties, Russia became the dominant 
military power on the front. 

In retrospe~t, we cansee that theGermanlack of 
a determined application of a strategic plan for the 
ddeat of Russia was a fatal flaw. In I941 they had 
accomplished their first objective, the destruction of 
the Russian main force near the frontier, onIy to 
find the Soviets were able to raise more manpower 
and material. Despite this surprise, and the Russian 
winter offensive, and the winter weather, and the 
logistics problems, the German Army was still well 
establifhed in Russia in May 1942. That BLAU was 
a failure cannot be traced to the field commands.. 
The Army was still quite capable of fighting. 

But was BLAU misdiwted? Could the capture 
of the Caucasus oil have sufficiently weakened 
Russia to force her to withdraw from the war? What 
about Stalingrad, and the cutting of the Volga river 
traffic into Russia? Could this have been de~isive in 
the outcome of the war? 

In part from the sNrecy of the Soviet Govern- 
ment, facts and figures on Russia 1942 are either 
unknown or somewhat distorted. It would appear 
that the strategic objectiva left t o  the German army 
in 1942 were the destruction of the Russian Army in 
the field and the destruction of Russian war 
production through capture of important industrial 
and transportation targets. 

The following variant of STAUNGRAD is 
based on the strategic concept that destruction of 
war production and strangulation of transportation 
nets is quantifiable in terms of reductions in troop 
replacements or reinforcements. 

THE VARIANT 

The variant starts with the situation as of May 
1942. The Russian order of battle is drawn from 
recent Russian and U.S. publications. The German 
order from OKW historical records and publica- 
tions. No attempt was made to place the game unit 
markers in spexific locations on the board. Instead, 
German Field Army strengths and Russian Front 
F o m  strengths are indicated by the number of 
defense factors assignd as shown on the picture of 
the gameboard. The front lines as of May I942 are 
illustrated by the shaded areas. These are a best-fit 
dictated by the hex grid system. However, in the 
winter of '41 obvious defensive lines such as rivers 
were frequently ignored by field commanders in 
obedience to OKW or Stavka orders to hold in 
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The number in the lower right hand corner of the 

German Army/ Russian Front marker designates 
the DFs allowed to that particular force. Theactual 
corps make-up .rf the force is left to the player to 
construct from the available units pile. 

The number in the lower left hand corner 
designates the number of Panzer Corps(German) or 
Shock Armies (Russian) assigned to that force. 
These may be ignored, but may not be exceeded. 

Available Unit Pool 

The corps markers that came with STALIN- 
GRAD are modXed before the game w f~llows: 

I. all but one German 8-84 Paruer Corps are 
removed. This reflects the reduction of armored 
divisions by one battalion of armor that occurredin 
early '42. Only the SS units escaped this, soonly one 
8-8-6 is Ieft. 
2. the number of German armored corps remains 
the =me, so all the dismrdtd 8-8-6'sare r e p l a d  by 
W s  in the availabIe unit pde.' 
3. three Mountain Corps of German troops are 
created for assignment in Finland. These are 3-3-4's 
and differ from'normal in that during winter the 
movement factor is not reduced. 
4. the Russians created the Shock army in the 
winter of 41-42. These were provided withaddition- 
a1 armor and artillery, resulting in an increased 
defensive or offensive strength. These are represent- 
ed by the 6-96's, and since four are called for in the 
initial deployment, three new 6-%markers must be 
made. 

Once these new units have beenadded to the unit 
piles, the opponents may now build their respective 
Armies/Fronts as they choose. No ArrnyIFront 
strength may exceed the listed DFs. If the exact DF 
strength cannot be met, asurplw of not morethan2 
DFs per Army/Front may be formed into a reserve 
with the restriction that such reserve forces must be 
located not more than six hexes from the initiaI HQ 
location of the ArmylFront from which they are 
developed. 

PLAY 

Step 1.-The German deploys his forces within the 
following restrictions: 

I .  All corps of individual Armies must at least 
maintain overlapping zones of control with 
another corps of the same Army. 

2. There can be no uncontrolled bexesimmediattly 
on the German side of the front lines except in 
Finland. 

3. All German forces, with the exception of OKW, 
1st Hung., 2nd Ital., and XI Rum. must k 
adjacent to the shaded front lines. 

~ k p  2.-The Russian deplow subject to: 

1. All units of a Front must have touching (not 
necessarily overlapping) zones of control. 

2. The Russian units are only required to be within 
two hexes of the front lines. 

3. The Russians are required to put a t  least one& 
4 in the Crimea. 

Step 3.-Play now cornmences with the German 
move of May 1942. 

The German can now position the Hungarian, 
Italian, and OKW reswvts at any spot at least 
three hexes from the front prior to his initial 
movement. This compensates for the Russian 
lack of intelligence efforts in early '42. The 
German may also take his 4 DFs replacements, 
but thev must start as per tberulesof STALING 

place.' RA D. 
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Ploy now follo ws thegame STAWNGRAD. All 
rules remain the same with the above noted 
exceptions, and the below developed replacement 
and victory conditions. 

Replacements 

German replacements remain at 4 DFsper  turn. 
Russian replacements are 24 DF's per turn with the 
reductions for loss of targets as shown in the Victory 
conditions. No more than 12 D F s  of Russian 

: replacements may enter any one town or city behind 
the Russian linwr in any one turn. All Russian 
replacements must enter the m e  from such a city 
or town. Control is determined by the city or town 

1 being behind Russian lines or by the last combatant 
, to have positioned a unit within. 

: Victory 

1 Any time victory conditions are selected in a 
game, the play of the game is also affected to  some 
extent. To leave the strategy as free as possible for 
both the German and Russian player, DF values are 

I assigned to targets inside Russian lines as of May 
[ 1942. In this manner, each side may plan a strategy, 
: although the Russian is still somewhat tied to the 

1 h a n  actions for his reactions. 
I However, this approach makes the two possible 
: means of German victory in Russia a possibility. (I) 
! The Germans may  defeat the Russian Army and 

win, or (2) The Germans mn capture sufkient 
industrial and transportation targets to render the 
Russian war capability ineffective. The target list is 
as follows: 

Location 

Moscow 
- Leningrad 

Stalitgad 
Cut Volga other than at 
Stalingrad 

Gorki-note that it is now 
a city 

Grozny 
Batum 
Kuibiihev 
Control of XX31, XX32, XX33 
the Caucasus' oil fields 

' Cut trans-siberian RR between 
- hex X41 and W46 
', Cut Murmanak-Moscow RR 
' Rostov 

For every three hexes in zone 
of control of A m o r  or Infantry 
unit on East edge of board 

loss of 
DFs to 
Russian 

It is possible for the Germans to reduce the 
Russianreplacement level to zero. When this is done 
for two consecutive Russian turns by or through 
May '43, the German wins. Otherwise, the Russian 
wins. 

BACKGROUND ON VICTORY CONDITIONS 
The actual value of targets in Russia in '42 will 

never be known as the Soviet Government has kept 
quiet about the location of their production 
facilities, road networks, oil production areas, and 
population centers. 

From a study of the available records of the 
German Army, and from publications by the 
Soviets since World War 11, the target list was 
chosen and DF values were assigned. T h i s  was 
further restricted by the STALINGRAD game- 
board, since the Urais and the Middle East are off 
the range. 

The DF values are based on the worth of a target 
in terms of population, production, transportation 
effect, and/or moraleloss. Thus Moscow, which the 
Stavka prepared to abandon in '41 and '42 assumes 
a value larger than its production loss. It also 
represented 10,000,000 people from which troop 
strength increases would not be available. Gorki, an 
industrid and transportation center, assumes heavy 
value. 

Finally, such obvious transportation nets as the 
Sibxian RR, the Volga, and the Murmansk- 
Moscow RR would certainly reflect a drop in army 
efiiency due to difficulty incurred in Iogistics 
should they be lost. 

'43 is still used as the end of the game, because it 
is assumed that the Allied pressure in both the Med. 
and Europe would absorb German replacements 
and weaken the German Army in Russia. 

The main hope in developing a Variant to a 
successful game is to not disturb the basic variables 
that make the game a succe.ss. STALINGRAD is 
fun, but the German loses constantly when faced 
with a competent Russian opponent (at least under 
the '63 rules). This variant was developed to reflect 
the historical opportunities available to both sides 
in May '42. Although it doesn't remove the stupidity 
of the German General Saff and Hitler in their 
planning and execution of the first year of 
BARBAROSSA, neither does it cancel the ignor- 
ance of the Russian Field Commanders through 
Jan. '42.iWhat it is meant to dois allow the players to 
make their ownilecisions, mistakes, andlor brilliant 
campaigns starting from the May '42 positions of 
the klligerents. 

The game has been playtested, but should you 
fez1 the value of targets is not to your liking, it is a 
simple matter to change them. The secret to 
wargaming is enthusiasm, and this variant is 
presented in that vein. 
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*** 
Design Analysis . . . Continued from Page 78 

I feel that the above changes make the game 
more realistic while not compromising its excellent 
playability. They compromise British aggressive- 
ness and mobility not by artificial "idiocy rules" but , 

by slowing their supplies and allowing the Ameri- 
cans to avoid the British more easily. They 
introduce tactical variability without second- 
guessing, give the British a substantial tactical 
advantage which they had and which is lacking from 
the game, and allow solitaire play with the advanced 
CRT. They introduce the element of destroying the 
enemy's Fghting force rather than just wcupying 
territory for victory. If you find just one of these 
changes usefd, and if they enhance your enjoyment 
of 1776even a little bit, then I have succeeded i 
purpose with this article. 

France '40. . . Continued from Page 19 

surrounded are cut off from supply and have their 
combat factors and movement allowances halved. 

Use air primarily in ground support and 
interdiction roles, Later in the game you will be 
making air superiority attacks against the French 
air units. Air units should be moved to the front as 
quickly as possible, so any units, you don't need to 
fly that turn should be advanced into Belgium in 
order to keep up with the retreating Allied forces 
and in order to get into position to support the 
assault on the Seine. 

What's wrong with the plan? The retreat takes 
place too soon. This allows theGermantoexit units 
off the south edge. I prefer to send in my forces 
along the line Antwerp-Namur, fight the battle of 
attrition early, start the retreat with allmy forces on 
about the sixth turn, and watch my southern flank. 
Should the German foul up the retreat, then I 
usually have sufficient forces for a counter-offensive 
in the area. The German cannot then exit sufficient 
forces to make any decisive change in the French 
strength. As the plan now stands, it allows the 
Germans to walk all over France. Q 

Stmte~ic birmbikg of ~flrW 1 
Naval -dancy ruler 
-A-rg fmf {we bopd 
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PBM 4 THE WARD WAY 
SPECIAL PLAY-BY-MAIL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THIRD REICH, BLITZKRIEG & PANZER LEADER 

PBM enthwiusrs have fallen on h r d  times in 
recent years due to the increasing complexity and 
sophistication of new games. The simple pbrn 
procedure for the classic games can rapidly become 
a mare of mulriple lerrers and side nores wifh the 
addition of phases to the standard player turn. 
However, enthusiastic or masockhric pbrn'ers 
(we're nor sure which) conlinue to challenge the 
intricacies of todays games with their pbrn moves. 
The arrick below iF a coliecrion of 'merhods'for 
dealing wirh rhe problem for three of o w  most 
recent games. 

PBM BLITZKRIEG 
By Earl Thomas 

The game designers at AH have outdone 
themselves. With no change in the Mapboard or 
Counters they have created a completely new game. 
it is not necessarily eithera better or worse game, no 
more than an apple is better or worse than an 
orange; it isa matter of taste. 1 for one would suggest 
a slight increase in priceand inclusion of both sets of 
rules stamped "Mod I" and "Mod 2." 

One of the novel features introduced into the 
"New BLITZKREIG" is the number and complexi- 
ty of missions assigned to fighter aviation. These 
features are bound to accentuate the advantage of 
the more skillful player which is as it should be. 
After creating this intricate web of fighter missions 
with all kinds of strategic and tactical subtleties, the 
designers must have stood back, smiled and patted 
each other on the back. But when some bewildered 
novice asked how onecould implement these in play 
by mail, they promptly .fainted! Once they rec- 
overed, they weakly ;uggested that pbrn players do  
not employ fighters. Shame! This is a cop out. It 
isn't at all that difficult; thegerms of the solution are 
in the "Old Blitzkreig." 

Fighters engage only in two missions, Intercep- 
tion and Escort: 

1. Interception takes place only over the hex 
being attacked. 

2. The maximum range of the intercepting 
aircraft to the intercepted hex is 12 movement 
factors. 

3. Unescorsed Bombers. Every 2 Interceptors 
(rounded down) attacking unescorted bombers 
destroys 1 bomber factor. Defender chooses the 
factors lost. The loss occurs before the bombing 
attack. 

4. Escort. The attacker may choose to escort 
his bombers if he has fighters within range of the hex 
being attacked. 

5 .  Interception of Escorted Bombers. The 
defender must at least match I to 1 the number of 
escorting fighters before the surplus interceptors 
can be assigned to attack the bombers as in 3 above. 

6. At pbrn for I to 1 fighter combat, both the 
defender and attacker lose I fighter factor. No 
stock, dice roll or additional letters required. 

7. If the defender wishes to attack the escort at 
odds of 2 to 1 or greater, he then sends the attacker a 
postcard with stock and date and the results are 
obtained on the ACT table. 

8. Interceptors may be scrambled against a 
vatrant square to avoid air to ground atrack. If the 
attacker conducts no air operations that turn, 
lnterceptors cannot be scrambled to avoid ground 
attack. 

9. Air Transport or Staging &tween friendly 
cities cannot be intercepted. Paradrops more than 6 

hexes from friendly ground unitscan be intercepted. 
10. Air Interdiction is defined as in the old rules. 

interdicting bombers may be escorted and inter- 
cepted. 

The above rules will very rarely require any 
additional communicrttions in a play by mail game. 
At the same time, it will permit play by mail 
opponents to employ fighters to restrain unlimited 
air operations. 

The rule about air transport is to correct what I 
believe to be an error in the "Mew Rules." 
Interceptors on ground alert would never be able to 
respond fast enough to interfere with air operations 
behind enemy lines. It would require a patrol or 
fighter sweep to accidentally be at the right place at 
the right time. On the other hand, a paradrop deep 
(more than six hexes) behind your own lines might 
provide sufficient warning to be intercepted. Since 
interdiction is combined with ground attack, it is 
assumed that the defender has sufficient warning to 
intercept if he so desires and has fighters available. 

This writer feels that both fighters and bombers 
are desirable to create the desired level of strategic 
complexity. It is hoped that the above modifications 
will facilitate their employment at play by mail and 
perhaps some will prefer them across the board. If 
the optional fighter rules are not employed in the 
tournament game, the offensive capability of 
bombers is exaggerated. The above simplified 
fighter rules are a playable alternative to omitting 
fighters in the tournament version of BLITZ- 
KREIG. 

PBM PANZER LEADER 
By Richard E. Foos & Charles R. Woodfall 

PANZER LEADER is fast becoming a very 
popular game, and no wonder, it is much improved 
over its "Sister Game" PANZERBLITZ. We have 
found that PANZER LEADER is playable by mail 
with some very minor rule changes, and using the 
existing charts and tables. The ideal pbrn system 
should come as close to ftf play as possibIe. We 
believe we have aocomplished that. 

To  begin with, a 6 digit system is required. Tom 
Oleson presented such a system in the GENERAL, 
Vol. I I ,  No. 4, mlled the Hexagonal pbrn Chart. 
Though this sytem is usuable, it may not be 
convenient for everyone. In this article, Tom also 
referred to a die roll sheet pioneered by ABIKS. 

Although both systems have their uses, they 
seem to go about a very simple problem in a very 
involved manner. Getting a base 6 number from a 
standard base 10 number is a matter of simple 
division. Merely divide the sales-in-hundreds 
column of the stock in question by 6, using the 
remainder as your base 6 result. A remainder of 0 
would be equal to 6. You can then play the game 
using its original charts without the nuisance of 
fooling with new tables which may change the 
percentages of the game as designed. 

We suggest the following sequence of play: 
1 .  Write Indirect fire attacks for next turn. 
2. Lkt Opportunity fire attacks. 
3. List Minefield attacks. 
4. List I.F. attacks. 
5. List D. F. attacks. 
6. List Engineer functions (Bridge demolition, 

create block). 
7. List Air attacks (Allied only). 
8. List Overrun attacks. 
9. List C.A.T. attacks. 

10. List unit($) wishing to enter stream hex and 
which hex. 

PBM-INDIRECT FIRE 
This is one of the best features of PANZER 

LEADER. It works quite well using "coin enve- 
Iopts." (Small envelopes available in any stationery 
store). Write your I.F. orders for the next turn on a 
small sheet of paper listing the firing unit(s), htx(s) 
fired at, and the spotting unit(s). Enclose in "coin" 
envelope and seal. Mark on the outside of the 
envelope the playingside, turn#, situation #, current 
date, and your name. Mail with your current turn. 
At this point your first question will be: 

1. What's to keep the other guy from "peeking'"? 

A. Send an I.F. envelope every turn, even if you do 
not plan to use it. 

B. Your opponent must send you back the l.E. 
envelope unopened if you do not call for I.F. on 
your next turn. 

C. Player receiving I.F. envelope should initial and 
date it. 

2. What's to keep you from using a gun for Direct 
Fire on the turn you intended to use it as I.F.? 

A. Envelopes returned to you unopened, because 
you elected not to use I.F. should be mailed back to 
your opponent several turns later. (When the 
contents would not give away your strategy). Mark 
it void. Each side cancheck up on the other to insure 
I.F. guns were not used illegally. If they were, then 
the one who broke the rules should concede the 
game, or arrive at some other solution agreed to by 
both players. 

If on your next turn youdolist I.F. attacks, then 
your opponent need only open the envelope for that 
turn to verify it. If the spotting unit is no longer 
operational when LF. is executed, then a subse- 
quent stmk from a list of"ernergency"stwks will be 
used to determine the effect, as per rule VII-C-8 
(scatter chart). If fire is scattered,the next number 
will give the direction. If you're lucky enough to 
"hit" anything, the next number will give the result. 
Admittedly, it is not a fool-proof system. It's 
possible for an opponent to open an envelope and 
then reseal it. We're sure that with a little ingenuity 
anyone could devise his own safeguardsagainst this. 
The ultimate aim isto try to play thegameas close to 
ftf play as possible, and use the rules as written. 

OPPORTUNITY FIRE 

This is the best yet, the end of "Panzerbush." 
Though this is an optional rule, it is not as hard to 
use as one might think. Let's look at this problem 
with a little logic. First, set up a board and take 
several units of varying movement factors (M.F.). 
Put a gun on a hilltop (try a German 88). Note that 
units that have asmall M.F. will have a difficult time 
moving their maximum distance without being in 
the LOSILOF of enemy guns the required % M.F. 
A unit with 7 M.F.'s !A rounded down is only 1 M.F. 
We consider two road hexes equal 1 M.F. and use 
opportunity fire as follows: 

1. The Opponent moving his units always gets the 
benefit of any doubt. If it looks like he wuld have 
moved from departure hex to destination hex via 
any route that would have kept him out of your 
LOSl LOF the required M.F.'s, then no opportuni- 
ty fire should be called. 
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2. If it is dear that his move could not have kept hi 
out of your LOSI LOF, then if you wish, blast away. 
In this cam use the most direct route from departure 
to destination, and fire at the first hex that the unit 
became kgal or any hex thereafter, within your 
LOS/ LOF. 

It makes littledifference what route thedtftnder 
actually u d  to reach his destination, as long as 
there were no routes avaiIable that would haw kept 
him out of your LOSILOF. Surprisingly, there is 
usually little doubt about the mute that was mUy 
usad. In order to play this system by mail. it is a 
small conassion to lei the attacker choow the fired 
upon hex. You can be sure that both players will use 
a lot more caution. (See examples) 

AIR ATTACKS 
Air attacks are very easy to pbm. The only 

requirement is breaking up the Allied turn into 
phases, Do all the s t e p  in your Order of Attack 

' sheet, including moving aircraft adjacent to targets, 
list the type of air attack. and mail your turn. (No 
need at &s rime to mail stocks). ~ e r & n  player A n  
now make hi anti-aircraft attacks. When the results 
art known by the Allied player, he cancompkte the 
rest of his turn, and at this time send in the necessary 
stocks to resolve his complete turn. The only 
drawhack is the turns will take longer to play,andit 
will use up a lot more stamps. Using the L-5 for 
spotting should k no problem a t  all. 

AMPHIBIOUS LANDINGS 
In order to pbm the two situations depicting 

Alliid landings in Normandy, we propose the 
following changes t o  the ftf rules. 

I .  Rule XI-A-2: Allied player must make a landing 
on first turnof game, and can then make subsequent 
landings a t  any time be choses. 

1. Rule XI-D-4: The survival of the DD tanks to be 
determined in the initial set-up. The Allied player 
then can use the remaining units in any landing($) he 
choses. 

The above chlmges will make pbm more 
manageablt. The changes seem to favor the Allies, 
but there is some compensation for the Germans. 
The first turn N.A.S.P. fmdirected at his fort(s) will 
not know what units arc in them, if any. 

The following format explains how toplay these 
situations by mail. The key is a letter exchange date 
(LED.), a common date for both players to mait 
their ktters. 

1. GERMAN PLAYER 
A. Sets up and sends location of Blocks, Mines, 
and Forts. 
B. List two stocks to  determine outcome of Allied 
DD Tanks. (Closing date a few dayskfore Item C). 

C. Sets up first L.E.D. (Letter Exchange Date). 

2. ON FIRST L.E.D. 
ALLIED PLAYER 
k Sends co-ordinate of the initial hex for each of 
his units. (Do not identify units a t  this time): 
0. Send two coin envelopes containing N.A.S.P. 
I.F. for turns 2 and 3. 
C. List NASP D.F. for this turn. 
D. List stocks to resolve outcome. (Date afew days 
after mailed). 

GERMAN PLAYER 
A. List location of the rest of his units. 
B. Set up next L.E.D. 
Note I-This is Allied player's first turn. He has 
fired at German fort@), using hi first turn NASP 
and has sent his 1.F. for the next two.tums. When 
Ietters cross in the mail, he wilI know the location of 

the rest of the German units. German player will 
know which sea hexes are occupied, and the next 
LED will Ix set up. 

3. ON SECOND LED 
ALLIED PLAYER 
A. List Indentifiation of units in sea hexes. 

B. If Allied player intends to make a second 
landing at this time, he will set up the next LED, and 
advise which sea hexes will be occupied. Send IF 
envelope. 

GERMAN PLAYER 
A, List DF a t  sea kxea.  

B. Send his I.F. envelope for turn #2. 
C. After making ha moves (if any), list their 
location. 
D. Send stocks and closing date to resolve attacks. 
Note &This is German player's first turn. He has 
now fired at sea hexes, not knowing identification of 
units until ktters cross in the mail. He will know if a 
second landing is planned if he gets a LED from the 
Allied player. If Allied player not plmning another 
landing at this time, he will send his next turn moves 

after this LED. If Allied player is making another 
landing then the third L-I k the same as the 
m u d .  Both sides will now exchange normal IF 
envelopesfor thenext turn. AIlied player will always 
uend his NASP envelope for two turns in advance. 

We have s m t d  ushgtheSe rules, and so far they 
are working out quite well. Doubtless they wuld be 
improved upon. We welcome any better solutions. 
PANZER LEADER is too good not to have a pbrn 
system. 

EXAMPLES OF OPPORTUNITY FIRE 
EXAMPLE A: German 88 on hilltop hex DY-7. 
Allied halftrack on hex D-N-8. 
Halftrack moves to bcx D-5-7. 

The halftrack cannot move to that hex without 
being in the 88's LOSlLOF the required 2 M.F.'s. 
Assume the haiftrack took the direct route and fire 
at any of the foUowing hexes: P-8, Q7, R-7, R-8. 

What if rt halfback dropped off a paggengf a t  
hex S-7, then mows into Neoe? It could stitiU be fired 
a t  in any of the above Gsted btxes wbik carrying its 
passtnger. 

Suppose units are stacked in hex D-N-8, and, 
each one moves to a different hex, or  that several 
units in the woods near hex N-8 joined together asa 
stack at hex DS-71 In either case, only one of th t  
units could be fied at, as it would be considered that 
each unit moved independently. If units start and 
end stacked, then the whole stack could be fired 
upon. If units start as a large stack, and split up into 
two small stacks, then either small stack wuld be 
fired upon. 

EXAMPLE B: The same halftrack this time 
moves to Ncce (DS-3). There ia little doubt about 
the route taken. The unit would have been in your 
LOS/LOF a t  Q3 or R-4. 
EXAMPLE C: German 88 on hilltop hex D-1-6. 
M i  halftrack in Merden D-C-7. 
nalftrack moves to D-N-3. 
The unit could have made this move out of 
LOS/ LOF. But if it went to Nece. it would have to 
use the road out of Merden, thus entering your 
LOSILOF twice, once rat H a ,  and again at R-4. 
If it were a truck, it could have used the road to  
N m ,  and never been in IBS/LOF the required 
number of Movement Factors (M.F.'s). 
EXAMPLE D: German 88 on hilltop hex Y-7. 
Allied halftrack in Nece. 
If Allied unit moves down road to  Artain, the 88 
cannot fire h u s c  lux Y-6 would block its 
LOSILOF. If the Allied unit in the town of N m  
bad only 7 M.F.'s, then the 88 could fm a t  it a t  V-4. 

PBM THIRD RElCH 
By Dean Miller 

For tho= of us who believe that pbm is the only 
way t o  wargame, the arrival of a new title is always a 
time of anxiety, and challenge. Can it be played by 
mail? Since nearly every game can, the secondary 
questions are r a y  the ones asked a t  this point: (1) 
In how much time; and (2) how complex a system 
is required. As games have k o m e  mom compli- 
cated, particularly as they haw eome to involve 
multiple step turns, the difficulty of playing them 
by mail haa increased. Compondingly, the 
desirability of actually beginning such a m e  has 
diminished. For one thing, you must be wry 
careful in mlccting  opponent^-frankly, a goodly 
percentage of the persons who p l m  or answer 
"Opponent Wanted" ads in this magazine art 
either incapable or  unwilling to cope with a com- 
plicated system. For another, the paptrwork can 
be enormou-ask about my pbm Jutland system 
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sometime. In these circumstances, a game must 
have a high degree of appeal in order to make it 
worth the effort for me. A notable example of 
such a game, in my opinion, is THIRD REICH. 

This game has two things going for it. First, it 
covers an era, and is on such a scale, as to be of great 
appeal to most garners. The popularity of this game 
and World War I1 show this. Second, THIRD 
RElCH followed another game on this subject, 
WORLD WAR 11, which had built up the 
expectations of the gaming public and then proved 
to be subject to serious flaws. At this point THIRD 
RNCH came along, showed itself to be better 
designed and thought through, and looked very 
good in comparison. This advantage, coupled with 
the Avalon Hill practiae of supporting its games 
with a continuing source of interpretations, articles 
and opponents over the years, rather than abandon- 
ing them to as quick an obsolescence as the market 
will tolerate, has helped to make THIRD REICHa 
very welcome addition to the field, and in the 
process, agame which is well worth the effort to play 
by mail. 

The system which I have devised and playtested 
does not permit play in precisely anidentical fashion 
as a face to face game. To do so would string out a 
game over a prohibitively long time period. 
However, 1 believe that the corrections necessary to 
permit a game by mail do not change the essential 
nature of the game, and most of them make for 
better realism. Primarily, they have the effect of 
forcing the defender to decide in advance which 
hexes he will allocate his air factors to defend 
(anticipating also the possibility of exploitation 
attacks). In addition, the defender must similarly 
decide how many of his naval units he will use to 
attempt to intercept Transport or Sea Bornbard- 
rnent missions which his opponent might make. If 
he guesses wrong, he is stuck with his decision, and 
cannot change these allocations if it develops that 
his opponent attacks other hexes or performs naval 
missions not anticipated by him. Neither can he 
send additional air units to a hex under attack. The 
severity of this system is mitigated somewhat by the 
companion feature of this system which permits a 
player to use air or sea units which had been 
designated by him to provide defense or intercep- 
tions, but which did not come into play because his 
opponent did not attack or attempt the anticipated 
move, on his own offensive turn. 

Here's how my system works, step by step: 

I. Allied player deploys his units, and mails to 
opponent, indicating: 

a. which of his units will have defensive air 
support, how much, and from which air units: 

b. which fleet units will attempt to conduct 
interceptions of Transport Missions, and of Shore 
Bombardments; 

c. which counters are to be removed in the 
event of attrition (listing in order desired up  to the 
maximum possible.) 

2. Axis player indicates deployment, and lists 
options chosen for each front, noting BRP's used. 

3. Axis player lists moves. If interception of 
naval missions is possible, he lists two stocks for the 
necessary die rolls, interception will always be 
attempted at the hex closest to the base of the 
nearest naval unit so attempting, unless the Allied 
player has otherwise specified; the path of naval 
missions must always be direct between the ports 
involved. 

4. Axis player lists attrition factors for fronts 
on which he has elected this option, and a stock for 
each such front. 

5 .  Axis player lists attacks, setting forth 
attackers, defenders, air interceptions, air support, 
odds and a stock for each attack. If participating 
units are contingent upon outcome of interception 

attempts by opponent, he lists odds in the 
alternative. He also indicates units to be exchanged 
and advanced after combat. 

6. Axis player selects stock date and 10 extra 
stocks. The extras are for use in resolution of battles 
involving counterattacks. Axis player then mails 
steps 2 through 6 to opponent before stock date. 

7. Axis player resolves interceptions, attrition 
and attacks. 

8. Axis player selects hexes to be occupied 
under attrition results. (Allied player may pick hex 
to retreat to at start of his turn.) 

9. Axis player moves mechanized units under 
exploitation, and lists exploitation attacks with 
stocks and date as in steps 5 and 6 above. 

10. Axis player indicates for opponent's phase 
which units will have defensive air support; which 
fleet units will attempt interceptions; and which 
counters are to be removed in case of attrition, as 
did Allied player in step I above. 

1 1. Axis player creates new units, noting BRP's 
spent, lists his Strategic Redeployment moves. and 
mails to his opponent prior to stock date. 

12. Allied player resolves exploitation attacks, 
and repeats steps 2 through 1 1. 

13. Allied player computes B R F s  by both sides 
at end of turn. If he is to be first phasing player on 
next turn, he requests opponent to indicate step 1 
information along with results of exploitation 
combat; otherwise, he includes this information 
with his mailing. 

14. Axis player resolves Allied exploitation 
attacks; and either performs step 1 or steps 2 
through 11, depending upon BRP count. 

15. The forgoing process is repeated until the 
game is concluded. 

Conversion of stock results to 6 digits can be 
accomplished through Hexagonal pbm CRT set 
forth by Tom Oleson in the Nov-Dec 1974 GeneraI. 
However, I prefer the much simpler and equally 
random "divide by 6" method, which I find is used 
by a large number of wargamers. Under this method 
you find the sales in hundreds figure for the 
designated stock, divide it by 6, and use the 
remainder as the die roll. If the remainder is 0, the 
result is a 6. Thus if the sales in hundreds figure is 
742, the die roll is 4; if it is666, the die roll is a 6. You 
can also use Oleson's grid system for identifying 
hexes as it was set forth in the Mar-Apr 1975 
General on page 20. Personally, 1 prefer an all 
numerical system, and use the following: Hexes are 
numbered from right to left by row, starting from 
the top. Thus, the top row is numbered from the 
right hand corner 0101, 0102, 01 03, etc. The even 
numbered rows begin with the first full hex. Thus, 
0201 includes the east half of the compass. Under 
this system, Moscow is in hex 0816; Berlin, 1230; 
Paris, 1538. Numlxring continues under charts and 
tables as if they weren't there; Cairo is in hex 3919; 
Damascus, 3414; Tripoli, 3533. 

Deployment of minor country forces is handIed 
as follows. The player who is contemplating 
attacking any minor country requests his opponent 
to deploy the forces of that country. This does not 
commit the requesting player to declare war and 
attack-it merely facilitates a smooth continuance 
of the game if he chooses to do so. During 
subsequent turns in which no attack has been made, 
the opponent may change the deployment (always 
keeping the required unit in the capital, of course), 
to adjust to changed circumstances. It is possible 
where both players are contemplating attacking a 
particular country, such as Turkey, for there to be 
rwo deployments for that country, each set up in 
response to the opponent's request. Of course the 
deployment of the opponent of the player who does 

declare war and attack is the one which is activated 
and used in such a case. I usually request a 
deployment of Yugoslavia, Belgium, Denmark and 
Netherlandsalong with my first communication to a 
potential Allied opponent. 

Murrnansk convoys require a different proce- 
dure. The Axis player must indicate with step 3 of 
his move any naval, air and U-boat counters which 
are moved into the Murmansk box. This designa- 
tion only affects Allied moves which occur after this 
point, and lasts until the Axis player's next move. 
For example, if he moves first on the turn in which 
he moves units into the Murmansk box, and second 
on the following turn, the unirs so transferred will 
apply toconvoy attrition for both turns, ifthe Allied 
player attempts Murmansk convoys. The Allied 
player indicates the number of BRP's attempted to 
be transferred, the escorting forces, and 2 stocks. 
with his turn 1 I. I F  the first stock result is a I o r a  2, 
the Allied escortingstrength is cut in half; otherwise. 
it is full strength. The second stock result is used to 
resolve convoy attrition then. This alleviates 
somewhat the fact that the Allied player will always 
know the number of Axis units in the Murmansk 
box. It can he rationaIized as reflecting the 
uncertainties caused by weather, leadership, etc. I t  
also serves to mitigate the lack of realism of the 
equal factor exchange system-one of the few 
undersirable elements of the game as designed. 

Strategic Warfare is handled in a similar 
manner. once again reflecting the dificulty of 
concealment of strengths in a two player format. 
Each player creates his strategic warfare units 
during the unit construction phase of his spring turn 
for a given year. Then the player performingstep I I 
for the winter turn of that year includes astock for 
resolution of strategic warfare. The opponent 
resolves this die roll in step 14 in the following 
manner: If the result is a 1 or a 2, Allied strategic 
warfare factors are cut in half: if the result is a 5 or a 
6, they are doubled; otherwise, they are not affected. 
Based upon the results of this die roll, strategic 
warfare is resoived as set forth in the instructions. 
Once again, this method can bc rationalized, with 
much ibrce, on the same basisas the oneestablished 
for Murmansk convoys. 

An alternative procedure, one which I have 
come to prefer, is also available for handling 
Murmansk convoys and strategic warfare. This is 
for each player to indicate to his opponent, at the 
times called for or permitted by the rules, his unit 
builds of strategic warfare units and moves into the 
Murmansk convoy box in code. At the time the 
inverted counters must be revealed, the players 
supply their opponents with the keys to their codes, 
and convoy attrition or strategic warfare is decided 
in the usual manner. For example, the Allied player 
wishing to S R  BRP's to Russia via convoy so 
indicates with his step I I of his move, including a 
stock and date. The German then resolves convoy 
attrition, and includes the results with his next 
move, including the key to his code so the Allied 
player can verify the number and type of units his 
opponent had in the Murmansk convoy box. 

For strategic warfare, the player having the last 
move for a year would indicate his own, and request 
his opponent's strategic warfare counters, including 
the keys to the appropriate codes with his step I I. 
The player moving first in the following year would 
resolve strategic warfare in the YearIStart sequ- 
ence, noting the result with his step 6. 

This process requires that keys to codes used be 
changed frequently, a not unrealistic necessity. It is 
also desirable to use different ones for strategic 
warfareand Murrnansk convoy designations, as one 
may need to be revealed before the other is. I 
encourage my opponents to endeavor to figure out 

Continued on Page 26, Colun~n 3 
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. :.A Boardgame for Miniaturists 
By Richard L. Bomak 

From the time a friend of mine introduced me to 
the jewel-like quality of GHQ Micro-armour as 
designed and produced by Greg Scott of Minneapo- 
lis, Minnesota, I wanted to build a miniature 
warmme table that would be small e n o u ~ h  to beset 
up 1; a minute and would store away when not in 
use. I wanted to use it in the same way boardgames 
are used by wargamers. Avalon Hill's PANZER- 
BLITZ seems like a ready made game that could be 
used with Microarmour to replace the counters. 
But thia had serious shortcoming as the AFV's 
looked out of place on the flat two-dimensional 
terrain of the board. Yet, the P A N Z E R B L I Z  
game offered ready made sceneries, a map, and 
rules that would keep a wargamer quite active. 

1 decided to build a three-dimensional, double 
size version of the gameboard. The first step was to 
double the dimensions of each board to 16inches by 
44 inches. Assembled as in one of the situations 
given in the game rules, the table top size is only 48 
inches by 44 inches which does not take up too much 
room and fits easily into apartment living. The 
individual boards can be stored behind a door, in a 
closet. or under a bed. 

There was a question in the beginning of 
selecting a material which was easy to work with, 
would be light enough to handle easily, and would 
be cheap. 1 chose one-half inch styrofoam insulation 
material which is available in two by four foot 
sections and can be purchased in most stores that 
handle building materials. 1 got mine at K-Mart. It 
is easily cut and sanded. It can be glued together to 
form hills and can be painted. 

The styrofoam was glued to % inch hardboard 
(or inch plywood or even two of the !-$ inch 
styrofoam sheets can be glued together) with white 
glue such as Elmer's Glue. Each 16 inch by 44 inch 
board was then laid out with gullies and hills by 
taking measurements from two adjacent sides of the 
PANZERBLITZ board to a "point" on the map, 
multiplying thedimension obtained by two and then 
transferring the "point" on the styrofoam board. 
When enough "points" were located on the 
styrofoam board, I connected them with a marker 
thus giving a double size copy of each board except 
for the roads which will be plotted later after the 
boards are painted. I had to makecertainthat where 
gullies came to the edges of the boards, they match 
all boards when they are joined together in different 
situations. 

With an X-acto knife, 1 cut out the gullies 
making them about a half inch wide. I tapered the 
banks another half inch on each side. This was quite 
easy as I did not have toworry about any bad cuts at 
this time sin= the banks had to be smoothed and 
rounded off at the edges by sanding and using a 
commercial patching pIaster from a can or powder 
mix. I needed the plaster mix to fill in the bottom of 
the gullies and to shape the sides of the hills. An 
alternate method to form gullies would be to wrap 
sandpaper around a half inch dowel and then 
sanding the gullies into the styrofoam. 

1 then Located the hills and ridges on the 
styrofoam boards in the same manner I used to 
locate the gullies. 1 measured across the lengths and 
widths of each hill and ridge, doubled the 
dimension obtained, and then drew them on a sheet 
of half inch styrofoam. I then cut them out to the 
shape shown, including the slopes. The edges were 
tapered by cutting and sanding, leaving a flat 
surface to the hills that show a flat surfact on the 
PANZERBLlrZ  boards. One or two of the larger 

Here is an werall vlew of the 3-0 Panzerblltz three hoard setup 
as assembled for situation 7, a rneetlngengagement during the 

hills were made by using two thidnesses of 
styrofoam glued together to give height. 

Here again 1 used the plaster mix to ease the 
slopes so that the Micro-armour AFV'scan traverse 
them.-Although I don't believe it is necessary to be 
exact in making up the hills and ridges, I did strive to 
duplicate all the salient features of the PANZER- 
BLITZ gameboards so that the 'Teel" of the 
PANZERBLITZ game would be carried over into 
the Micro-armour battles. 

After 1 was satisfied that the gullies and hills 
were smooth enough after using the plaster mix, 1 
painted the three boards with a green latex interior 
wall paint using a fairly large paint brush. The 
slopes can be painted a brown color to match the 
PANZERBWTZ gameboards or left green which 
would be more realistic. 

The next step was to Iocate the roads. Once 
again 1 had to take measurements from each 
PANZERBLITZ board to Imate road junctions, 
turns, bends, and road terminations. Measurements 
had to be taken in the same manner as described 
earlier for the gully locations. As before, these 
dimensions were doubled and then located on the 

German relief of Ktev. Yau cansee the hills, woods, and v~llages 
that g ~ v a  the same terrain features as on the Avelon Hill boards. 

board edges. Using the green and tan paint, I could 
have made corrections had they been needed. 

At this time 1 had to decide on whether the trees 
and forests would have to be removable for storage. 
1f the "woods" were to be removable, the trees could 
have been mounted on cardboard, plastic sheet, or 
balsa wood stands that were cut to the area and 
shape of the forests on the PANZERBLITZboards. 
Remember that the dimensions for the forest areas 
are doubled for length and width. 

painted atyrofoam boards. 1 used a half inch wide Photo 2. Thda isa clam-upof Rusuian mlumn. Separaterecard9 

brush to paint in the roads using a light earth were kept of units beins transportd by taw and In trucks. 

Any errors that 1 made were quickly corrected by 
overpainting again in green. However, I had decided to  make the trees a 

permanent installation, planning on a storam 
cabinet to protect them' when k t  aside. I will 
describe this later. The trees were pressed into the 
styrofoam in the areas that had been located on the 
boards. 1 daubbed in a darker green paint in these 
areas to match the forests on the PANZERBWTZ 
boards. Because the trees had to be spaced far 
enough apart from each other to allow placing 
AFVs and stands in the woods (rather than on top 
of them as in the Avalon Hill game), the darker 
painted areas more accurately indicated the 
'woods." Enough trees placed in these areas gave 
the three dimensional effect 1 wanted, as can 
be seen in the pictures. 

Photo 1. German second turn. Photo shows Russian units 
Different materials can be used for trees. 1 

reaching hlll 135. German units are behind the hill and strung a Of yards of two different 
out along the roads. fringe material that looks like half inch balls 

attached by thread to a ribbon which 1 found in a 
With the roads painted on, the double sized fabric store. After cutting them from the ribbon, I 

PA NZERBLITZ boards began to look like a drove a brown wall panelling finish nail through the 
wargame table. The boards were then placed against ball and then inserted the "tree" into the styrofoam 
each other in all the different combinationsto make forming woods or forests. Other trees were r p d e  by 
certain that the roads were continuous across the purchasing plastic flowers and greens from a fistic 
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flower department of a store and then removing 
certain appropriate leaves from the stems. I inserted 
the same type brown nails through three to tlve of 
these kaves to form trees and then pressed them into 
the styrofoam boards. 

Some model railroad scenic supplies especially 
in "N" gauge can be used such as KIBRI #7920 trees 
which are about 1 !4 to two inches talI. Lichen can be 
purchased in a hobby store, cut and shaped into 
trees, and glued to these same brown nails. lt comes 
in various colors and this should enhance the 
appearance of the forests 

Photo 3. This shows Gnrman defensive area showing Wespe 
snd Humrnel on hill just above town d Adski in lower rlght. 

With the gullies, hills, roads, and woods Imated, 
the rest was easy. PANZERBLITZ towns become 
villages made u p  from Monopoly houses and hotels. 
These were painted various colors. Additional 
buildings could be made from a variety of balsa 
wood sizes that are available in all hobby stores. 
Triangular shaped balsa lengths couId be cut to 
form roof sections with other rectangular sizes 
forming the buildings themselves. I also understand 
that there will be some 1 / 285 scale vacuum formed 
buildings available soon from Bellona who has 
made terrain sections in the larger scales. 

The houses were cemented directly to the boards 
after I located the sites of the villages. The areas 
were doubled, of course, and the houses were 
arranged along the intersections of roads allowing 
endugh spaces between them to allow AFV's to 
drive through them or to hold up in them for added 
protection as in the PA NZERBLITZ game. 

Photo 4. This is a cloue-up of the indirect frre Hummel and 
Wespe. The 88 MM anti tank gun is in d s  to right. 

The Monopoly houses could have been cement- 
ed to cardboard or plastic bases that could be cut to 
the size and area of each town so that they could be 
removable for storage or even for replacement of a 
war damaged town with ruins. 

The bottom of the gullies were painted with a $4 
inch line of blue paint to represent water. A few 
bridges were needed and I vacuum formed them so 
that they were removable. Damaged ones were also 
formed and they are used to replace bridges that are 
destroyed. 

1 now have a double size, three dimensional 
PANZERBLITZ game with the same roads, gullies, 
hills, woods, and villages'as on the Avalon Hill 
gameboard. 1 then used my Micro-armour to fight 
battles using the P A N Z E R B L I 7 Z  rules, just 

Photo 5. German 7th turn.Thisshows theGerman retrcrat W hill 
129 on b a r d  2. with some units reaching hill 132. 

doubling all the movement and fire ranges. A range 
stick was' made out of quarter inch dowel by 
marking on it 1.6 inch segments. Each segment is 
cqual to each hex in thegame. A movement range of 
eight hexes will equal a movement of eight 1.6 inch 
segments on the range stick. The GHQ German 
infantry was mounted on stands, three figures for a 
German platoon and six figures for a Russian 
company. The Russian figures were painted Khaki 
and the Germans were painted gray. If someonedid 
not want to bother with the effort of mounting 
figures in 11285 scale, they could use the PA NZER- 
BLITZ counters for infantry and heavy weapons 
units. The excellent C in C Soft Meral Casrings 
Company now has a 75MM anti-tankgunavailable 
which can be used for Russian 7 6 M M  anti-tank 
guns. There are two GHQ trucks that can be used 
for transport. Most all of the AFV's needed are 
made by both companies. I am told that many new 
items including 2% ton transport trucks will be 

Photo 6. This shows the German defensive units in town of 
Good. Shawn area Panther. Slug lII,a rd e platoon. ana a mortar 
crew Alma Panzer IV. R J S S ! ~ ~  T-34's are lust enter ngwera 2 

After awhile I found that I could use other 
World War I1 rules with the PANZERBLITZgame 
situations as given in the game. In my opinion, the 
best set of World War I1 rules published are those 
written by Arnold Hendricks of the New England 
Wargames Association and they are titled 1944. 
They allow for a fast moving game and give one a 
feeling of tactical command as in the PANZER- 
BLITZ rules. 

Photo?'. Russisn units withT-34'scarryrng infantry.mrrthof hill 
t 29. 

Regardless of whose rules you use, the PAN- 
ZERBLITZ situations can be used to give a wide 
variety of actions. Now you can set up a three 
dimensional wargame "table" for use with three 
dimensional armor as easily as opening up a 
PANZERBLIKZ game box and setting up the 
gameboards. Every time The GENERAL has a 
P A  NZERBLITZ variant, youcan use it on the three 
dimensional boards. The $4" by 48" area (or the 16" 
by 132" area) will give more gaming area using 
Micro-armour than a 9 foot by 12 foot table using 
1176 or 1/87 scale armour. It is easier to accept that 
10 inches equals 1,000 meters in 11285 scale than 10 
inches equals 1,000 meters in 1/76 or 1/87 scale. 
There is an  impression of space between vehicles 
which allows formore tactical movement. Try it and 

Photo 8 .  Overall view of Russian forms heading for board 2. 

How do you store the three dimensional 
PANZERBLfTZ boards? I f  the trees are not 
mounted permanently to the boards, but are 
mounted on removable bases as mentioned earlier, 
the boards can be stored vertically in a closet. 
However, 1 built a storage cabinet out of a four by 
eight sheet of 1/; inch plywood. Four shelves 48 
inches long by I8  inches deep were cut and nailed 
between two sides 15 inches high by 18 inches deep, 
allowing just over four inches clearance between 
shelves. A thin sheet of hardboard 49 inches long by 
15 inches high was nailed to the back to give the 
cabinet rigidity. The four inches clearance between 
shelves is just enough to allow the three gameboards 
to be slid into the cabinet without damaging the 
trees. 

And that's how I was able to give another 
dimension to one of the most popular boardgames 
ever designed. PANZERBLITZ is so close to being 
a miniature wargame, it did not take too mucheffort 
to make it one. 

Photo 9. The Russians and German units meet head-on on the 
slopes of hill 132. A number of T-34's, guns, the Panther, and 
Panmr IV's are elimmated. 

To show the possibilities of using Micro-armour 
on the threedimensional PANZERBWTZ boards, I 
have set up some of the situations pictured in the 
SERIES REPLAY-PANZERBLITZ described 
and commented upon by the participants, Richard 
Flock and Robert Livermore. This replay appeared 
in the May-June 1974, Vol. I 1  No. I issue of the 
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GENERAL. The diagrams showing the different - A.H. Philosophy Continued from 2 
game turns from first through ninth and tenth turns 
appeared on pages 21 through 27. The game Another acquisition of almost equal signifi- 
situation No. 6 required that the double size I csnee is that of ALESIA. First published in 
gameboards be set up lengthwise measuring I6  amateur' form in 1970 by Dr. Roben Bradley, 
inches by 132 inches. Each of the units identified in ALESIA is a wargarner's wargame. Only 200 
the game is represented by a Micro-armour AEV or copies of this classic game were ever produced 
stand with figures except where it is a transport unit before the designer lost himself in doctoral 
with another unit inside or on top of it such as studies but it was enough to earn it the 
infantry carrying tanks. A separate notation is kept reputation as the best 'amateur' game of all 
as to which units are being transported. In the future time. It too received unprecedented kudos from 
a number of Russian tanks will have some figures S & T and all othergaming journals fortunate 
attached to them and they will be used when the enough to gain access to its mimeographed 
situation calls for their use. Some artillery and anti- rules, cut-out counters, and blue print, un- 
tank guns will be mounted on stands with a towing mounted playing board. Set in 51 B.C..thegame 
unit as well as being mounted separately with acrew pits Julius Caesar and 12 Roman legionsversus 
in firing position. Halftracks and APC vehicles will the Gallic leader Vercingetorix and 350,000 
have figures cemented inside them so that they can Fig. Road bends* sndjunctions are plotted bv Gauls. That, in itself, would not be all that 
be substituted when they are used as a carrier, rnassurin~ the gameboard. The road intersection in town is 

omained by takrng mRasurements A'. The ofthagully impressive were it not for the unique situation 
Enclosed trucksdo causea problem at this time, and messurement is obtsind by taking distances 6 and B'. This is these forces found rhemselves in. Vercingetorix 
a separate record must be kept when they are used to wne for many points, where the gulties or roads change and 1 00,000 Gau Is were besieged in the town of 
transport units as in  this grrme situation, B~~~~~~ diredion- The dimension thus obtained, is doubled and plotted Alesia. Caesar, realizing that Gallic reinforce- 
GHQ artillery and AFV's usually come packed five '' lh' 'Ize awnfoam boards' 

ments would arrive before he could take the 
to a box. you will find that you will have enough town, invested it, erecting an amazing string of 
pieces to mount some in a towing position and fortifications around the town-facing in both 
others set up in a firing position. A few guns can be directions. When the relieving Gauls arrived, 
mounted in a fortified or entrenched position and Caesar found himself outnumbered 6-1 man- 
then placed on the board when called for. The ning the rings of a giant tactical "donut." It is a 
reasonable cost of 11285 Micro-armour allows one game of siege and assault which is not to be 
to use this approach so that each three believed and not to be missed by anyone-be he 
dimensional piece becomes a game counter. an admirer or detractor of the ancient period. Dr. 

Bradley is an archeologist who helped excavate 
the actual battlefield. The historical accuracy 
and realism of this game is topped only by the 
excitement generated by its play. Don Green- 
wood is in chargeof the Avalon Hill development 
and will upgrade the game system slightly by 
injecting design innovations created since Dr. 
Bradley's original efforts. Like KINGMAKER, 
ALESIA will be an instant success-it is already 
a fine game. 

':,,, Fig. Ill. The drrnensions obtained to locate "pints" on the These are not the only designers being 
; Fanzerblitz rnapbmrd are doubled and then pioned on the cultivated. You'll beseeing the work of others in 

Wrofaam boards. Dimens~ons A end A'ere located to find road the near future but we'll delay their debut on the 
intersection ~n town.Thegully "Y'islocatedin thesememanner AH stage for a more suitable time, suffice it to 

,hoto This Is  a close-up of thecarnage. Russian compenis by Using dimensions Band 6' obtainedfrom mapboard and then 

3f have Note the colored tufts of conon plotted on styrofoam board. Many other "points"areobtainedby that we are endeavoring to bring you the 

used to depici smdre and fire from burning tanks. measuring from adjaeentmapboard sides andtransferringthem highest quality games possible without ?he 
m *ofbarn hards  after doubling these dimensions. For assembly line drawbacks of an increased rate of 

** 
MIDWAY . , , con~inued from page 17 

Q 
too bad-but definitely obvious. Plan B is 
questionable, for it all depends upon sinking the 
Atago. Yet it seems to have some promise, given 
a certain amount of work. But that's materialfor 
another article. Finally, his plan C is downright 
dumb if you ask me. Attacking the Main Bady as 
a strategic option is risky for three reasons. 
Attacking those big battlewagons (Yemato et al) 
is difficult and risky, but the CVL Hosho is an 
easy target. But will they be enough pointwise to 
compensate for the fall of Midway? And 
secondly, this assumes light or no American 
casualties. Normal American casualtieswill be a 
lost game. Third, it saves up the American effort 
ti l l late in the game. What happens when you 
can't find the MainBodyin time7You lose, that's 
what happens. Especially if you get caught by 
Lloyd Berger's 6-9-6, fpr between the loss of 
Midway and at least one CV, the American is 
hard pressed to make points(more so inthe light 
of lost aircraft on the sunk CV). 

What is needed, generally speaking, is a 
strategic balance which weighseach elementof 
the game carefully and considers them from a 

Fig. I. This is the basic layout of boardconstruction. The H inch m u n d d  d. Plaster mix can be added to bottom of gulf~es. pragmatic point of view, in which they all 
styrofoarn 1s white glued to H or 'A inch hardboard. The hillsare Villages are IWonqdy houses cemented to board. Trees are interact. Hopefully, this article has helped do 
glued to the board and edges are rounded off. Plaster mix is pushed Into styrofoam board. 
-Ided to lower slope. The gullies are cut out, sdgessloped, and 

that: but the test is all in the playing. 
, . 
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Back to Nuts and Bolts 
No article on a game like Midway can ever do 

the game the justice itdeserves. So please allow 
me to be bold enough to place a demand on the 
reader: be creative. Playing the game of Midway 
almost demands you shrug off the shackles of 
ordinary moves, and play like a wild man. I can 
honestly say that this is what fascinates me SQ 
much about the gams. It's never dull, and 1 
generally Iove+to see how much I can get away 
with. 

So why write an article at all, especially after 
the rather thorough "Midway Thesis" (Vol. 9, 
No. 4) and a couple replay games? To be both 
paradoxical and apologetic: it helps creativity to 
get the "nuts and bolts" down. It frees up your 
game, makes it less of a mechanical exercise. 

There are no pat answers to this game. Even 
on the tactical end it is dangerous to wax 
dogmatic: so take what you like and use it, taks 
what you don't and throw it out 

OPEPJING JAPANESE MOVEMENT STRATEGY 
In my earlier article, I tried to indicate the 

importance of joining the CruDiv 7 (Mogami et 
al) with the CVSF (the four carriers). Of course, 
that raises some questions. Where should the 
Japanese fleet start to evade detection? Should 
the CVSF hang on the edge or move out and then 
back to rendezvous with the Cru-Div 7? What 
search patterns are available to the American? 
And how does the "suicide strategy" I've harped, 
on in the past fit in to the whole picture? And 
finally, exactly how risky is the suicide strategy? 

The American will usually steam down the 
middle of the board (row 41, and west asquickly 
as possible. His other option is to hang backand 
wait for the Atago, but this has certain problems 
that I'll pet intolater. Right nowwe'lf assume the 
~rnerican wants bloodand wants it quickly.This 
middle of the board course will allow the 
American to quickly switch to either the north or 
the south. depending upon where Re finds the 
Japanese 

The American initial search patternswill glve 
us the "answer" as to where to start the 
Japanese CVSF fleet, in as much as an answer 
can be found.The American has six basicsearch 
optlons: north {AI-4), south (A4-7). extremes 
(AI-2,6-7), center-north (A2-5). center-south 
(A3-6). and random (any not included above). 
The random option is the only obviously foolish 
option-for if you don't find the CVSFon thefirst 
try, you will be extremely lucky if you find him 
later. 

Out of the five remaining options, row 4 
appears four times, and both row 1 and row 7 
appear only twice. So, let us just say that it 
would not be wise to place the CVSF in row 4, 
and that the Japanese player will commit 
himself either to the north of the board or to the 
south, with row 4 being the divider. 

The north or so~ith search patterns are 
obvious American approaches, and when han- 
dl& correctly also yield the best odds of finding 
the CVSF. To elaborate, say the American uses a 
southern search and the CVSF is really in the 
north (or vim versa, but this discussion will still 
be applicable). The Japanese player should have 
his fleet on zones E or F if he is in areas A2-A3 
just in case he is found so that he'll have ths 
ability to escape into any of six adjacent areas on 
the next turn. Anywhere else lets the American 
find you at 0700 if he finds you at 0500. If you 
choose A l p  placethefleetatA1 i. If you arefound 

k. 

at 0500 you will be found at 0700 no matter 
where you run (this is true of A1 and A7). 
However, on the 0700 turn the CVSF can move 
to a sea zone which allows escape by the 0900 
turn. 

For optimum results if the American does not 
find the CVSF on the 0500 turn, he should then 
call A3-4 and 83-4 on the 0700 turn {assuming 
the initial southern search of A4-7). This gives a 
50% chance of finding the CVSF (as there are 
eight possible areasfor it to hide). If no luck, you 
have narrowed the Japanese down to at least 
the northern approach, and you will be able to 
send your fleet in that general direction. You 
also have a 44% chance of finding the CVSF on 
the 0900 turn. 

The extreme search (A1 -2,6-7) is extremely 
risky in terms of finding the Japanese. It's 
almost necessary to find the CVSF on the 0500 
turn. Assuming the Japanese player will stay 
out of A4(it's a wry good bet), if he starts in A3 or 
A5 he will be very difficult to find on the 0700 
turn. If the American thinks perhaps theCVSF is 
in A3, he can search either AZ-5 (assumir~g he 
stays close to the edge) or B2-5 (assuming he 
moves out]. Likewise, for suspected A5, the 
American options are A3-6 or B3-6. In terms of 
likelihood in finding him on the 0700 turn, it's a 
40% chance: hope you can guess well. But the 
search is always good to keep in mind against 
opponents who repeatedly hide in the corners. 

The cenrer search (north or south) is a rather 
unique concept, and not often seen. For 
example, you suspect the CVSF is in the south, 
so you search A3-6. This covers the middle and 
A3 inthe0500turn.If youdon'rfindanythingon 
0500. then you search AB-7 and 86-7. Thus, if 
the CVSF started in A7 you will he assured of 
finding him on the 0700 search. The same type 
of pattern is used in the northern search. 1 
personally feel this type of search to be a good 
alternative for the American. 

Center 57% 40% 33% 33% 
Extremes 57% 40% 25% 19% 
Percenteges for each turn represent the assumption that the 
CVSFwasnot.four.din theoremdina turn. and thattheAmerican " .  
searches Irrnlt the poss.~ble htding areas as much as is 
marhemetrcslly feasible. 

SEARCH TACTICS 
The essence of strategic maneuver in 

Midway lies in setting up search patterns and 
escaping the search. Hopefully my words will be 
somewhat obvious, but for those who have not 
yet mastered the game, they bear repeating. 

As was pointed out in the "Midway Thesis" 
(Vol. 9, No. 41, for the Japanese player to get 
caught in a "corner" zone of a sea area is 
disasterous, for the American. with his four 
searches, is assured of finding you on the next 
turn (assuming night does not fall). This gives 
him the option to attack now or next turn, 
meaning the Japanese player will have some 
rather rough decisions as towhether or nottofly 
CAP and whether or not to fly off readied planes 
(if he cannct attack the Americans). So try and 
keep away from those corners. It makes his 
search more difficult. 

How should you "follow up" search in a turn 
after you have found an enemy formation? This 
depends upon the general expected direction of 
enemy movement (see diagram 1 and 2) 

Midway: Strategic Perspectives 
by Harold Totten 

Diagram 1 shows a lateral expected direction of 
movement. The four areas shown are areas of 
an American search, the three shaded show a 
Japanese search in thesamesituation. Diagram 
2 shows a diagonal direction of movement, and 
the searches shown are as in diagram 1 (shaded. 
Japanese). 

You find a player by searching along his 
expected path of movement. This is difficult in 
terms of finding the American, who may have no 
path of movement, but we may generally 
assume the Japanese player to be headed for 
Midway, so his general direction isdelineated by 
the victory conditions. 

You lose yourself "in the mists" by moving 
where not expected. This can be in the form of 
delaying your movement lor a turn so your 
opponent searches the area ahead of you. 
Losing a single turn is better than losing a 
number of shtps. However, you can get extreme 
in trading off time for stealth, as in the Berger 
strategy (which I will discuss shortly). Another 
search avoiding tactic is to move into an area 
already searched in the previous turn, which 
usually works unless your opponent uses 
overlapping searches, It woutd be well worth 
your time to consider the patterns which your 
opponent seems to use in order to avo~d them. 

NOTES ON THE "SUICIDE TACTIC" 

The suicidetactic, which engenders a certain 
amount of risk. consists in the American findinp 
the CVSF sometime before CruDiv 7 joins it, and 
attacking at extreme range, sacrificing his 
aircraft in order to strike a decisive blow. It can 
fail with bad luck, but it gives the American a 
strategic threat early in the game. 

Assuming the American steams west with- 
out delay, and the 0700 Japanese move is in the 
B column, then the attack is feasible. At 0900, it 
is feasi ble anywhere but the two rows in column 
A that are clokest to the west edge of the board. 
On the 1100turn the Americancan hitanyplace 
on the board, and it's important that the CVSF 
"loses itself" on this turn. Assuming the CVSF 
and CruDiv 7 loin on 1 500(earliest possible), it's 
not worth it on 1 500 and after. But if the attack 
comes off the American used to steam off the 
board, unharmed. 

Only AH haschanged that.The new ruling on 
leaving the board forces the Arner~can to wait 
around until his fleet is attacked.This makesthe 
suicide strategy more r~sky than In the past 
(almost untenable, in fact) because the Ameri- 
can has to gain enough points to offset damage 
to his fleet as well as offset the fall of Midway 
itself. 

But how should we define "fleet"? Is leaving 
the Atlanta behind on Midway Island sufficient, 
or must it consst of all the American sh~ps?And 
if it must be more, does this not put a strategic 
crimp on the American player who must now 
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PBM EQUIPMENT 
Tired of playing solitaire or humiliating Each kit mils far $4.50 postpaid and 

the same opponent day after day? You may i n c l u b  enough materials to play virtually 
be pod in your *me room but what can dozens of games, including ddendum s k t s  
you do against a good player from another which list official grid-cmrdinatm for those 
part of the country? There's only one way games not already possessing them and 
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many who have tried it, a n d  all those who 
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haw mastered it. PBM is the only way to 
WATERLOO 

participae in the many national tcurna- 
ments held regularly fw Avalm Hill games. 

* 

C 

The new WATERLOO rules are ncw 
available from the Parts O e p t  for 61.25. While 
the game remains essentially the same. 
changes to river and forest rules affecting 
movement will probably alter play balance 
considerably in favor of the French player. The 
old battle manual is incorporated into the new 
rules as are directions for printing grid co+ 
ordinates on the board. Numerous small 
changes were matte which are too lengthy to 
go into here but consist primarily of removing 
ambi~utt iee from theold rubes. Do not expect ro 
find the new rules in a recently purchased 
WATERLOO game as it will pmbabty taka a 
year to exhaust current stocks of already 
assembled games. The new rules will be 
available only from [he P&rts Oept. for the time 
being. This price will probably increaser after 
June 30rh tocover lheenpenseof our redesign 
effort. 

" 
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France 

1939 Campaign 
BRP: 85 BRP: 05 

Growth Rate 3% 
Duration: Pail, 1939-Summw, 1942 

Fall, 1939-Summw, 1945 

Situation: France, Britain and Poland at war w ith Germany. 
Italy and Russia are neutral. n Game Force - Pool: 1 
Order Ot Deployment: Poland, Italy, France, Britain, 
Russia, Germany 

Deployment L h i k  At least: " 
one 2-3 tnf in Morocco, Tunisia or Algeria 
one 2-3 Inf in Lebanon-Syria 

Control: Corsica, Morocco, Algeria. Tunisia. Lebanon- 
Syria. 

I Allowable Builds Csalitian Wictory CondRlo +Mqd$cs 
Stal emata 14 
Margird Via@@',. -%:A&; 

Tactical Victory 16 
Oecislv4 m*.. ilwa 

** See AngleFrench Cooperation rules-6.3 
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I 
keep all his ships together as a fleet until 
attacked? I also t h ~ n k  the  ruling has  no historical 
validity, and seriously disturbs the American's 
chances for a clean, quick victory. Which means 
it messes up play balance. rKw ..- 

Is there an American alternative? Thankfully. 
I think there is. The American need not exit the 

games) (Vol. 10. No. 2 & Vol. 11, No. 3). but 
board {as demonstrated in both Series Replay 

rather he can get away just ascleanly by moving 
off to some remote area of the board, out of the 

: Midway radius of operations, where it would be 
t unlikely that he could be attacked. It entails an  
: element of risk, yes, but s o  does the whole 

suicide tactic itself. 

THE INVASION OF MIDWAY: 
' The Berger Strategy 

Lloyd Berger's article in the May '72 General 
, {Vol. 10, No. 1 ) has  brought up some points that I 

feel should be  discussed, especially in the light 
of the Series Replay game in the July issue. 

His first point, that the prime objective is the 
carriers, is essentially correct, but the obvious 
distortion of sound strategic play lies in ignoring 
Midway Island. The tournament game is more 
balanced than the basic game by reason of 

+ Midway reduction. It makes it more difficult for 
the Japanese player, although the Japanese  still 
retain the advantage. It is  unwise to sacrifice too 
much time chasing the American fleet and 
totally ignoring Midway-for you lose points just 
as surely by ignoring Midway. 

I also agree with his second point-avoid 
being found-that's obvious enough to be a 
maxim for the game. However, the way in which 
ha goes about it is suspect. The search strategy 
of detaching ships leaves easy points for the 
American player and makes thesuicide tacticall 
the more easy. In the Series Replay cited, Don 
Greenwood t w k  the strategic stance of picking 
off the searching ships one by one. It's a viable 
option also to suicide attack, as I pointed out, and 
I think my predilection for the spectacular 
showed up in my comments there. Don took the 
less risky, albeit less spectular, course. 

One comment I take exception with is: "Only 
when the Atago group unites with your carriers 
are you defensively strong enough to trade 
punches and live to tell about it." This is 
definitely not true. The combination of CruDiv7 
with CVSF is  sufficient, and I've seen this borne 
out in game after game. Waiting until tha 
Second Fleet (Atago et al) joins the CVSF is 
viable if conservative strategy, to be sure,  but not 
at all necessary. Uniting these two groups also 

. ~nvites discovery and it delays Midway reduc- 
tion. It also gains in defensive firepower, so I will 

. leave it up to you to decide which is better. 
Personalty, I prefer not to horse around in taking 

I Midway. 
I H i s  third point, the "6-9-6" tactic, is really a 
' 

great device, and I think you should keep it in 
' mind, a s  it seems to work equally well against 
' 

the best American formations. Put simply, in 
case you missed the article, when attacking the 
American put D9's on all three CV's, put a D l  on 
the Atlanta, and then have T6's flanking two of 
!he CV's, T3's flanking the remaining CV, and a 
T 1  attacking the Atlanta. You're almost assured 
I kill of one CV, and probably the Atlanta, 
glthough using the American "box" formation 
fleet formation A in the "Midway Thesis" 
article) you can save the Atlanta. 

I probably should alsocomment on the article 
hat prompted h r .  Bergerto write: Monte Gray's 
'Mass or Maneuver'' (Vol. 9, No. 3). Plan A is not 

Continued on Page 15, Column 3 
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Command Control in 1776-Reasons and Alternatives 

by Leonard H. Kanterman 

With the Bicentennial upon us, 1776is a topical 
game. It may be an anticipation of a new era of 
manic preoccupation, resembling the Civil War 
boom of the early 1960's. Besides this, it is an 
interesting reflextion on the trends of wargaming 
and game design. I776 is a prime example of an 
attempt at compromise between the two schools of 
Realism and Playability. 

This question fint  came up with the publication 
of Jutbnd and 1914, and it has still never been 
adequately resolved. Simply stated, the problem is 
how realistic can a wargame be without damaging 
the ease of play and the competitive aspects of the 
game. 1nattemptingto"set the stage" fortheplayers 
to take over, should just the terrain and forces be 
provided (as in Warerloo and D-Day '61), should 
there be limits on the employment of these forces (as 
in Buke and d-Day'65), or should Ydiocy factors" 
be included (as in many games published by SPI). 
Which brings us to Command Control and 1776. 

Recent issues of The GENERAL have been 
marked by a furious debate in the Letters column 
about the applicability of a "Command Contror' 
rule in 1776. Such a rule would limit British 
offensive operations by making them dependent 
upon a luck element, as in S&Ts American 
Revohtion game. The rationale behind such a rule 
is that in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
(and to some degree even the twentieth), comman- 
ders did not always co-ordinate their operations, 
and great opportunities were allowed to slip away 
through a combination of lethargy, lack of 
foresight, and misconceptions about strategic and 
tactical goals. Intimately related to this are the 
personal factors o f  command-subordinates that 
are incompetent, disobedient, or uncooperative for 
whatever reason. The net result is that what looks 
good on paper often dms not get carried out as 
planned. 

The American Revolution was ripe with such 
instances; the British were plagued by them on a 
strategic level. After the smashing victory on Long 
IsIand in 1776, British lethargy allowed Washington 
to catch his breath and re-organize his army. In the 
Saratoga campaign of 1777, Howe did not cooper- 
ate with "Gentleman Johnny" and move up the 
Hudson towards Albany, but went after Philadel- 
phia instead. Burgoyne himself wasted a month 
following the fall of Ticonderoga going overland 
from Skenesboro to the Hudson rather than using 
the water route over Lake George. Most important- 
ly, the British strategic thinkingwas dominated by a 
belief that holding terrain, rather than destroying 
the Continental Army as an effective fighting force, 
would win them the war. This type of thinking does 
not apply in a war of revolution, as the U.S. Army 
learned the hard way in Vietnam. In the Revolution, 
Howe took Philadelphia, but Washington escaped 
to Valley Forge; Cornwallis took the Carolinas, but 
Greene persisted. 

The "ReaIism" people feel that the British 
should be handicapped for this lack of cooperation 
by an "idiocy rule." After all, the player knows the 
victory conditions; he can't make a mistake in what 

to try for. He doesn't have to put up with problem 
personalities or incompetent subordinates. He is 
sitting in his comfortable livingroom with beer and 
pretzels, not slogging through mud or exposed to 
freezing winds. This is the limit to realism of 
wargames, and it is doubtful whether people would 
even play them if they were too much like real war. 
The "Realism" people see "idiocy rules" as a 
compensation for this limit. 

The "Playability" people reject these ideas for 
several reasons. First, they feel that since they are 
"in command," they couId keep subordinates in line, 
replace incompetents, etc. Secondly, to enhance the 
competitive aspects of thegame, they do not want to 
have elements of the game beyond their control. 
They do not want success to become dependent on 
good luck, as AFRlKA KORPS can become with 
German supplies or a low-odds attack on Tobruk. 
The third reason Playability people dislike Com- 
mand Control or other idiocy rules is not stated, at 
least by them. It is an accusation by the Realism 
people that such rules are disliked because it makes 
a game harder to win and interferes with a player's 
"grand scheme." 

Each side of the question has its own validity, 
and I will not go further into it. However, I would 
like to proposesome rule changesfor 1776 that Ifeel 
would enhance realism and place limitations on 
each side without hurting playability or competi- 
tion. 

One of the big problems in 1776, as I see it, is 
excessive British mobility. The British armies are 
moving with their cumbersome supply trains 
through unfriendly territory (made more so by their 
thoughtless policies of occupation), yet they are 7's 
compared to 8's for the Americans. As a result, the 
Americans have run off into the wildernessand hide 
from the British. The Americans also suffer from 
moving second in the latter three Scenarios 
(Saratoga, Greene's Southern, and Yorktown). 
Thus the British can move out on the first turn and 
nail the Americans, who supposedly arejust waiting 
for this oblivious to the British offensive designs. In 
actuality, the Americans could not be brought to 
battle unless they desired it; their spy system and 
information network allowed them to get out of the 
way if they didn't want to fight. 

I have the following suggestions to offer. First, 
reduce the movement factors of the British supply 
wagons to 5. It is ridiculous to maintain that these 
supply trains move as fast as a column of troops, 
and move faster than artillery trains. How emtatic 
Clinton would have been during his 1778 retreat 
from Philadelphia to New York across New Jersey 
had this been true! Secondly, allow the Americans 
an "initial move" in the latter three scenarios. For 
example, in the Saratoga situation, the British do 
not get a May, 1777 move. The game begins with the 
American May, 1777 move, followed by a normal 
June turn (British move first). This allows the 
Americans to evacuate Et. Constitution or reinforce 
it-not just lose the garrison to overwhelming 
British force from New York. Thirdly, experiment 
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with a "retreat before comht"  option for the 
Americans. Let the Americans decline combat, but 
then let the British retreat them say 2 hexes. 

A second major problem I see is the way that the 
Matrix system is handled in combat. There are no 
intrinsic advantages to using any card except 
Withdrawai. The Matrix cards then just become a 
matter of outguessing your opponent on a non- 
military basis. Also, the British have no advantage 
tactically unless they attack a f o m  of pure RM 
units. In reality, the British were able to execute 
complex tactical plans with ease (the flanking 
movements of Long Island and Brandywine) while 
the Americans bungled such simple attacks as 
Germantown and Monmouth (thanks to Charles 
Lee). 

1 would penalize R M  units as follows. They 
attack normally (cannon fodder is cannon fodder), 
but they are cut in half on defense, as they are like11 
to break and run a t  the first shot (Long Island, 
Camden, Guilford Courthouse, Cowpens). Second- 
ly, 1 would introduce Leader units as follows to 
replace the Tactical Matrix. This also allows 
solitaire play at the advanced level, which can't be 
done witha Matrix. Leader units are rated A, B, and 
C. A player may have 2 leaders on any stack. When 
in combat, players roll the dice for each leader unit 
on the following table. The leader ratings are 
combined and each side's total is compared. For 
every 1 difference in leader rating, change the die 
roll I. (If the attacker's rating is higher, add to the 
die roU; if the defender's rating is higher, subtract 
from the die roll). 

LEAI3ER RATING 

Die Roll A B 
1 3 2 
2 3 2 
3 4 3 
4 4 3 
5 4 4 
6 4 4 

Example: A British force with 2"A" leaders httack.3 
an American force with a " B a n d  a"C." The Britiah 
roll a I and a 4, for a total of 7 points. The 
Americans roll a 5 and 2, for a total of 6 points. The 
British may add 1 to the die. 

The leader rating is determined at the start of the 
combat, and is used for each successive round of 
combat. If the British have loss than2"AWleaders on 
a hex, consider them to have enough " B  leaders to 
bring the total of leaders to 2. (i.e., a British force 
with 1 "A" is considered to have another "B" with it 
automatically; a British force without any "A"s has 
2 "BWs). For the Americans, consider forces without 
2 "BWs to have enough " C ' s  to bring the total to 2. 
However, a force can't attack unless it has a leader 
unit (any rating) with it. 

LEADER UNITS BY SCENARIO: 
Canada 1775: 
American- 
Ticonderoga (At Start), 2 "By's (Montgomery, 
~chuyler); Ft. Western (Oct. 1775); I "B" (Arnold); 
Britisb- 
St. John's (At Start); 1 "A" (Carleton). 

Saratop 1777: 
American- 
Morristown (At Start), 1 "B", 1 "C' (Washington, 
Charles Lee); Albany (At Start) 1 "B" (Schuyler); 
Albany (Aug 1777)-2 "B"s (Arnold, Gates) 

Britimh- 
St. John's (At Start)-1 "A" (Burgoyne); New York 
(At Start)-3 "A*$; (Howe, Clinton, Cornwallis); 
Ft. Osw$go (July 1777)-1 "B" (St. Leger). 

Greene's Southern 1780: - 

American- 
Cheraw (At Start) 2 "B"s (Greene, Morgan); Within 
2 hexes of Georgetown (At Start) 1 "B" (Marion); 

British- 
Winnsboro (At Start) 2 "A"s (Tarleton, Cornwal- 
lis). 

Yorktown 1781: 
American- 
Baltimore (At Start)--I "A", I "B" (Lafayette, 
Wayne); Baltimore (Sept. 1781)-1 "B" (Washing- 
ton); With 15 FR (Sept. 1781)-1 "A" (Rocham- 
beau). 

-+ ; 

British- 
Portsmouth (At Start-1 "BW (Arnold); Ports- 
mouth (Apr. 178 1)- 1 "A" (Comwallis). 

The Leader units can & made from blank units. 
American leaders are 0-8, British leaders 0-7, Tory 
Leaders (Tarleton, ST. Leger) 0-8. Leader units are 
never eliminated in combat. , 

The last rule changes I have to offer are 
alternative victory conditions, to reflect the necessi- 
ty of destroying the Continental Army rather than 
just ompying territory. There are also some OB 
corrections I would like to include for the Saratoga 
situation. 

Britlsh: 
St. John's: 14 BR, I T, I I, 1 S, 2 A; Ft. Oswego: 1 
BR, 1 F; New York: 34 BR, 6 T, 2 S, 1 A; June 
1777-1 S, Montreal; July 1777-2 I, 1 S, Oswego; 
Oct. 1777-1 BR, 1 S, New York; 

Americans: 
Ticonderoga: 4 CA, I A, 1 S, I F: Mt. Indepen- 
dence: 2 RM, Ft. Stanwix: 1 CA, I F; Albany: 2CA, 
1 S; Philadelphia: 2 RM; Morristown: 18 CA, 4 
RM, I A, I S; ,West Point: I CA, 1 F;  R. 
Constitution: 1 CA, 1 RM, 1 F: July 1777-2 Rrn, 
Albany; August 1777-4 CA, 4 RM, Albany; 
October 1777-4 RM,  Albany. 

Victory Conditions for Saratoga 
British win if they: occupy 3 of the 6 towns and 

eliminate 20 CA (not RM) occupy 4 of the 
6 towns and eliminate 15 CA (not RM) 
occupy 5 of the 6 towns and eliminate 10 
CA (not RM) oacupy all 6 towns 

Americans win if they: avoid British conditions 
AND eliminate 20 BR 

Game is a draw if the British fail but the Americans 
eliminate less than 20 BR. (T, I don't 
count) 

These victorv conditions force the Americans to 
inflict substaniial losses on the British while 
avoiding excessive casualties and loss of territory. 
All of these were necessary to entice the Frenchinto 
an alliance. 

Victory Conditions for Greene's Southern Cam- 
paign: 

British win if they: occupy 4 of the 6 towns and 
eliminate 10 CA or RM, occupy 5 of the 6 
towns and eliminate 5 CA or Rh4, occupy 
all 6 towns 

Americans win if they: avoid. British conditions 
AND eliminate 5 BR or TM 

Game is a draw if the British fail but the Americam 
eliminate less than 5 BR or TM. RMd and TMd 
count. 

Continued on Page 9, Column 2 

The 
One German difficulty in France '40 is coping 

with French tactical withdrawals. One very radical 
(and impractical) strategy using this tacticappeared 
in Vol. 9, No. 6 of the General by Larry Wessels. 
Although this tactic is mentioned in the Designer's 
Notes, it isapplied in a rather uniqueway. Basically, 
the French player sets up his forces behind the Seine 
River, using his armor in the Maginot and the 
combined BelgianlDutch forces to effect a delay. 
The Germans get to Paris around turn 6 or later, 
don't have enough time to attrition the French, and 
can't take Pans. According to its author: "It should 
be impossible for the Germans to take Paris or push 
the Allied forces into an untenable position, if the 
Allied player stacks the right kind of units in the 
right locations." 

I would have to agree with this position if allthe 
German units were infantry, but they are not. 
Through proper handling of German armor the 
German player can throw a spanner into the works 
when the French player tries to retreat. Another 
problem that is totally ignored is the presence of 
German airpower, which is unopposed because the 
French air units are all too far west. Can the Belgian 
Army be outflanked? Can the Maginot armor be cut 
off? And most importantly, what does the Allied 
player do when the German begitx exiting units off 
the south edge of the board? 

M y  first objection to the plan is that it gives the 
entirety of Belgium and the Netherlands to the 
German on the first turn. In no way is the German 
slowed up-letting him move across about 113 of 
the board without slowing him at all. A few Belgian 
units could be placed somewhat closer to Germany 
in order to gain perhaps another turn (if not two) 
and insuring the escape of units from the Maginot. 

The German divides his forces into five groups, 
three of infantry and two of armor. The heav~est 
German armor will go across the Belgian central 
plain and strike the klgian Army on the northern 
flank on about turn 3. The lighter armor will head 
through the Ardennes and attack and destroy the 
three 1-6 screening units. The first infantry group 
will consist of three infantry and two artillery units, 
and will attack the Maginot. The second infantry 
group will contain the bulk of the German infantry 
and first turn reinforcements, and will advance 
through the Ardennes and outflank the Maginot. 
The third group will travel through the Belgianplain 
and will eventually end up on the Seine River north 
of Paris. 

If the French player does not have 5-6 units, the 
Maginot line will be assaultable on the first turn. 
Although there will be no chance of actually 
destroying a Maginot hex, it is possible to destroy 
French units forced to counter-attack. Once the 
French armor leaves (necessarily on the first turn) 
the German will force the Maginot with a 4-1 attack 
with air support. He will then send his infantry 
reinforcements through this gap in order toget them 
near the southern edge of the board. 

PURSUIT TACTICS 
As illustrated in the article, the 1 4  units can 

easily slow up German 7-6 infantry units. However, 
these units cannot do the same to German armored 
units in close pursuit. This will produce the first 
decisive battles in the center, where the Id's will be 
killed by the weaker German armor. In order to 
keep the French units out of German armored range 
they must back-pedal rapidly. This puts the 
retreating French armor in a rather bad position. 
The German armor is closing the gap and German 
infantry is coming up from behind without much 
Allied resistance. Unless the French player wishes to 
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FRANCE '40 That Might Have Been by Harold ~ o t t e n  

throw away his delaying units he cannot prevent the armored units will advance into the hex, breaking The Belgian and British Armies, even at full 
German infantry from coming around the west end the line in a second place. A third attackat hex 1001 strength, cannot possibly hold Paris until turn 10. 
of the Maginot. The German player also uses his air with three 4-8 units and a 7-6 infantry unit will German air units will have advanced enough that 
units (which aren't moving that turn) tointerdict the probably break the line in a third Place. So now the they can attack any French air units, and the 
Allied movements and prevent sound retreating. I French player starts the counter-offensive to hold German ground unitscould a t t e m ~ t  todestrov these 

Maybrg Tactics: The use of the 1-6 units (or any unit with 
a monument allowance of six, for that matter] is unau-sful 
when attempting to delay German armored units. On the first 
turn the German wlllsurround theunits, sndon theensuing turn 
the units will be unable w retreat enough toavoidbingattaedad 
by the German units. Thls will also be true of the Belgian Armv 
duriw its retreat. 

Several things now happen. The Frenctr.armor 
will usually get away. The infantry; however, will 
usually get trapped between fast stepping German 
armor coming from their breakthrough in thecenter 
and infantry coming from the Maginot. Usually this 
will result in the envelopment of anywhere from 2-5 
units and their eventual destruction. 

The problem that prevents the French player 
from mounting a counter-offensive is the lack of 
units. If he stands and fights he will be attacked by 
the German infantry on the next turn. The resulting 
mobile battles usually are to the German player's 
advantage. The French player may have enough if 
he has 5-6 armor units. These units can attack and 
then retreat, giving them a certain amount of 
tactical flexibility. 

The other problemsarise with the Belgian Army. 
Let's face it, the German armor has little trouble 
catching the Belgians and attacking them. Add 
aerial interdiction to the Allied player's headaches 
and we should see a decisive battle or two to destroy 
the Dutch Army on the extreme flank and a few 
Beban units which will be outflanked when the 
Germans drive through the hole they have created. 
ATTACKING THE SEINE RIVER 

Around turn 6 or so the withdrawal will have 
been finished and the German willsettledown to the 
battle for Paris, whichshould fall about turn9 atthe 
latest if the German plays correctly. Should the 
French player have the 5-6 units (the presence of 
these units seen to be almost crucial to thedefense) 
then the fight for Paris will be rather rough. 
However, we will get to Paris through an indirect 
approach by attacking both flanks. 

Theattackdiagram shown actually occurred ina 
test game which 1 used in experimenting with the 
proposed defense, and the situation is as shown. 
About 70 factors have already been eliminated, as 
two 3-4's, two 6-6's and the British 8-8 were all 
enveloped and destroyed. along with a number of 
Belgian and Dutch units. Both historical OoB's are 
being used and it is turn 6. Granted the Seine River 
is a coherent defensive line, it isn't all Mr. Wessels 
claims it to be. The contortions in the river leave 
exposed areas which can easily k attacked, 
especially hexes 1195, 1124, and 1101. Both attacks 
shown in the diagram are 5-1, both haveair support. 
The attack on the 6 4  in hex 1124 is resolved first, 
and the destruction of the 6-6 is ensured. The two 6- 
8's and 4-8 armored unitsare then advanced into the 
hex, breaking the river line. The second attack hasa 
47% chance of killing the 6 4  in hex I 101 and a 53% 
chance of retreating it. The 7-8, 6-8, and 5-8 

the line, right? Wrong! 

THE SOUTHERN BLITZ 
What stopped the French from counterattack- 

ing was thelack of about half the French Army. Due 
to the retreating tactics involved, the southern edge 
of the board is exposed t o  the exit of German units. 
On turn 6 the German player moves seven 7-6 
infantry units off the board, forcing the French 
player to remove eight &6 units and a 2-2 at the 
beginning of his turn. The effect on the French 
Army was telling. The entire southern flank haP 
dissolved into thin air! In order to keep from being 
surrounded the French player must spread his 
forces out, and cannot really mount a strong 
offensive. On the next turn another seven corps exit 
and the Fre.nch Army disappears from the board- 
eliminated or withdrawn. 

A few points concerning this rule. Firstly, the 
,only units which may be withdrawn are French, so 
the weak Belgians and the valuable British units are 
exposed to an easy destruction onoe no more French 
units are on the board. Secondly, French units are 
taken off the board from a south to northdirection. 
This means units are taken off the board not in the 
order the Fre.nch player wishes, but in the order they 
are placed on the board. Thus, if the French player 
has his armor on the extreme southern flank it will 
go first! 

units also. Use a point priority-destroy unit; bigin 
points in order to make up for the five or so turns in 
which you were busy pursuing and did not destroy 
many units. The BEF is worth 84 points, Paris is 30, 
the Dutch a-nd Belgian Armies are 48, and the 
airforce is 20-172 points which cannot exit the 
board and which will probably be destroyed. In  one 
experimental game I found the final score to be 199- 
5, a'rather decisive German victory. 

Why did the French only kill five factors? The 
first five-six turns of the game merely involves 
retreat, and the French player cannot really afford 
to do battle. When the German reaches the Seine, he 
attacks. Then the French Army must withdraw and 
no longer has sufficient force. He never really gets 
any chance to attack-he never gets many points. 

SUMMARY 
The German player uses several factors to his 

advantage. He uses the superior mobility of his 
armor units to force delaying units toretreat farther 
and can atill eventually catch then. Once he opens up 
the front, he then flanks or cuts off units. 

German infantry is used to keep up the pressure 
and to break the Maginot. It then is used in a 
support role with armor attacksand is moved off the 
southern edge of the board. Remember that units 

Continued on Page 9, Column 3 

upper attack I S  resolved first. Next turn a 7 -6ml l  move into hex likely target 
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SERIES REPLAY 
AFR1UK.A RORPS 

Allies: Tom Hazlett 
Axis: Brian Libb 

The SERIES REPLAY was first initiated to 
illustrate the moves of expert players. However, in 
many cases more can be learned by taking 
instructive advantage of mistakes made. Such is the 
case here.where the German prayer is thoroughly 
outplayed. Donald Burdick, an AFRIKA KORPS 
veteran of many years, handles the neutralcommen- 
tary which is found in italics below. 

GERMAN APRIL I: 
This is my usual opening move. It's always 

interesting to see how the enemy reacts to it. 

ALLIED APRIL 1: 
The Germans seem committed to a southern 

attack. 713 1 Mtr haseffectively sealed off a northern 
threat this turn, allowing 213 to move out to block 
the ltalians. This makes the 1-5 against Ariete 
worthwhile, as the ltalians aren't going anywhere 
whether he lives or dies. 22 Gds is poised to block a 
continuation of the southern threat. 

APRIL I: 
The German player has committed all units of 

rhe ZIsr Division ro an eastward thrust ihrough the 
Southern desert. 7his k a mistake as rhr Allied 
player convincingly demonstrates, The move of213 
to G4 could have been prevented by sending 21 / 104 
norrheast ro MIS, for example. Tke norrheast move 
.of 21 /3 ro Q2f did no good at all. It might as well 

Another drawback to ihe Axis first move is the 
heavy commirmenr of rhe Iraliaizs to the Coasr 
Road. Romnnel would be better ofl'qhe had ordered 
two Italian divisions ro L7. 

If's hard tofindfuult with the Allied move, but I 
would probably have senr 22 Gah to P28 or P29 
inslead ofL.23 so that it could move to eithersideof 
rhe Row 29 escarpmenr. 

GERMAN APRIL 11: 
My opponent obviously is quite skillful (and 

lucky). Well, we'll see how long it takes to drive him 
into Tobruch. It seems unlikely that he will make a 
tactical blunder allowing me to break through this 
turn. 

ALLIED APRIL 11: 
The move to S29 was not unexpected. 22 Gds 

blocks any thrust to the west, while an infantry 
screen will slow downany move northwest. The 2lst 
can of course kill 2 factors but it will cost them their 
supply, a trade I would welcome at this point. 41 / 7  
holds the heights above the key 534 pass. 212 S.G. 
moved back slightly to avoid being surrounded but 
still blocks the Italians. Other units withdraw to 
prepare to form the Tobruch defense, which will 
become necessary when the 15th division arrives. 
Pol/ Carp is in a position to either joinin the defense 
next turn or move to threaten the German supply 

APRIL 11: 
By placing the whole 2Ist Division on S29, the 

Germans huve made ii easy for the British 
defenders. i f I f 2  I04 had moved to S.25 or QZZ, the 
Allits would have been under more pressure. 

h is quesrionable whether Rornrnelshould haw 
gone all the way with the 2lst Division. It'strue that 
his presence is needed if rhe unirs with a movement 
factor of I0 are to threaten the Allied Home b e  by 
Juw I, but that threat is easily met. Rornmd's bonus 
could be put to good use in the west next turn, 
especially Arieie had moved to L9 ihis rime. 

Ai least one other Italian division besides 
Bologna and Ariere should be starring ro frank 
Gebel El Achdar. &ftrke Italians continue ro hug ihe 
Coast Road. rhey will be forced to expend a supply 
to attack 2 /2  S.G. Thai's an expense zhe Axis can ill 
afford if fheir luck in landing supplies should turn 
sour. 

Once again, I huve only one small improvement 
in the Allied move to suggest. 41/5 should havegone 
to A420 ro be ready ro move southwesr on a raiding 
mission next turn. 

GERMAN MAY I: 
The escape of that 2 S.G. unit is a terrible 

nuisance. 
Let's see how he reacts to this threat to his home 

base. At least he'll have to send some stuff to sea! 

Allled April 1 Move: The Allies read strongly to the German into h e  position shown. Allied combat units nm shown ere at 
rwuthern advance; bringing up the 2/3 to block the coast road. sea. 
2/2SG atadrs out of Bengasl us. M e t e  at 1-5, and is r e t r e a M  

i 

ALLIED MAY I: 
1 expect the move toward my home base to h a  

diversion and that the 21st will head back toward 
Tobruch. In case it doesn't, three 1-1 -6% head out to 
sea. 41 ( 5  is safe from automatic victory. 

I'll make him fight for K35. I don't expect him to 
take the 3-1 but he might outflank meat L37. I can't 
cover everything. 

Without the Italians the 15th lacks the power to 
crack the escarpment unless it takes a 3-1. The 
Germans usually don't do very well if they make low 
odds (less than 5-1) attacks without infantry. The 
escape of212 S.G. continues to be abigfactor. Brian 
apparently expected me to withdraw it this turn, but 
I'd rather delay the Italians, giving my June 
reidoraements time to arrive. 

MAY I: 
Since the Axis now huve ~hree supplies and since 

they have no prospec! of isolating 212 S. G. befire 
May I / ,  they should attack 212 S. G. ihis rime. By 
rraveling along Row 6, 15/33 can reach G5 enabling 
the Axis ro achieve an automaiic victory against 21.2 
S. G. Unfortunately, i h r e  are no units left to move 
through the automtic victory, so the Allies codd 
re-establish a blocking position by sending 4115 ro 
C9. Nevertheless, the attack should be made. 

The Allied move is once again we!/ done, 
especially the move of a supply unit to 727. 
However, that mow would b~ triore effective in 
tonjunclion with a raiding mission by o 1-1-6.7A / I 
could hovegone to 127insread of K35, enabling41/5 
to go to N25. 
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Allied Aprll I1 Move: 22 Gds effenively seels the German srrnor 
force against the emrpmentswith 1-1 -5'scoveringtheeastsrn 

approaches from the desert. 2/2SG continues m thwart the 
ltallan advence along the coast road. 

' GERMAN MAY 11: 
1 had to destroy the 2 S.G., and waste a supply 

: unit. Rommel probably could not have held the 
! enemy base even if he took it, so I'm returning to a 
I conventional method of pushing the enemy into 

Tobruch. 

I ALLIED M A Y  11: 
I The Tobruch defense isestablished! I was mildly 1 surprised by Brian's attack on 212 S.G. It came t m  

late to get the Italians to Tobruch by June and it : would have been easy to kill by isolation. On the 
t other hand he had supplies to bum, and he has 

the 21st headed back toward Tobruch. I didn't leave 
out any delaying units because the Italians are out of 
range and they wouldn't stop the armor. 1 prefer to 
conserve strength. 

If he attacks Pollcarp, which is heading to raid 
supplies, he will have to do so with armor, leaving 
insufficient strength to attack Tobruch. 

The idea of Tobruch defense is to keep the 
Germans from placing all 3 squares in their zone of 
control, leaving me with a retreat route for one unit 
and a square for a delay unit next turn. Hopefully, 
he'll attack from the west, leaving the road to Salum 

MAY 11: 
The Axis did well 60 attack 212 S. G.  and pull 

buck the 21 st division, bur ir 's likely to be a case of 
too Iittk too late. The only impravcment in the Axis' 
m o w  I can suggest is to send 2113 to S29 instead of 
Q28. That wouldforce the A liied supply unit on 727 
to rertrrn to Tobruch or be destroyed to avoid 
capture. 

The Allies move, however, was not up to their 
usual s~ondard. The pulibnck to G24, HZ5 and H.26 
was roo romervative. It presents the Axh  with a 
golden opporrunizy to get back in zhegame. I wortid 
recommend stationing 3 or 4 factors on GZ3, 5 
factors on 125. 4 factors on 127 and I factor each on 

I Allied May I Move: The Germans have violated one of the of thair nant supply opprtunity. end 2/2SG wntinues w wuntertheea~ternfelntbythe21staasihlby~ndingthme1-1- 
wimary axioms in AFRlECA KORPS; always atrack when at embarrass the Italian advance along the eoan road. The BrRlsh 6's ouI to sea. 
menimumsupply.By not nttacking they haveguaranteed thelag9 
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A l l i  II Mwe: TheGermansfinally usethlrexcesssupply 
to eliminate 2/2SG in a 6-1 surrounded A.V.which allows Pavla 
and B m i a  to advanoe up the ma mad. The Allies react by 
withdrawing to the ouKkirts of Tobruch while screening the 

The move to M20 by Pol/ Carp wasgood. Ythar 
unir could slip bekhd Axis lines, it would be an 
efictive annoyance to the Axis forces, especially if 
supplied by the Allied Supply #4. 

There is a technical illegality in the Allied mow. 
7/31 Motor could plot get to G24 from KIB. 
However, it could go to HZ6 instead a d  either of 
the 2-2-6's now on H26 could haw gone to G28. 
Thus, the error is compkicly harmkss to the play of 
the game. 

GERMAN JUNE k 
This is going to be a long war. I hope he doesn't 

counterattack! 1 see I'm going to have a lot of 
trouble with "recce" missions. 

What happens next will be interesting! This 
game may prove to be the least 'orthodox' I've ever 
had. 

eastwerd wastal mad. T ~ E  4thAlllad Supply unlt (not &own Bt 
XZ1) further mrnplleates things fw the German--pasing a 
polentlal 9upply source for the Carpathian unlt should the 

ALLIED JUNE I: 
I was mildly surprised by Brian's failure to 

attack. The supply table changes July I, so this was 
his last opportunity to use a supply with a 67% 
chance of getting it back. He must have felt that he 
had insufficient strenah to mount an assault. 

My defense of Tobruch is designed to cause 
soak-off casualties. Unless he attacks both flanks I 
will still have a retreat route. I tried tomake it costly 
to attack the 4-4-7's. I hope tosave these heavy units 
for defense of the fortress itself, so I'm willing to give 
him a shot at a couple of 2-24's now. I'dconsidered 
attacking out at 1-3 with Pol/Carp but I would 
rather be certain of tying down the forces another 
turn. There's always the chance he'll leave him- 
self open to an escape attack the next turn too. 

The eastern defenses are out of reach t h i  turn. I 
debated sending a 2-24 to that area but I feel it is 
more usefully deployed in the Tobruch area. 

AUbd June I Move: TheGarmanagainfall6totalteaduantngeof are 7/4!WM m see, 41/23 at WB, and Btitlsh 9upply  unit^ at 
hls full supply situation. chwslng to IsoIWe the Pales insteed. M41 and the HE. ThsAllied4th Supply was self eliminatedafter 
The arrival of the M l i  June reinforesmsnm row makes drawlng 16/33m the chaw. 
Tobrwh a very m h n u t  tocraeb Not shown in the illustretion 

Gerrnanallcw It tomovefreely intothedesert. LiketheAllledlrd 
supplywhich selfd~rmcmd lastturn, thlsone is in no dangerof 
Eapturs. 

JUNE I: 
Tke Axis player missed his golden opportunity. 

He a h  mhed on hisprediction that thie would be a 
long war. Idon't think he realizes the serioufness of 
his predicament. It is impossible for the Axis to 
mount n suce@ssful drive agaimt the Allied Home 
h e  while the Allies occupy a perimeter outside 
Tobruch. The Axis forces must drive the Allies buck 
into Tobruch and that task will be significantly more 
dtflcult a8er the A!lies' June reinforcements arrive. 

By using the Rommsl bonus the Axis can put 24 
factors on I25 and 126 for a 3-1 against 213 wirh 
Pavia going to I27 for the 1-4 soak-oflagainst H26. 
One unit, eirher 15/33 or Brescia, should go ro H22 
but not H23. That way 2/3 can be retreatedto G23 i j 
the 3-1 resulrs in "D back 2." The advance after 
combat to HZ5 in combimtion wirh the Axis unit on 
H22 would then kavc 213 isolated. @ course, an 
"exchange" would be troublesome for the Axis, but 
they hove a 7G% chance of eliminming 2/3 by 
combat or isolation without suffering the loss of 
eight factors in an exchange. Besides. rkey have to 
do something about the Tobruch situation. Once 
the British are driven back into Tobruch, the threat 
from Pol/ Carp can be dealt with. 

If the Axis do not attack the Tobruch &fenses, 
then they should take an qutomatic vicrory againsr 
PolJCarp rather thun isolate it. They would haw a 
7m chance of recoveri~lg  he swply  in one turn, 
and ihe participating combat units would be freed 
for other duty on June 11. 

If1 were the Allies. I would be tempted to takea 
3-1 surrounded uguinst 15 18, even though it could 
result in the loss of Tobruch. The Allies have 25 
factors available: 21 are needed for the 3-1,Z for a 
soak-oflagainst 2115, and l to s ra~  ion on J330r K35 
toprotecr the Allied Home Base. T h r  would leave 
one factor to put on G24. The Axis could then 
capture Tobruch by: 1)  using 14 factors on G23 and 
HZ4 ro achieve an automatic victory against the unit 
on G24; 2) sending one other unit to HZ5 where it 
too wouldpnrticipaie in the automatic victory, and 
31 using other units to soak-offugudnst Allidforces 
on 126. Because of this possibility I don't blame the 
Allied player for choosing the more comervative 
course of action. 
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GERMAN JUNE 11: 
If the Poles don't get away in their 14, I guess I'll 

push him into Tobruch, next turn. I don't yet know 
if I'll attack Tobruch or try to push east. 
ALLIED J U N E  11: 

Once again Brian has failed to attack. He'sgot to 
do something eventually. I didn't adjust my defense 
much this turn. 714 S.A.Mtr. remained off the 
board so I'll have a delay unit available in the 
Tobruch area if an attack comes and a retreat inside 
the fort is necessary. 

1 feel I'm in pretty good shape, barring some 
unexpected move by Brian. He can drive me off the 
escarpment in the K36 area if he wishes, but he will 
have trouble moving much farther east without 
securing his supply linearound Tobruch. The longer 
he delays the harder it will be. My July reinforce- 
ments come on next turn. 

JUNE 11: 
Whenever the Axis fail to attack with three 

supply ufiits on board, il's equivalent to giving the 
British a "sunk" for free. Such gifts should be 
avoided the Axis can make a useful arrack. My 
recommendation would be ro begin she assault on 
the Tobruch defenses with a 6-1 against 7/31 Moror 
from H24 and 1.25 and two 1-4 soak-ofls. 

There is not much to say about the Allied 
pluyer's move. From this poinr on his game 
pracrical1.v ploys itscif. 

GERMAN JULY I: 
I am loathe to attack Tobruch directly. I'll try 

pushing east. That should force him back into 
Tobmch, as he'll have t o  take troops out of the 
perimeter to reinforce Egypt. 

ALLIED JULY I: 
The Germans finally attacked! But the re&lts 

were not what they had hoped. My defense this turn 
leaves a minimum of cheap targets. 4117 is 
positioned to prevent an attack on 41/23, To 
surround 7A/ l he will have to soak-off against 
M41. He could conceivably get an auto victory 
against 4117 and 7A but that will require 29 factors, 
leaving only 2 units, not enough to cover Tobruch, 
must less exploit the automatic victory. 

Sooner or later he has to hit Tobruch. The 
-guarding force necessary now leaves inadequate 
forces to move on Alexandria without low odds 
attacks with armor. The longer he waits the more 

, casualties he will take. 

~ l l i e d ~ u l ~  1 Move: The Gerrnsnselirninate41/5 at7-1 but lmie 
21 /104in 0 1 -2.TheAll iesfal lhckgr~iwly,gainiw rmnmh 
as theirJuly reinforcements arriue. The appearence of BA/1 Bat 
Tobruch would appear to make that wi t ion impregnable. 

JULY I: 
Whatever objective the Axis player decides to 

pursue, he must try to minimize his chance of 
incurring casualties. It would be much berrer to send 
the 7-7-10's to M39 for an auromaticvictory uguimt 
41/23, while putting 21 1104 on N38, Ariete on W5, 
and Brescia on J34. &t should drive the 41 &A 
brigades back wirhout costing the Axis any 
casualties. Even so, it would still be better to attack 
the Tobruch defenses. 

Allied June I1 Mows: The German continuns to sit tight hoping w free Trenta for combat duty. Trenta is pulled out of the HE as 
to winby maneuver agamehelslosingduetoearlier maneuvers with a full oomplement of supplies it hss nothing to gain by 
and which criesout for mrnbat to rightthe8ituation.Anunusual steying.TheBritish lasethePolesine 1 -6attempt mescapefrorn 
move is that of theRornrnel unit-apparently returning tofripli isolation. 

The Axis player's hope ro solve t h  Tobmch 
problem by pushing cast is doomed to disappoint- 
mcnr. His maskingfarce can be protectedfrom a 3-1 
attuck by the Tobruchgarrison gheputs a 7-7-loon 
526 and 2-3-4s on HZ3 and 1.28. bur rhat leaves only 
25 factors availabl for the drive toward Alexandria 
(OY 27 once Tren ta arrives on the scene). Tkar force 
must Jghr its way through 19 British units with a 
str~ngth factor of I, including a Recce unit, and 
caprure rke Allied Home Ease by October I1 at the 
latest. Anv delay beyond that would permit the 
Allie~ ro uw rkeir November reinJoreements to 
break out from Tobruck at 3-1. Capruring J62 by 
Ocrober / I  i~ an almosr impossible task for the Axk. 

two factors instead of a 70% clannc~ of eliminating 
the 7A brigades and a 30% chance of losing four 
factors. 

The comments made last turn about thi  
laeeessitj' of attacking rkr Tobrueh defenses still 
UPP~Y. 

GERMAN AUGUST I: 
Drat that Exchange! My losses are more than 

his! I am very demoralized. But a t  least he retreated. 
Of course, he hopes to draw me on andattack out of 
Tobruch when my large units are near Matruh. 

I have no idea what todo. I guess I'll just sit tight 
for now. 

ALLIED JULY 11: 
Brian had some bad luck with the exchange, but 

that's the chance the Germans take when they attack 
at less than 5-1. Be continues to do well on the 
supplies. He has to make a decision this turn. If he 
attacks the eastern forces he'll move out of range of 
Tobruch and I'H attack out and threaten his supply 
I;".* 

ALLIED AUGUST I: 
I finally sank a supply. Brian is going to have to 

make some kind of move eventually. I'm content to 
wait for November. 2SA17 is threatening his flanks 
now, so he has something else to worry about. I 
decided to hold the 5th Indian off. I don't really need 
them at Matruh this turn and 1 want them available 

,1Il,.* 

for a possible break out of Tobruch. 
JQLY 11: 

The Alliedplayerpositioned his forces well, but AUGUST I: 
the Axis attack could clearly have been better The Allies cortld have placed delay units on 145 
executed. By smding Ariete lo M40 lo join 1518 in a and J45 while starioning three units on U 6 ,  bul they 
5- I surrounded against 7AI while 13/33 soaks-off ran afford to give up space to saw units ar ~h i s s ta~e .  
from M40 nr 1-3 against 7A.2 and the two units on The only drawback of the wiikdrawal to do, and 
M41, the Axis would have aguaranteed elimimtion Row $1 is the fact thnr it seems to have starfed r h  - - - - - . . . . . . . - 
of rkc rwo 7A brigades and a 30% chance of losing Axis player thinking abou~ on attack on Tobruck. 

Allied July II Move: The Germans have eliminated 41/7 at 7-1 Matruh hoping to lure the Germans sway f m ~  T+ruch and 
and 7A1 and 7A2 in an exchange at 3-1 which m a t s  them the lengthen their supply Imes. 
Ariets division. The rest of the Allied force withdraws khind 
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Allled Auguat I MOW: TM ~ e r m a n  eastwarddrive isstalled by 2SA/7. Barring successful gambles, the German player is in 
heavy oppesitlm, lack of supply, and a ftenking attempt by the deep trouble. 

However, if a T o b d  arrack is on the A d  
player's mind. he has moved the 7-7-10's too far 
&I. The only hex in the Tobruch region i h q  cun 
attack nexr turn is H26. 

GERMAN AUGUST 11: 
, There Domes a time when you've been so 

outplayed or outrolled that your only recourse is an 
appeal to fate to redress the balance of forces. 
Failure to attempt to  even the situation now with a 
lucky attack, no matter how small the probability of 
su~cess, condemns me to an ever worsening dilern- 
ma. 

ALLIED AUGUST n: 
Brian finally made his move, and the attack 

proved to k a disaster for the German armor. He 
did force me b c k  into Tobruch, giving him a crack 
at the fortress. He now has two options, a 3-1 on 
7/31Mtr. followed by a 1-1 on Tobmch, barring an 
exchange on the first attack; or a 1-2 on Tobruch 
now. The percentage of success is about thesame: .7 
(non-z-xchange) x .3 (d backore1im)- .21 for the first 
attack and .2 (d back) for the second attack. I expect 
the 1-2, as the 3-1, 1-1 takes two turns, giving my 
flanking force more time to maneuver. In anticipa- 
tion the supply mova out to sea. 5th Indian comes 

on the board now, as there i s  no longer the 
possibility of attack from Tobruch. 

AUGUST 11: 
The AxLrplayer's 1-1 was an act of desperation. I 

m w t  agree that his situation calls for desperate 
meusures, Bur the 1-1 against H26 does not make 
good smse. It would be much better to drive the 
Allies back into Tobruch at the cost ofseveralsoak- 
ofls and then take the 1-1 against T o b m h  ilse& A 
"D back 2" in nn nrtack againsi Tobruch FP usgood 
as a "Delim," but a "D back 2" against H26 is only 
sIightly kebfuI to the Axis cause. Aho, an 
"exchange," which is a bad result for the Axis in 
either case, would at least leave them in possession 
of T o b m k  after u 1-1 against Tobrwh it*& In the 
present situation the Axis are faced with the 
unhappy prospect of making another low o d h  
attack in an effort to capture Tobmck. 

Since the German 7-7-IWs are too far east to hit 
anything but H26 this turn, the Axis player should 
be content to pull back his 7-7-IO's while using one 
of his three supplies to sustain a 5-1 surrounded 
against the Allied Recee. There is plenty of time to 
drive the AIlkd defender3 back into Tobruch and 
take the 1-1 before November. 

Allied Awust I1 Mwe: The cumln rlnas down on the Axii aci. Allles vvlthdraw Into Tobruch, aendlng suppllss and B A A 8  tc 
Desperately seeking to change the momentumd the game, the sea. T h e d e f a m  German, aboutm beemelopedfmrn all sides 
German risks a 1-1 a~sault w 2/3 and 7/4 which costs hlm wlll ImmMwe the remainder of hlsforeas In a 1-2 ~ T o b r u e h  In 
21/6, lW8, snd Snvena in an excham. Although Pavia September. DAK has been decisively beaten with vinually no 
advanars nexttoTobruch afterwmbar Y Is a fdorn m u r e .  The Ehanee of w a r y .  

THE GENERAL 
ALLIED SEPTEMBER I: 

What can 1 say. Brian doesn't seem to be able to 
roll anything but an exchange. No one can win 
doing that. In retrospect, I would have to say the 
escape of 212 S.G. was the decisive Factor. It 
delayed the ltalians several turns, setting the Axis 
timetable for attack back sufficiently to enable the 
Allies to construct much more formidable defenses 
than normal. There also comes a time when 
maneuver fails and the Germans have to wade in 
and slug it out. I think Brain waited too long to do 
this, and then went after non-essentialdesert targets 
instead of Tobruch. 

SEPTEMBER I: 
Thafinal turn was a bit sloppy on both sider, but 

that is undetstmduble because thegame is essential- 
ly over. T&e Allies should have put the $1 Division 
on G24 instead of 7/3IMofor .  That way rhcy have a 
5m chance of causing cmualties if the Axis attack 
that hex. Another improvement would be to send 
2SA/7 to W35. 

The Axtiplayer does not kava to be in a rushto 
take the I-2 ugaimt Tobruch. It woufd be better io 
take a 5-1 surrounded against the pesky Allied 
Reccefirst. Ifhemust take the 1-2now. t h m  3rescia 
should be on I26 instead of 125 in case ofan"A back 
2." Also. an Axis unit rhould be sent to J33 to 
prevent the Allied 1-1-6's from moving up the Coast 
Road to relieve Tobruch. 

SUMMARY: 
I agree with Tom [hat theescape of212 S. G. was 

imporlanr. bur it was not the decisive factor. 3% 
real key to thisgame wm rhc April I move of 213 to 
G4. Without that move the escape of 212 S. G. FF 
only a minor nuisance to rhe Axis. 

With it 212 S.G. could be elhimred in the 1-5 
and rhe Allies could still delay the Italians by 
sending a 1-1-6 to the Gebel El Achdar escarpment. 

Of course, Tom k 1Oi% correct about t h  
necessity for the Axis to be aggressive about driving 
the Allies into Tobruch. TAis game illuslrates that 
fact very well. 

Two othm overall observations are worth 
making about this game. Pirst, Tom was much 
better than Brian at anticipating his opponent's 
actions. 7his is an important aspect of successful 
play. Second, although his combat remfts left much 
to be desired, Brian's luck in getting supplies wru 
fabulous. 

m m  
PANZER LEADER . . . Contimredfrom P#g@ 28 

the fighter-bombers. The P-47's are better than thr 
Typhoons in machine gun attacks since 2 of then 
can get a 6-1 against artillery using the machin1 
guns. 

The fighter-bombers attack after the c o m b  
phase is over and all direct and indirect fire attacks 
have been resolved. They thus are able to attack any 
German units that were disrupted in the combat 
phase and therefore have a chance to finish them off 
at relatively low odds and also have "I" subtracted 
from the die roll. This type of attack is especially 
useful against German armored and artillery units 
in covering terrain that might have escaped an 
earlier 4-1 if a "5" or "6" were rolled. The use of 
airpower in these situations is very effective for th  
Allies. 

ARTILLERY FIELD-OPFIRE LIMITATIONS 
The German 88mm guns and U.S. 90mm guns 

were anti-aircraft weapons mounted on pedestal or 
turntable mounts and should not need acarrier unit 
in the same hex to change facing. 
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An Amateur Sociologist Stu 

Ask a wargamr's wife LO do a Sociology paper 
on rhe wargaming subgroup and you're liubb to be 
asking for trouble. IS that lady j u t  happens to be 
marrkd to Tom Oleson (he of the 49 simultaneolrs 
ANZIO pbm games fame) you're really asking for it. 
Ir is to ManueloIa's credit a$ n future suciologis~ that 
she muinrained her objectivity in spire of everyday 
personal experiences. 

Football widow and golfing widow arecommon 
expressions. Soon they may be joined by the 
wargaming widow. Probably there i s  no chess 
widow because chess fanatics are too busy even to 
marry, thus saving their would-be wives from years 
of neglect. Bobby Fischer ip only the most recent 
example of a chess grandmaster so wedded to his 
game that admiration for his genius is tempered by 
the recognition that it is equalled by his anti-social 
introversion. 

Wargaming seems to rival chess in the hypnotic 
hold it exerts over its devotees. The writer of this 
report is married to a wargaming zealot, and 
therefore has had the opportunity to observe scores 
of these rare creatures at close range, probably a 
good part of the reason the use of valium is soaring. 
Many of them appear to be gravely infected with the 
Fischer syndrome, some symptoms of which are 
blindness and deafness to visual and aural stimuli 
not directly related to the wargame at hand. 

Of course, we are all tyro sociologists, admitted 
or not. We have all heard nonsensical generaliza- 
tions such as "Those blacks all drive big Caddys.", 
based on a 5-minute vehicular observation while 
rushing through a certain part of town. Perhaps my 
subjective impressions belong in that category, and 
would not be supported by an objective survey. The 
scope of this study permits no definitive answer to 
the question. Presuming over 100,000 wargarners, a 
representative sample would have to number at least 
a few hundred, not just the 52 recorded here, out of 
more than 75 solicited. There is also the problem of 
measuring aberration by questioning the supposed 
aberrant: "Hey, is it true you wargamers are all 
weird?' A better, but more difhult  procedure 
would be to question not thegamers, but theirlong- 
suffering wives and friends. Another problem is that 
my sample is not random, sincz it is drawn from 
garners who have segregated themselves into a 
"buff category byjoininga club, or subscribing to a 
magazine, as opposed to the more casual gamer. But 
perhaps it is just thiswargaming'Treak7' who is most 
interesting. 

The survey-a review of the mponw 
Only one of the 52 respondents was female, 

wargarning being nearly exclusively a white, male 
pastime. The range of ages was 16 to 49; average29. 
Deleting the top and bottom 10% to avoid extremes, 
the distribution is 21-39. The survey was peppered 
with extremes, for example the gamer already 
playing 80 hours weekly and therefore unable to 
increase his playing time! So to reduce distortion I 
have sometimes deleted the top and bottom 10% 
and will so indicate. 

Wargamen are studious. Deleting the four still 
in high school, average years of schoolingis 17, with 
36% having done graduate work. 

Thirty-two different occupations were listed, 
including four game designers, seven teachers, and 
seven students. There was great variety, including 
blue collar workers, mechanics, unemployed, as 
w~II as various professions. 

dies the Wargaming Subculture 

Sixty percent listed themselves aa married, a few 
also replying that they were divorced. R o m  one to 
three children werelisted by twenty of the thirty-one 
married respondents. In a group of 52 people with 
an average age of 29, for only 38% to have children 
would seem on the low side. 

Over $20,000 yearly income was listed by 19%, 
$10-20,000 by 30%, with the restundor$10,000, For 
over half of a group of mostly adult well-educated 
males to earn under $10,000 would imply more 
dedication to  gaming than working! 

Nearly all respondents answered nearly all 
questions, but the few omissions have been deleted 
in calculating percentages. 

Ninety percent have a hobby besides wargam- 
ing. 

The average respondent has been wargaming a 
decade, with a range of 1-25 years. Deleting the 
extremes, it is 3-15. 

Seventy percent would like to increase their 
weekly gaming time in a range of 3 hours toinfinity! 
Dropping extremes, the weekly time spent war- 
gaming is 8% hours, while on the same basis the 
desired time is 14 hours. 

All but one in ten regard wargaming as both 
educational and intellectual. Only half regard 
wargaming as therapeutic ("harmless outlet for 
feelings of aggression"). 

One third consider themselves part of an elite. 
In  response to a question about how othem see 

their hobby, 215 believe that it's seenabout the same 
as any hobby, but 113 believe that others see 
wargaming as a "silly waste of time." 

The majority of those questioned do not feel 
guilty over time spent wargarning, but a large 
minority (36%) dms. Discarding the extremes, the 
average hours spent weekly by the "guilty" group 
exceeds 10, while the "innooents" spend under 8- 
hardly surprising. A bit less predictable is a uniform 
desire to increase wargaming time. 

Fully 213 report friction with others over 
wargarning. Of the entire sample, 36% feel guiity 
about their wargaming time; of those reporting 
friction with others, 52% also report feelings of 
guilt. As we will examine in detail later, this survey 
seems to reveal two distinct groups, and this 
question gives the first hint: one group reporting 
little guilt or friction, the other group- 
considerable. 

Three-quarten of those asked say the wargamer 
is about the same as anyone, while II5thfee.l that he 
or she hassuperior intelligence. Only a few chose the 
answer "an introverted book-worm who uses 
wargamas to escape reality." 

A third claim to win half their games. Nearly 315 
claim victories in the 4060% range. The complete 
spread was 1 to 95%. Maybe the latter plays the 
former. 

Twenty-four admit to frustration or resentment 
over a loss; 28 deny it. 

"Is wargaming skill as vaIid an index of general 
intelligence as a standard IQ test?' Nearly 5 of 
those queried took the trouble to deprecate the 
validity of IQ tests, an opinion high in fashion these 
days. Only & agreed that wargaming prowess is as 
valid a measure of intelligence as IQ. 

Nearly half those asked like dancing; 415 enjoy 
camping or hiking. 

Very few kelong to a service club such as 
Kiwanis, while a third had militaryexperience. This 
is a result rather contrary to the intuitive perception 
of the typical wargarner's background. Another 

subjective observation of wargamers is that they are 
more doves than hawks, but that could be a survey 
all by itself! 

Just over half agreed that wargaming and 
mathematical ability are related. 

To digress, it is diff~cult to express survey 
questions with precision satisfactory to  all. Some 
took me to task for that. Terms such as guilt, 
friction, left-wing, etc., might each require a page 
just to define. 

Equal numbers labelled themselves left-wing 
and moderate: 27%. while23W each answered rinht- 
wing, and apolitical. Recent s"rveysshow that more 
than twice as manv Americans consider themselves 
to the &ht as to t i e  left, but it should be noted that 
nearly 29% of the sample either were born, or lives, 
outside the USA. 

"Women's Likration" has made it gauche to 
make too much of the physioiogical differences 
between the sexes. Give Betty a toy gun (or 
wargame?) and Billy a toy stove, and she would 
grow up a soldier, he a homemaker, or so it is 
fashionable to believe. Our wargaming sample 
shares this view, as over 415 ascribe the lack of 
female garners to different interests/cultural condi- 
tioning, not any basic lack of whatever ability it is 
that makes a wargarner! 

Nearly 213 felt chess is inferior to wargames. 
Less than a third prefer fellow garners as friends. 
While correlating the survey data, it became 

apparent that the key question was: *Do you ever 
become so immersed in wargaming that you neglect 
to be courteous and/or responsive to non- 
wargamers present? The subjective opinion of the 
author of this =ey is YES!, but let the data tell 
their own story. 

Analysis of the Key Question 
When this survey was conceived, the idea of a 

control group of non-wargarners was considered, 
then abandoned. As it turned out, the survey itself 
generated a control group. 

All but one respondent answered the key 
question: 27 confessed to discourtesy, 24 denied it 
(53147). Of course, asking a person if he or she is 
impolite is not an infallible method of discovering 
the truth, since we are not all either aware of, or 
willing to admit, our shortcomings, even anony- 
mously, but the scope of this survey forces us to 
ignore that 'factor. The data do reveal such a 
difference between the two groups that it would be 
hard to attribute it to chance. 

I will refer to the two groups as C (murteous), 
and D (discourteous). 

Most of the questions were re-analyzed to am 
how the two groups differed in their answers. 

I. Two-thirds of the entire sample reported friction 
with others. Among Ds this Fiure rose to nearly %, 
while among Cs it was just over half. 
2. Just over a third reported feelings of guilt over 
their gaming time. Half the Ds felt guilty, only 1/4 of 
the Cs. 
3. Ignoring extremes, the average D wargames 12 
hours weekly, C only 7. 'Honey, take out the 
garbage! Sure, just as soon as I finish this solitaire 
campaign game of 17761"-Iot of resentment might 
boil up over that sort of thing! 
4. Just under half the total survey felt resentment or 
frustration over a loss, but among Ds t h i ~  rises to 
315, dropping to 113 among Cs. 
5. Another nearly even split concerned the correla- 
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tion between wargaming and math, but the split was 
uneven between the two groups: over 315 of Ds saw 
such a correlation, but only 215 of Cs. 
6. Less than third of a11 those questioned regard 
wargamers as an elite. About half of Ds see 
themselves as members of an elite, only !4 of Cs. 
7. Twenty-seven percent of the survey regard 
themselves as left-wing. Among Ds this rises to 42%, 
but it is only 23% among Cs. 
8. The Ds were a bit more likely to prefer other 
wargamers as friends, but not to a significant 
degree. 
9. A marked disparity surfaces wben examining the 
family status of each group. Although the married 
proportion is about the same for each, the slightly 
smaIler C group has 50% more children. How 
striking a demonstration of inattention can you 
have?! 
10. Two-fifths of the survey feIt that others saw 
wargaming as silly, or only for intellectuals. Among 
Cs this rises to over half; among Ds it drops to about 
113. 
I I. Nearly 315 of the sample claimed to win about 
half their games, but nearly twice as many Ds claim 
to win more than half as do  Cs. 
t2. Nearly 213 of all those answering rank 
wargaming over chess. This rises to 70% among the 
Ds, falling to 55% of the Cs. 
13. Nearly 315 of the entiregroup regard wargaming 
as therapy, but thisdrops tojust over 11 3 among Cs, 
rising to 415 of the Ds. 
14. Only 5 of the Cs have been gaming over a decade, 
compared to 15 Ds. 
IS. Although only a small number is involved, it is 
interesting to note that of the six respondents 
lacking another hobby, four were Ds. 
16. Another interesting result: 7 of the 10 disliking 
camping were Ds. 
17. The C average age is 28, Ds 3 1 .  

There is another way todemonstrate in numbers 
the contrast between the two groups. For each 
question lending itself to this analysis, a number is 
generated representingdeviance from the norm. For 
example, if in the survey as a whole 50% replied 
positively to a question, while among Ds it is 60%, 
Cs 40%, the deviance would be +I0 and -10, 
respectively. This is obviously more indicative than 
exact, but it does paint an interesting picture. Each 
question is identified briefly by a key word: 

C - 
-13 Friction 
-12 Guilt 
-15 Frustration 
-13 Math 
- 4 Elite 
- 4 Left 
-10 Chess 
-22 Therapy - 
-93 

This shows a neatly symmetrical deviation from 
the norm. 

This survey set out to test my assumption that 
quite a few wargamers suffer from the "Fischer 
syndromeq'-a degree of absorption in their hobby 
which could be called at least mildly anti-social, 
because it is dysfunctional in terms of relating to the 
broader environment (to which the gamer in 
question might reply: "What broader environment? 
Hand me that die!"). 

Although the scope of this report is too narrow 
to conclusively prove anything, the results are 
provocative. I believe they support the thesis that 
there are at least 3 subgroups of wargamers: 

I .  What 1 have labelled as D. The Discourteous 
gamer sometimes clashes with others over his 

hobby, and feels guilt over time spent on it, perhaps 
because it is a bit much. He often is frustrated or 
resentful about a loss. He feels wargaming and 
mathematical ability are related. He is likely to 
regard himself as one of anelite. His politics key to 
the left. If married, he  probably has no children. No 
time! His view of the impression others have of his 
hobby is relatively positive. Chess comes second to 
wargames. His victory record is good. Wargaming is 
therapeutic to him. He is a bit older and more 
experienced than the average wargarner. 

2. What 1 have called C. The Courteous 
wargamer is a bit younger than the average in his 
hobby, and not in it quite as long. He is more apt to 
be to the right orcenter. If married, more apt to have 
children. Doesn't feel guilty about gaming, perhaps 
because he spends less time on it. He doesn't mind 
that his batting average is a bit low. He is less quick 
to rank wargames ahead of chess, nor does he see 
himself as part of an elite. Wargames are neither 
therapy, norrelated to math ability, to him. He has a 
more negative view of others' opinion of wargam- 
ing. 

3. The third group we have not canvassed, and 
can only specualte about. I t  represents the vast 
majority of people who can be called wargamers, 
because they own or play them. They are probably 
little represented here, because they are not so 
interested that they would bother to belong to the 
more active group to which I had access. It is 
probably fair toqresume that thisgroup is more Iike 
C than D. 

I t  has been said that generalizations and 
comparisons are odious, and I confess that Cand D 
are, to an extent, caricatures. Nonetheless, I do 
believe that this survey gives full support to the 
assumptions bringing it into being. @ 

***** 
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Special Terrain 
I .  Chariots must stop when entering a mud 
hex. Thereafter they may move I square per 
turn. They receive no charge bonus when at- 
tacking into or out o fa  mud hex. 
2. The ridge is treated as a slope. 

Elephants 
I .  M-P cavalry may not move adjacent to ele- 
phants. If the elephants move adjacent to the 
cavalry it must move away in its turn. 
2. Indian cavalry may not be in the same square 
as elephants. 
Elephants may attack phalanx units frontally. 
When the elephant unit reaches the adjacent 
square consult the iollowing table: 

roll result 

1.2 Proceed with attack. 
3,4 Halt. No attack possible on phalanx or 

any other adjacent unit. May try again 

I 
next turn. 

5 Unit routs immediately (see elephant 
rl~le  in battle mnnilal). 

I 
I 

6 Roll again. 

3. If an elephant is attacked by rnissle units 
only and the result is any D back the elephant 

I 
routs immediately. 

Better Training 
This rule applies to Phalanx, hypaspists, Agema / 
and the veteran mercenaries. 

Combined Arms Attacks 1 
'The M-P army is permitted combined arms I 
attacks. The lndian army is not. 

m* 
i Q ; 1 
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the code used, and attempt to do the same myself. i 
This too, adds another element of realism,for if you 
crack your opponentis code you may obtain tho 1 
same advantages which actually accrued to the 1 Allies wben they did so in World War 11. ACaptain 
Midnight decoder badge becomes very helpful! 

As so described, I have found the game to be 
very enjoyable, and very realistic, in my judgment. 

i 
More pre-planning is required, as to allocation of , 
defensive supporting forces, which 1 think more 

i 
nearly, represents the true state of affairs once a i 
battle is joined in a particular locality. The system 
does require that theattacker resolve some of hisdie I 
rolls. This should not be objectionable as long as he ' 

selects stock dates which fall after his mailing date. 
His opponent can always check the accuracy of 
those results, and require verification through a 
clipping, if he finds a discrepancy. Many of us have 
used similar systems for years in our FRANCE '40 
and similarly oriented games. The system does 
permit of modification, if you feel that a facet ofthe 
game which 1 have removed is essential. For 
example, you can insist in the game preliminaries 
that the Axis player deploy Italy first. Once again, 1 , 

usually send such a deployment with my first 
communication to a potential Allied opponent. In , 

another area, the information called for instep 1 can 
be stated in a number of ways. Allocations of 
defensive air factors or fleet intercepts can be stated 
in the alternative, or be made contingent upon 
various Factors, such as the size of the attacking 
force, the number of fleet units conducting a type of 
mission which you wish to intercept, or whether 
;rther more important missions are also being 
undertaken by your opponent. As long as your 

, 

wishes are clearly stated so that your opponent can . 
understand what you mean, it doesn't affect the , 

w~rkability of the system. Q 
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Perhaps Thr GEN E RAL'sprimary purpose is ro 
v ~ i . r  edigktened analyses of conflict sirnulatiom 
showing us "how to annihilate our opponent." But 
much of what appears is somewhr redundani 
because key concept3 are not transient and m d  
only be applied to a dvferent siruation. 

At times various authors have offered advice on 
siraregic and racrical matters that are as best, 
obvious and af  worsr puerile, such as the "object of 
an attack is to defeut your memy." Most such 
orticles may be of some value to obtuse novices, 
however experiencedgumers need something more. 
Thomas Hilton has artempred to compile a 
compendium of the essence of strategic thought 
along with hk own original v k w s  especially relating 
ro board games. 

Reference to wargames as 'conflict simulations' 
is neither euphemistic nor the jargon of a special 
group. The terminology is accurate because most 
strategic concepts are applicable not only to massed 
armies in the field or on a table-top, but are valid in 
almost any conflict situation. Players may often 
unconsciously use such concepts to advantage, but 
novice or experienced gamer alike will benefit from 
a thorough and reasoned knowledge of them. 
Victory of course can never be guaranteed, and the 
gamer who makes gross errors or forgets the rules 
can only blame himself. But an absolute knowledge 
and comprehension of what is required canvirtually 
reduoe victory to a calculation with luck minimized 
and expertise maximized. 

In all conflicts we must react according to anall- 
pervasive principle; minimize the enemy's strength 
while maximizing your own. Conversely, exploit his 
weakness while attempting to diminish your own. 
This includes all sttategic aspects such as terrain, 
unit characteristics, maneuvering, etc. One must at 
all times do everything possible to achieve the most 
advantageous situation. Obviously it follows that 
the initiative musr be seized, on offense you already 
have it, but defensively it can be obtained by 
utilizing positioning, local counterattacks, and 
terrain to threaten enemy supplies, retreat routes, 
communications, etc. It cannot be over-emphasized 
that anyone who just sits back on defense or 
launches uninspired and obvious attacks on offense 
will certainly not haveany initiative, and is probably 
doomed to defeat. 

The above may be abstract concepts to some. 
But the primary strategic maxim is almost insulting- 
ly obvious, the concentration of strength agaimt 
weakness. To be able to concentrate while preven- 
ting the enemy from doing so concurrently is the 
hard part. The opponent must be dislocated, 
unbalanced, and dispersed in order to have any 
chance of success. Clearly, doing the expected and 
having the initiative are incompatible, and this 
makes fruitful concentrations impossible. 

The enemy must therefore be forced into a 
position that becomes progressively inferior and is 
exploitable. Since all are presumably attempting to 
dislocate and deceive each other we must k 
constantly aware of and prepared for any eventuali- 
ty. Having reserve forces is vital for this. Therefore, 
we must begin studying any situation by considering 
how to maximize your strength as you seek to 
minimize that of the opposition. To exercise a 
necessary degree of control over the simulation the 
initiative must be obtained in which attempts are 
made to concentrate strength against weakness. 
After a basic knowledge has been realized, more 
specific strategic concepts should be considered. 

Strategic positions are qualitative, there are 
plainly some better than others. This seems 
obvious, but often players fail to vigorously seek out 
the best situation. Opponents can operate on either 
an interior or exterior position, and the best 
position ip an interior om. Its communications are 
shortest and forces can concentrate on a chosen 
sector easily. A weIl~onducted strategy from an 
interior position can be of great value and suo~ess; 
witness Israel's victories. However, over a long 
period of time the situationcan become prnicious if 
not brought to a rapid and final conclusion. When 
forced on the defensive totally, as Germany was by 
1944, the position becomes most deterimental. 

I t  is noteworthy that as an offense advances it 
invariably assumes exterior lines such as the Union 
armies in 1863. The exterior position has consider- 
able problems in coordination, unity of fom, and 
ability to concentrate. The interior position is 
damaging in that you may be surrounded and f o n d  
to defend several areas at once, but then you've 
already lost the initiative (and probably the game). 
Modes of combat are interrelated to the positions. 

In offensives there are either frontal or flanking 
attacks. The former attempts to penetrate the 
enemy's center while the latter seeks to envelope its 
edges. An example of the inter-relation of 
positions and modes is in Napoleon's Waterloo 
campaign which was brilliantly conceived but 
poorly executed. The Emperor forced himself 
between (and therefore interior to) the British and 
Prussian forces, and this was done by a strategic 
frontal attack. Eachenemy force could then k dealt 
with in turn. A flanking maneuver would actually 
have brought the enemy closer together and put 
them on interior lines. 

Dogmatism is to be smashed at a11 times. So 
although it is clear that frontal attacks and interior 
positions are advised, one must react according to 
the situation. At Chancellorsville Lee put his force 
on exterior lines and executed a flanking offense 
and won his greatest victory. Flanking attacks can 
threaten supplies, cut off, surround, and usually 
face less resistance. When confronted with a 
lethargic army which outnumbers you (as Lee did) it 
is wise to flank. 

Frontal attacks have their problemsin that if not 
done quickly and cormtly you will suffer heavy 
casualties, fail to split the enemy, and be left with a 
united and probably counter-attacking foe. Flank 
attacks are subject to enemy attacks attempting to 
cut in two the extended army making the maneuver 
at its weakest point. A flank attack will also leave a 
foe together, not divided, which will be able to 
retreat unless of course the flank came from both 
sides (double envelopment). 

Rearattacks are also possible, but not realistical- 
ly before the twentieth century. They consist of 
paradrops,fifth-columns, amphibious invasion, and 
so on. Obviously an attack from the rear can tK 
devastating when able to do it in force andcatch the 
competitor unaware, which is not often. 

There are also strategic modes of defense which 
are determined by the type and amount of forces 
each side possesses. The linear defense is only 
advised when behind strong positions and flanks are 
secure. It differs from the area mode (which is the 
most flexible) in that flanks are covered mostly by 
terrain (coast, mountains, etc.), and also in that 
linear reserves are minimal. The mobile defense is 
the opposite of the linear in that front line troopsare 

sparse and a mobile reserve is maximized. It would 
ix best against, for example, an armored- 
mechanized assault. 

In summary, takeadvantage of thesituation and 
be flexible. However, an interior position, yielding 
good communications and quick movement and 
concentration, leading to a frontal assault splitting 
the enemy into easily digested pieces is usually best. 
One must take care to realize that astrategicfrontal 
attack is not synonymous with a tactical frontal 
assault. 

When actually confronted by an enemy f o m  
units should be coordinated so as to move against 
the lines of least resistance. That is irregardless of 
the strategic position. This is also known as the 
"wave principle" in which, like water, you take 
the easiest route avoiding strong positions and 
shaping your actions to the opportunitiespresentd. 
This concept may determine the mode of attack. 
There is nothing more futile than an attack on a 
well-positioned enemy, such as Burnside's Freder- 
icksburg fiasco. There is a difference though 
between waves and boulders, and attackers and 
opposition. Boulders are f xed and immovable, but 
usually an attacker exercising that vital initiative 
should attempt to move the enemy's forces 
advantageously. This is the essence of the wave 
principle. Seek your own routesand paths ofattack, 
not by trying to bore through the unpenetrable but 
by shifting the enemy's deployments by your own. 
The player who can master this is rare indeed. It is 
done in a number of ways. , 

It was once said that true cdncentration is the 
product of calculated dispersion. An enemy will be 
concentrated if you are, and conversely will be 
distributed if you are. This shows why interior lines 
are of value because the army which can come 
together the quickest will be the one that has the 
advantage. It is best to advance dispersed with 
several objectives-aims allowing maximum flexibili- 
ty. Having alternatives is always important. And as 
mentioned before, the deceiving and dislocating of 
the opponent is vital. By threatening one area of a 
front a f o m  may be able to shift an enemy's 
attention to that sector weakening another, more 
desirous area of attack. However, a t  times one 
might have only the flanks to exercise the wave 
principle with. Then diversionary attacks should be 
made on the center with the aim of tying up troops 
needed to beat off the main offensive on the flank. 

When conducting operations commanders must 
be as eflcient as possi ble. "Economy of force" isjust 
one part of general efficiency. It can be most simply 
described as making the most of what you have. 
When moving forces the quickest and most direct 
route must be sought. Positioning should not be 
faulty nor troops located where they would be of 
little future use. Terrain, especially on defense, must 
be put to good advantage and this includes both 
movement and mrnbat. In combat, especially with 
fixed strength units in boardgames, effciency must 
always be considered.  ever-we too many units to 
do a iob that can bedone with less. Eficiencvcank 
lost even when acting in an inflexible manner in 
which forces may be constrained in their activities as 
the situation shiftp through the courseof battle. Any 
attack that wastes forces. attacks strong positions 
unnecessarily, or fails touse the terrainisinefficient. 
Units must also be coordinated; there is no point in 
making diversionary attacks, for example, not 
timed (before or too late) with the main offensive. 
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To summarize basic strategy we must start with 

taking the initiative so that one can begin the 
procedure of concentrating strength against weak- 
ness. This involves obtaining the best position 
leading to the most applicable type of attack 
(depending on enemy). The over-riding concept in 
this relative to the opponent is to rn~vea~a ins ih im 
where he is weakest; and that means moving your 
forms in a deceptive manner, feinting him into 
disadvantageous positions. Always operations must 
be done efficiently for maximum benefit. And of 
course be prepared at all times for any eventuality. 

Secondary but valuable concepts follow. These 
are actually offshoots of previously elucidated 
precepts, but for clarity are covered here. When 
moving, it is beneficiat to do  so behind a "curtainof 
maneuver" hiding the units. This is often impossible 
in boardgames but can be done partly by baiting and 
deceiving an opponent. When attacking, the 
indirect route faces the least resistance, at Ieast at 
first, and usually can be considered a flank 
maneuver. BUT when combined with the more 
decisive direct route which is also behind a curtain 
of maneuver it is devastating. The joint of a force is 
not something that is smoked. It is where various 
combinations of units and forces meet. That is, for 
instance, where one corps meets another. An attack 
at the joint can have the effect of paralyzing the 
opponent and aids in splitting him. An attack at the 
joint, behind the curtain of maneuver, whichis both 
direct and indirect conducted by a quickly moving 
force is perfection itself, the perfect game. Hitler's 
Ardennes offensive of 1940 is such an attack. 

Tactics are dimcult to discuss in general terms 
because tactim are the product of the weaponry of 
the period. They also are determined to a lesser 
extent by the expertise of training cadres, and by 
the amount of replacements needed on the line. 
Professsional military men are, with but a few 
notable exceptions, authoritarian, dogmatic, and 
obedient; "their's is not to reason why." Tactics 
especially, but even strategy, are baed  on past 
teachings. Innovation should be common not a 
rarity. Of course in boardgames the situation is 
fixed, there are no  new instruments of destruction 
introduced to the battlefield. And few wargames 
include both tactics and strategy. 

Once the strategy has been considered and 
planned the actual combat starts, and that's where 
the tactics lie. But instead of simply concentrating 
force, perhaps an abstract term, in tactics one must 
be concerned with concentrating firepower (mus- 

, .kets, cannon, etc.). In all mses troops should be 
dispersed not only as a dewption but to minimize 
tasualties. Forces bunched upshoulder-to-shoulder 
are easy meat for high explosives, for example. In 
the Civil War era of rifled weapons with good range 
the best type of assault minimized losses and 
maximized firepower. It was a well-spaced two-deep 
line. The examples are myriad. 

It was previously stated that a tactical frontal 
-8ssault is different from a strategic frontal assault. 
This is definitely true in that the latter concerns one 
army's position relative to the other's overall 
placement. No force has sufficient troops to cover in 
depth all areas of potential attack equally, so a wise 
commander distributes the forces judiciously. But 
that always leaves spaces in the center that can be 
penetrated centrally. The tactical frontal assault is 
rarely wise, useful only in pursuing a retreating foe, 

1. ' and necessary only when faced with impassable 
, terrain (such as a mountain pass) on the sides. . '  In finality one must beaware that the best tactics '. kilI be useless when faced on the field of battle by 

huge enemy forces who were able to get there with 
Chose numbers through finestrategy. And converse- 

The Rest of the Battle 
ARTILLERY IN PANZER LEADER 

bv Rnv Easton 

If infantry is the queen of battle than artilllery 
must certainly be the king. This is particularly true 
in Panzer Leader where the role of artillery is much 
more important than in Panzcrblitz. Not only is 
more artillery present in the different scenarios but 
its indirect fire capabilities are vastly enhanced. 
Artillery is capabJe of directing tremendous concen- 
trations of attack strengths against a single hex. The 
Panzer Leader player who understands and utilizes 
his artillery to its fullest capabilities will almost 
certainly win while the player who makes mistakes 
in the employment of his artillery will frequently 
lose. 

This article will discuss the employment of 
artillery in a general manner and then give 
suggestions on its optimal use. 
DIRECT FIRE ARTILLERY 

The direct fire capabilities of (H) class artillery 
have been considerabIy diminished by the rule 
change that allows the use of full attack strength 
against armored targets only at ranges up to 6 hexes, 
compared to half-range in Panzerblitz. These 
restrictions so limit the usefulness of direct fire (H) 
class artillery that players should plan to use non- 
SPA (ti) class artillery only for indirect fire attacks. 

The SPA units may often be called upon to 
function as assault guns, especially in thecase of the 
AHies who have no real assualt guns. The SPA units 
are too valuable to be often used in this role and 
should only be used to attack units in towns and 
forts when sufficient tanks are not available. A 
single SPA should be stacked with 3 tank or 
armored infantry units to give a stack with a 
combined defense strength of at least 30 and an 
attack strength of about I00 at a range of 4 hexes. 
Stacks of this composition are particularly impor- 
tant for dislodging Germans from Grancelles and 
other multi-hex cities. Remember to spread out the 
SPA units or they wiIl present a tempting target for 
enemy indirect fire. 

(H) class artillery should only use opportunity 
fire when no other units can hit the target. Since 
units destined for indirect fire may not use 
opportunity fire and units which use opportunity 
fire may not make direct fire attacks in the next 
combat phase, artillery units are too valuable to use 
in opportunity fire unless the target is going to move 
adjacent to or over-run the artillery. 
ANTI-TANK ARTILLERY 

The opportunity fire rules have greatly increased 
the usefulness of a-t guns in Panzer Leader. It is no 
longer possible for the enemy to run long convoys 
past your guns without suffering a single casualty. 
The firing unit should wait until the target comes 
within half-range to take advantage of the doubled 
attack strength against armored targets. 

The new spotting rules that allow any unit to 
sight an enemy unit that fires within its LOS require 
that special care be taken in the sighting of a-t guns. 
Since any gun may expect to fire twice beforegetting 
hit by indirect fire, they should be placed on wooded 
slope or hilltop hexes and should be stacked with 
other units if possible. Since German 88's are prime 
targets for both Allied fighter-bomben and indirect 
fire, the German player should take particular care 
to protect these units and should reveal them only 
when their fire will make an important contribution 
to the course of the battle. 
INDIRECT FIRE ARTILLERY 

The main modification found in the Panzer 
kader artillery rules concerns indirect fire. Anv 

Cr~niinued on Page 30, Column 2 I Allied or ~ e r m a n  unit can spot for indirect fire a n i  

an (H) class artillery unit can use indirect fire only 
against hexes that are farther away than b i  of the 
artillery unit's range. Indirect fire attacks must also 
be written down one turn prior to delivery. 

These rules make artillery much more powerful 
in Panzer Leader. All non-SPA ( H )  class artillery 
should besighted for indirect fire unless it can be pi 
in forts, as in the beach-head scenarios. Firing 
artillery is vulnerable to air attack and to return fire 
so care should be taken to keep indirect fireartillery 
out o l  the LOS of any enemy units. The safest place 
for artillery is in a fort with a defense factor of 40. 
The next safest place is in atown, perferably stacked 
with several infantry units. The German player 
should try to stackat least 2 1 defense strength points 
on a town hex since Allied lighter-bombers have an 
A-class attack strength of 20. Artillery which cannot 
go in these places should be placed on wooded slope 
hexes on the reverse slopes, slopes on the side 
opposite to the enemy, where they cannot be spotted 
when they fire. The artillery should be protected by 
as much flak as possible if the enemy has fighter- 
bombers. 

The main problem with indirect fire is that it 
must be equally divided among all units in the target 
hex. This means that certain important units may be 
protected from indirect fire by stacking them with 
unimportant units. In the beach-head scenarios, the 
German player can protect his most important forts 
by stacking a wagon on each fort. Thus, if the Allies 
fire 320 points of indirect fire against that hex, 160 
points must be used against the wagon and only 160 
can be used against the fort. A more accurate 
representation of the power of artillery fire would be 
to use the entire amount of the indirect fire against 
every unit in the hex. This, unfortunately, makes the 
artillery too powerful and unbalances the scenarios. 

The ronzer Leader spotting rules are vague 
when they discuss the length of the LOS for certain 
units. The Following lengths of LOS should be used 
for the indicated units. 

AU infantry-type units 
(inc engineers) 

IIalftracks, mrrierq 
smut  crars 

Armored cars 
All other units 

4 hexes 

AIRCRAFT 
Fighter-bombers are being discussed as artillery 

since they function like artillery with infinite range. 
Although they only appear in a few scenarios, their 
correct use is often crucial to chances of Allied 
victory. Since the bombs or rockets can only & used 
once, the targets should be chosen carefully and the 
following priorities are suggested. 

I. German artillery and 88's 
2. German armored units dispersed on the 

immediately precteding combat phase. 
Since artillery units used for indirect fire are 

usually placed on reverse slopes or in forests, they 
are often impossible for combat units to spot. 
Fighter-bombers are then the only means that the 
Allied player has for destroying these units. A 
mixture of rocket- and bomb-armed F-B's is g o d  
since even the rocket-armed ones can get a 5-1 
against artillery in wooded slope hexes and are also 
very useful against SPA'S. At 1 2Omm quad units 
should be attacked by air or indirect fire as soon as 
they are spotted since they are the main nemesis of 

Continued on Page 24. Colutnn 3 
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SURFACE RAIDERS REVISITED 

: The Bliuklitg naval variant "Surface Raid- 
ers" (Vol. 12, No. 1) appraled to mein conrep\ but 

1 the methods described to implement it wmed 
; more like a #parate game tban just a part of the 
, b t r t  of combat. Decks of cards and reams of FORCES AT START 

notcpapr notwithstanding, a commander-in- Great Blue Navy 
: chief may havc some other consideratione than 

shuliling cards or paperg. 86 Alberta C u r l  BB Incomparable 1- 
Therefore, I have modifid the 'Surface 

j Fbiirs" variant into a more streamlined model. 
Referring to tb t  original article. I offer the BE cmn BB Prince FIegal I T 1  

Letters t o  the Editor ... 
Dear Don: 

f h c  latat General (lul-Aug 75)  promisee in 
thc ncw $lirzhig rub  a Hidden Movtmtnt 
Option. 1 have the new d m ,  and 1 just cannot find 
that ovtion. The new rules are otherwise 
rxc.lk~&thcy revolutionkt tb t  gamc complcw 
Iv. Armor at last means somethim besides fast 
ihantantry that can't enter wood&. 

- 

1 have a ruggestion for the phantom Hidden 
Movement Option, inspired by the bidden 
movement of 1914 and 1774. 1 offer it to  you for 
your evaluation and pmsible incorporation into 
thc game. 

, 10lloning changm: 
PORT CAPACln:  N o  change, except 

some way the inland ports and naval 
huts on tbt board (outlines or colors). 1 MOVEMENT Movement ruler rtinain thc 

I same. Instead of cards, shipr a r t  assign4 task 
force numbers. (Usc numbcrcd counters or pieces 
of paper). Task f o m  numbers are kept on top of 
cnch stack ( f l ~ t )  of ship.  Players write down 
whkh h, Zone, arid Seculr a c h  fltct is in. 
Arras are the Iive marked on thc board 
(A,B,C.D.E), Zones m the four mentioned in the 
art& (A,B,CD), and Sectin run from 1 to ID. 
EXAMPLE 15:AGS meins task force 15 is in 

1 AM A, Zone C. &tor 5. 

I 
ENCOUNTER: Encounter rules still npply 

for combat. However, when opposingforcesarein 
the same area and mse,  the ~enrching playcr calls 
out as many sectorsas allowcd by the Enmunter 1 chart and modified by the Ieflucnceb Tabk ' (Merely add tbenumherindiatul ontbcEIC). He 

I must d l  out his o m  s&or  with the other8 he 
I 'searches. If the oppo~ing f o m  art in any of the 

wtors  starchod, playas proced to bsttle. 
EXAMPLE: Blue player has carrier forcc scorch- 
ing Zone 8 for ~ubmarinwr during rainy wndi- 
tionb. Hc t k n  can m r c h  only 3 smm 

SHIPS: Ship rukn remain tb t  same. A Hit 

i sinkings, and construction Sin= a maximum of 
1 10 capital s h i p  can be built by both s ide,  then 

BB Defender 

BB Leopard BB Victory 

CV Aerie 
1) Color the ba& of one #t of couotas 

(cither the blue or  red). 
2) Units may tnta the game inverted. and 

face up units may be inverted at the end of their 
movcmmt, unless adjacent to cntmy units or 
unfriendly d t k  

3) Units may n m r  be ~werted in an m m y  
crruntry, orina hostile minor country with guerilla 
activity. 

4) Inverted units hw itdantry-type ZOC 
O f m w e .  m o r  docsnl have to  invertifitwishcs 
to kotp its ZOC. 

5) Mixed f w p  and inverted units may 
ocfupy the =me hen. 

6) Ground m: when ground unit6 mow 
adjacent to enemy inverted unitd, tbc enemy units 
are turned f a c w p  afrer ground movement but 
befort air movement and attacks a r t  hided. 

7) Air remn: bdorc any movement n phycr 
may turn fa-up enemy uniu in one hex per air 
base he wntrols. Tbt targct h m  must bc within 12 
hexes ofthe W and not in wwds or mountaim. 

8) Naval rewn: cach eir fnctor at aes may 
recon one coast htX (not canmining mtn6 or  
wood&) per turn bordering its sect mat. This is in 
addition to ita other duticg and btfoorr mmrnent  
es with air recon 

9) Invcrtcd units mave nwmdly. A pIQytr 
may not obsuw his  opponent'^ movt s i w  that 
would *strict bii movement and probably expose 
mnre of his units. 

10) Units at sca are always inverted. 
11 ) Blank counterg may bt usled inverted to 

inflate existing ptaclrs. They may be placed only on 
hereg that alrcady contain friendly invtncd units. 
Each player may p l m o n t  blsnkcounterforevery 
t b w  full ground units. 

12) A i a f t  on the ground are inverted as 
ground units. Aircraft in theairare ccverinvtnod. 

13) FTR or TAC flying interdiction, or  any 
a k f t  miacking a btx pcrform recon on it. 

14) Artillery may not. fire a bsrragc &mt a 
stackmntai~sginverPcd unita It may be brnbod. 
though. 

15) Rangerg may make a remn attack by 
a n n o u k n g  t h t  it ia making a reeon. arid during 
the m m h t  pbrrse, aftm t k  rrarnned unita m 
turned faa-up, the Ranger unit autnmatically 
rctrantstwo h e x e ~ . ~ t h n o l o r ~ t o a n y o n e a d n o  
defender ndvaw?. This may only be done ageinst 
Rex- containing inverted enemy units not 
adjacem to other friendly units. 

16) Rangers a t  aea may launch e rtcon 
against inverted units on mwnsl hexofthe ranger's 
sca zone. The enemy unit8 art t u r d  faceup, but 
the R w r  unit rcmaina at sen, with no l o w s  to 
anyone. 

CA Confident 

CA Peerless [19 CA Relentless a CA CeResdute a 
CA Righteous m CAfenacious M V a l i a n t  a 

ADDITIONAL FORCES 

W P S - 0 7  lm DD-41 factors W p S - O B  f - 1  
UB-4 factors 

W P S - O S  f-rm TX-SO factors 
W S - 1 0  mn 

Imperial Red Navy 
FORCES AT START 

t new numbers-m pmvidd (s& the ships are 
only wssibilitics, thev are number&. not mmesl. If 

/ rhi&-arc constr&ei, the playem fill in the type 
and number in the spa= provided. Blue WPS 

r (War Production Series) are variable: if more W s  
! ' or CA's are needed, crms off thc cxtra BB hit 

b o r n  Red K (Kriepchiff) only nocd to k c l a s d  
1 and numkred. UE a pendl lo m o r d  hits. 

BATTLE PROCEDURE: No c h a w .  
WITHDRAWAL TABLES: Two dic arc 

used for t k  Smoke Mantuvcr: 

cA Heldengedicht CD cA Nordland I77 c~ Rolfiadt CIJ 
CA Vaterland CA Wachter m CV Valkyrie a 
DD-5 factors UB-25 factors TX-40 factors ADDITIONAL FORCES 

Du Roll Result 
23,4,6 Succersful 

5,7,8,9,10,11,12 Unsuc~sfiful 
...I fqr the Covcr and Turn Away: 

Torp. Factors Die Roll (Successful) 

Dearsir: 
Ha?4np rtccntly purchassd 1776 1 found an 

array of diffmrmt p i e m  Starting off play with 
the basic game w m " t L  There were only 
Conunentel and British pi=@. AAm tiring same- 
whnt of the Bapic Came I decided to mwe 
o n w d  Oh brother! What a mess Using m e -  
lopea 1 gum isn't b d  for the Baeic Came, but In 
the Cmpaign Game you muld end up 1miw 
your mind, Having decldd that warn'! the wny, I 
thought up a # m d  idea. With help lmm VoL 11, 
NO. 1 of t k  GENERAL), 1 cannibalized the 
game bays from my Gettysbrvg and mDay 
Games (thw didn't need them becaw of thc 
m a l l  munber of playing pie.$%). 
Using the 3 tmm, I subdivided thcm by taping 

in mrdbaard strlp The 3 traya fit into the 
lmttom of the 1776 mmc box pdectly, and 
wine the subdivided trays to  hold the different 
piccm in, yw have an wwview of the lot of 
thorn. Doing this m a k ~  playing the Baenariot and 
the Campaign Game a lot Ies4 trwblesome. By 
the way, after stacking the b&6 and other 
playing equipment on top of the tray6 you will 
find you have jugt ruled it to  the brim and the 
top tfts pafectly, thus keepin# the picces intact 
in their nmner comnartments. You mav wish to 

Gentkmen: 
1 kvt btcn into wargaming for a fcw wars 

now, but havenever enjoyed the hobbymoretban 
at ORlGlNS I. Congratulations for a great 
wnvention. 

I would like to s m t o n e  morewayin which Surviving torpedo ships roll the dike instead of 
drawing cards. 
A roll of 2 or 12 getg a d a m a p  mul t  on tht w m y  
ships. 

AIR ATTACKS: No change. 
SHORE BOMBARDMENT: No change. 
U-BOATSIASW: No c h a w  
SITUATION: Replrtocment~, repain and 

wnstrudon rcmrrin the name. For convoy 
interception roll the dim and use thc following 
tnbk: 

AH muld help tht It is fiustrutik to  htar 
of aood &-tick in IOOE D U S ~  "GENERALS" that 
arcno l o w  availabi i rhcrdorc pr- a 10 
par book of past GENERALS (Vols. 1 through 
10). Ifemcbprne wrrs tre~tedasascparnrecbmpfer, 
a typical chaptcr muld contain a hlmrical Icad, 
strategy auggcstions, variants, and questions 
answered of that game. Since the material is 
readily availnbk. 1 believe the book wuld be 
marktad in m g a d n c  niLc for under 510. T h i n  
would be of s p c k l  bendit to the new ( a d  not so 
new) gamzr Perhaps in 1984 we wuld see Vol. #2 

You may want to add to these rules. for 
example, you may include &eda of wcatkr  or  
FTR puroln oo air m n ,  etc. Perhaps they can be 
simplfitd, by removing recon attacks. I suggest 
thnt you give them a try-thcy create the fog of 
war witbout any new wmponcntfi and without 
kccping track of anytbing on pp. 

ZONE 
A B C  D Jim B u r w  

Clinton. TN J a m  Stabler 
Silver Spring, MD Dim Roll 

Zone rcaultant is location of convoy. 
Hopefully, thegc simplifications will induce 

more pcoplc to include "Surface Raidcn" in their 
BLInKRIEG strategy. 

put dl of Ihe ~ r i t i h  a d  continenti Regulars 
into one tray. Then, when playing the Basic 
Game, just yank out the one tray and set tha box 
aide. Mso, w anyom not prtaantly omiw 1776 
"BUY IT!" I really feel it is one of AH'S k t  

emen. 
Mib Thrmras 
Sterlins MI 

Ed. Note: .You wen'[ the Brsr to make thl? 
J u g g e s t h  The corniwywr will  probnbIy ~ e e  w 
print such Q special 16sue whlch will k a blend of 
arIlcIes oki a d  new on a sin& subject. PAN- 
Z E R B L I n  will pmhbly be the subject qf the 
first attempt. 

Ed. Note: We cnmIded the Hidden Mowmw 
ruks 01 t k  h r  rnhute (@@r the u& were writte~) 
simply becam thegdmeprbyedm d l  wirhovr it. 
Evenrually, we'll print o w  i n t e n d d  HIDDEN 
MOVEM.WTr& R the GENERAL. 

Alan S k i o w  
Ciocro, ILL. 
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m: ALEXANDER aMn: Battle of Arbela, 331 B.C. 
ALEXANDER THE GREAT was the 19th the terrain idemificatien prcblem, clarifies the 

game to undergo analysis in the REG, pleelng sequence of play and missilerules, andlistsan 
12th on the chart with a cumutative rating of enlarged appendix of playing aids and ques- 
2.93. A ~w showing in  physical components tions pertaining to play. 
kept down an otherwtse impresire showing. The most misleading rating is that of Play 
The game was handicapped from the s e n  bya Balance whlch obviously refleets the Baslc 
battlefield wlth vely lmle in  the way of Game. The A d v e n d  Game comes ~0mplete 
distinguishable terrain. In an ermmpt to get with enough optional fules to balance the 
sway from a mapboarddevoid of w lo rwe may game p r f m l l y  when uBed in  the Correct 
haveoutsmartedourselues in that our 'souped combinat~on. The fast playing time of 2 hours 
up' version turned out more psychedelic than ls a rarefeWureforehndbaUlegameand may 
colorful. To compound the -problem, the actually be a bit exaggerated for veteran 
rule- did not adequatelydsfine the terrain players. 
features because i t  was printed before the ALEXANDER'$ 2nd edition will make a 
map. Whentheanim'srenrleringpr#edsorely substantial improvement on these rarrngs. 
lackicq in  fulfilling the already printed terrain Those looking for a gwd, short introductory 
definitions we were latt wifh a majw problem. game with the refinements and mlniatUreS 
As if this weren't enough the sin was 'feel' of a PANZERBUR could do far worse 
increased when our Budget Controller gave than plck up a copy of ALEXANDER THE 
'thumbs down' to two-sided counters at the GREAT 
last minute. This resulted In the unpracedent- 
ed release of a virtually 'incomplete' AH game 
in that buyers had to pencil in  halfstrengthson 

PANZER LEADER: 

Q. Suppose ananti-tank gun fires in  t u r ~ l  I and is 

spottcd. On turn 21t is loaded intoa halftrack but 

does not have the her. Are both thc halftrackand 

gun now spottd? 

A. Yes 
Q. During Opportunity Fire may more than I 

unit Fire (and combine attack factors) against the 

samc rnovlng enemy piece? 

A. Yes-as long a6 lb of lht Moycmcot Factors of 

tht targcl has been expend4 in  the LOS of tach 

firing unit at the point whcre the attack i s  made. 
BASKETBALL STRATEGY: 

Q. 1sn.t the word "interceptorw for result 7F on 

the Passing Matrix a mistake? 

A. Yes. "interceptor" should be rend as "recipient 

of the pass" in this caw. 

AVALON HILL RBG RAT-ING CHART 
The games are ranked by the~rcumulatlveseoreswhich isenaverageofthe9 
categwres for each game. Whlle it may be fairlyargued that sach category 
should not weigh equally against the others, we use i t  only us a 
generaliratton of overall rank. By breekinq down a game's ratings into 
indiv~dual calgories the gamer is abletodis~ernfor himself whsrethe game 
is strong or weak In the quallties he values the most. Readrvrsars rsminded 
that the Game Length catepry is measured in multiplesof ten minutes and 
that a rating of 18 would qua1 3 hours. It should also be remsmberd that 
many games have more than one version and in axtrerns mses playing 
trme can very drastically from one scenario to the next. 

2. PANZER LEADER 

d 177R 

I 3rd REICI 
8. PANZERI 

:TWAFFE 
10 MIDWAY = AFRIKA KORP 

18. STALINGRAO 3A4 3.43 3.74 340 2.07 2.52 4.37 6.15 3.28 3.04 20.0 m- ,islo -7 :ala': ZW,;~W~:S~*, 4,s.. $m~:r ,a%~~i ,  *FW 
18. GETTYSBURG 

CALCULAf ED VICTORY . . . ConrJdfr~m &.28 hspdiffctmccs. These must be known. Playtn who 
only glam at rula or cvcn Fail to study the 

ly gmt stmtegy ip when rnmbined with gimulation solitaire before any wmpttition might us 

pear lactic* (the waterkao Campip) .  Only thc well Play craw. VidoW is not 8 mkulation, but 
combination of the two yiclds victories as brilliant luck. 
au Austrrlitz. 

When sitting d o m  to a conflict simulation itself 
a competitorshouM beaware ofthcaforementioned 
concepts. Obviously a totalgrasp ofthe rula 01 play 
and the victory conditions is nemary. Suliident 
wnecntration must be exercid 80 BQ to avoid 
making idiotic errors likc allowinga Germanarmor 
corp to wind up in Mogcow thc first turn of 
Yullngrad by Icaviw open a key railroad on thc 
Finniah border. Keeping that much concentration 
sctms m y  but in a complex, involvtd gamr by the 
time the simulation is h a l f o w  u cehninfatiguesefg 
in  and one may fail to see the forem b m w  of the 
trees. 

It IS drf~nite and indubiow that om must seek as 
much intelligence a$ possibleabout the enemy and 
terrain, usually easy in wargamcs which fail to 
d u p l i t e  the 'fog of war." Only after all available 
knowkdp has been accumulated Ean wahmrion 
commence. The firat waluation should be of your 
opponmt: is he easily fooled? complamni? insipid? 
foolhardfl etc. Tht lattcr type are easy pickings for 
an actlve defender to draw into a trap. The 
complacmt attacker or defender has grtat faults 
too. A playu wiih any amount of perspicacity can 
pul to good uar his opponenw failingg and m n  just 
characteristics. All thjs of course presumes a play= 
wilh suff~cient sagacity to s~ him OWR churacteris- 
t k ,  and is calculating enough to use them. 

In the game itself the first itrm to beconsidered 
IS the game aystm. One cannot suflieitntly discuss 
cvcry system in exislencc, but aome items of value 
can be nolcd. The Combat Result& Tablc has to be 
absolutely mmprehmdd. cspedally in regard6 Lo 
advnncm aftcrcombat. In virtually w r y  simulation 
an attacked unit whkh is surrounded is doomed. 
This mcans that 'zones of mntror and their 
influence on rnovemrnt must be realized. Penetra- 
tion or an cmmy position is always ad~sed  and 
cvcry impediment to this should be used by the 
defender a d  avoided by the nttacker. Every game 

A& in any conilict players have loavoid rashnesg 
as epitomized by countcrattscks made t w  m n .  or 
the more ohenly cornmiltcd c m r  of advancing too 
rapidly leaving only poor retreat rouies casily cut 
off. Opponents should ncvtr hope that each will 
make errors. they should mnsider his enemy as a 
virtual computer capablc of no mistakes. When 
playing us though he is that good you iorceyourx@g 
to greater levtls o l  acumen And avoid emotional 
fadors such as over-sptimism. 

ln  tke gamc, evaluation also npplim to your 
unlts. Know which uniuarc bet for lrontalassaults 
(such 8% powtrlul infantry), expoilatiens and 
penttrationv (mualryarmor). firtpowr (artillery- 
air), diversions (wak units cspecialb infantry), a. 
Considtr lhcir strength, range, and 6pecd on clear 
terraih road&andsoon. Sinceit iaarareunit thet is 
horh wry slrong and very fast one has to 
compromise and act accordingly to his best 
rdvbnlagr. Cwrdination and cffiEiency arc CSP 

dally applicable krr. 
A player that Ceils to mluale the forms is 

doomtd to failure because he cannot expioil the 
dwerenms krwcen rhwr. Example: i f  smalltr but 
stronger (that is tactically mrongcr in unit strength), 
seek local cnmpements and emphasize conczmm- 
tion. That is the only viablc Confederate strategy 
wilh his limted forces in Avnlon Will's GITTYS-  
BURG In ALEXANDER the -Persian's only 
chanc? is an all-cavalry attack on theflanksassisted 
by t k  tltphams and chariots. That attmpts to 
rxplort the Greek lack ef units and g w d  cavalry. 
And uf course in a game such a& FETTYSBURG 
the Federals should exploit thc terrain to defensive 
advantap. 

Knowledge, tvaluation, and exploitation; these 
are the Ihrcc key war& to any analpm of conflict 
amulatiom. But without perspicacity onthcpamof 
the plnycr, no victory is a true calculation. 

Q 

GENERAL BACK ISSUES 

The number in each column represents the number of articles dealing wlth 
that particular game in  that issue. Naturally, the fewer thearticles thsmore 
cornprehens~ve you can empeci the articles to be. An asteritk lmlieetes the 
feature artick. A[II indicates the game utllized in the swiss replay. Speclfy 
alternates for each selection. 

TELL YOUR BEST FRlEND 
mt ONE YOU'RE TE~CHINQ fO 
pmy) rHRr ~ k ' 5  POIHG Hold l t l  1 could shtl turn 

soM~rY\r4Lr W Q O ~ G ?  IT rda a drew! 
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- ORIGINS II 

The fiFst stage of planning for the second 
national wargaming convention is nearing 
completion. A mass mailing to potential exhibi- 

, tors has been completed with a near sell-out 
I result. Parties interested in exhibiting at the 
: show should contact us immediately. Once 

available space is gone, there 1s nothing thatcan 
be done for new exhibitors. 

At this stage we openly solicit the aid of 
I wargaming groups around the country. If your 
' group would like to sponsor an event, now is the 

time to let us know. Sponsorship involves 
t funding of 630.00 to cover the standardwed 1 st 
; prize wall plaque and a negotiated performance 

b n d  to insure that the sponsoring organization ! shows "up with sufficient judges and materials. 
I The sponsoring organization, in turn, is remun- 

erated to the sum of all entry fees received for 
the event. We are especially interested in groups 

i with experience in running miniatures competi- 
: tions of all kinds. 

A way in which any GENERAL reader can be 
of help in promoting ORIGINS I/ is to take part in ! the poster canvas. Our poster campaign last 

, year was limited tothe Baltimore area and was a 
' major failure due to lack of volunteers to post 
1 them. You can help by volunteering to post one 
- or more in your area. The posters will have a 

i place for you to list your name and phone 
number for people tocontact you, reference car 

I pools, etc. If you'll use them, just drop us a line 
requesting same and we'll be glad to post them 

' to you approximately 2 months before the con. 

he A.R.E.A. rating system is picking up 
m with well over 1,000 members already 

enrolled. We have not answered complaints 
ahut  missing A.R.E.A. forms up untit now 
because the pool was deliberately held back for 
6 weeks while the numbers mounted, and we 
debated the advisability of issuing refunds or 
golng ahead with the service. By now, however, 
everyone who paid for A.R.E.A. membership 
should have their membership materials. If you 
don't, send us your cancelled check and we'H 
look into the matter. Include a stamped, self: 
addressed envelope with each inquiry. Those 

. interested in joining A.R.E.A. should do so soon 
as the price for this service will be increased 
with the printing of our next catalog. 

Old rime FOOTBALL STRATEGY buffs who 
' remember the original timer with the movable 
'wheels' for keeping score and time and who 
prefer it to the present pad smem may order 

.,them from our remaining supply for $1.00 
apiece (plus postage) while the supply lasts. 

SECOND EDITION 1776 RULES 
NOW AVAILABLE 

The 2nd edition rules of 1776 are now 
available from the parts depth for S2.00plus 50C 
postage and handling. They contain 9 changes 
in the body of the rules (so signified by a blackdot 
in the margin), plus appendix of questions and 
answers gleaned from the pages of the 
GENERAL. 

NEW PANZER LEADER SCENARIO CARDS 
The revised PANZER LEADER scenariocards 

are now available for $1.60 plus 50C postage 
from the parts department. While it is not 
necessary to have the revised set, purists may 
appreciate the subtle changes made therein. 

The referendum on the wargaming t-shirts 
received a 98% favorable reply. We havedecided 
on a circular PANZERBLITZ motif for the front 
with the AH I q o  silk screened on the back. 
Probable cost will be $5.00. Don't order now. 
We'll let you know when they become available. 

Flying Buffalo's 3rd Annual Wargame Con- 
vention was a small but enthusiastic success. 
Thirty garners from 5 states gathered at the 
Ramada Inn in Scottsdale, AZ to compete for 5 
trophies. Steve Packwood (above left) won the 
AH tournament by topping Keith Gangidino 
(right) in their final round AFRIKA KORPSgame. 

The Interest Group concepr continues to 
grow. The founder of Interest Group Milwaukee 
is Roger Bober. Acting as aK opponent pool for 
area gamers, Interest Group Milwaukee can be 
contacted by writing Rqer  at his 361 6 S. 54th 
St., Milwaukee, WI 53220 address. 

FOOTBALL STRATEGY buffs in the Mound, 
MN area will be happy to hear of the establish- 
ment of a league in that area. Those interested 
should contact Patrick McNevin, 6030 Hillcrest 
Rd., Mound, MN 55381. Those whose interests 
lean more towards wargaming should talk to Pat 
about their Minneapolis wargaming cluk 'The 
Old Guard." 

One of our favorite groups, OOPS (Organiza- 
tion of Pseudo Strategists). hasannounced their 
tournament schedule for 1 976. Mow in their 7th 
year of existance, OOPS has successfully 
completed 21 FTF tournaments. This year's 
competitions include their 2nd Annual Strategy 
Olympics, BATTLE OF THE BULGE tournament 
(new), Chess (4th year), RISK (5th year], 
BASKETBALL STRA TEGY League (3rd year), 
THIRD REICH tournament (new), ORIGINS of 
WWll Campaign (2nd year), GRAMD PRlXCircuit 
(3rd year), and Football League (8th year). AH 
playtests and intra-club competitions are also 
anticipated. Those interested should contact 
Jim Reilly, 2609 West La Verne, Santa Ana, CA 
92704. 

Vol. 12, No. 3 apparently suffered from too 
much JUTLAND material as we took it on the 
chin with our worst rating ever-3.96. The 
voting for individual articles. utilizing 200 
random samples with 3 points awarded for I st 
choice, 2 for second, etc., looked like this: 

PROBABLE POSSIBIUTIES.. ........................... 389 
SERIES REPMY-WATERLOO ......................... 279 
AVALOM HILL PHILOSOPHY ........................... 158 
WITHOUT AMERICA .............. : ................... 130 
A STILL CLOSER WOK AT WGGER WNKS ........... 128 
DESIGN ANALYSIS ................................... 13 
MATHEMATICAL LOS D~RMIFIATION ................ 53 

Plans for Gen Con IX, oldest wargame 
convention in the U.S., are already underway. 
Scheduled for August 20, 21 and 22 in Lake 
Geneva's Horticultural Hall, Gen Con IX will 
highlight fantasy gaming with game seminars 
by noted fantasy designers. Those interested in 
further details should address their inquiries to 
Post Office Box 758, Lake Geneva, WI 53147. 

Tom Oleson, the creator of ANZJO /I, would 
like to hear from anyon% with knowledge of the 
geography-especially the beaches and ports (in 
1943) of that part of Southern Italy excluded 
from the ANZIO map, with a view towards 
perfecting a variant including them. 

Al Macintyre has organized no less than 6 
different groups in the midwest with staggered 
monthly meetings. If you live in the Cincinnatti, 
Dayton, Gahanna, OH; or Detroit, Louisville or 
Indianapolis vicinities, you owe it to yourself to 
contact Al for further information at his 2729 
Stratford Ave., Cincinnatti, OH 45220 address. 

Contest #68 relied on the inability of a unitto 
leave the zone of control of 1- unit to directly 
enter the ZOC of another. The German is not 
strong enough to guarantee elimination of 
either the 14 Cav or f06/423. By placing the 
1 SS Panzer and an infantry unit adjacent to the 
fortress, the German can prevent the 14th Cav 
from moving out of the fortress and counterat- 
tacking in hopes of an attacker retreat along the 
road to St. Vith, as the odds for attack would be 
4-26 or 1-7 which is not allowed. The German 
has remaining three infantry unitswhich if used 
to attack the 1 OW423 at 1 -1 could possibly be 
retreated 2 hexes (a 17% chance). If this occurs, 
the 1 OW423 is free to move in its turn adjacent 
to the Panzerand infantryunitswhich combined 
with the 14 Cav would have a 8 to 26 or 1 to 4 
attack. This gives the 14th Cev a 67% chance of 
retreating toward St. Vith. By placing one 
infantry east of the fortress it not only guaran- 
tees that this attack can't =cur but also that 
the 14 Cav cannot escape behind Germ;in lines 
toward Elsenborn ridge. 

The 5-1 attack on 1 OW422 guarantees its 
elimination even if a contact is rolled. The 
remaining armor and paratroop unit is placedon 
the river for exploiting any weakness in the 
American position next turn. 

No one came up with exactly the same 
solution as our judge but Timothy Purdy of 
Ridgefield Park, NJ was the closest with butone 
minor alteration. The remaining nine winners 
with the closest solutions were: J. Kreuz, 
Chicago, I L  S. Schindhelm, Milwaukee, WI; R. 
Shalvoy, Providence, RI; D. Cook, Birmingham, 
AL: D. James, Baltimore, MD; C. Drong, Spring 
Grove, LL: D. Pyle, Freeville, NY; R. Haas, Terre 
Haute, IN; and R. Miller of Oxon Hill, MD. 




